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Management Summary 

The objective of the FUPOL project is the development of a new governance model 

to support the policy design and implementation lifecycle. The innovations are driven 

by the demand of citizens and political decision makers to support policy domains in 

urban regions with appropriate ICT technologies. Those policy domains are very 

important, since more than 80% of the whole population in Europe lives in urban 

regions and the share will further grow in the future. 

Deliverable D3.7 is the test report covering the product iteration that is available at 

the end of the second project year (D3.5 or release 0.33).  

The FUPOL Core Platform is a central module of the FUPOL System, providing 

services to the FUPOL users and to the other FUPOL modules: 

• Centralized access and account management (security, user management) 
• Campaign management (support for research activity) 
• Client management (support for multi-client operations) 
• Data and knowledge management including GIS data, semantic and statistical 

data using semantic web technology 
• Social media management including content crawling from Twitter, Facebook 

and other social media sites 
• Operational support (services that support the reliable operations of the 

FUPOL System like logging, journaling) 
• Integration services (messaging middleware, service coupling, …) 

An important note is that this document covers the FUPOL Core Platform, but not the 

complete FUPOL System. Thus most test cases focus on the core platform, even 

those on integration test level. 

In order to fully understand the FUPOL Core Platform we recommend starting with 

D3.6 Software Requirements Specification (which refers in parts to its predecessor 

D3.1) to get an understanding of the system's purpose and the requirements that 

drive this architecture. An overview of the system’s technical architecture can be 

found in D3.2. This deliverable (D3.7) is based on D3.5 and D3.3, as the approach 

for designing the test cases is based on requirements (and/or user stories). 
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There are significant dependencies between the content of D3.7 and other 

deliverables, like D3.1, D3.2, D3.3, D4.1, D4.2, D5.1, D5.2, D6.1, D7.2 and D7.3  

which were respected in the test strategy and in the test case design. 

Tests Performed 

The following table lists the number of test cases performed each time that we 

executed the tests (of course the number was steadily growing over time; the figures 

below are from September 2013). 

Test Type #Test 
Cases 

Frequency of Tests Test 
Automation 
Rate 

Functional Tests – 
Unit/Unit Integration Tests 

134 Several times per day 100% 

Functional Tests – 
System/Integration Tests 

317 Daily (automated tests) 
Every two weeks (manual tests; subset) 

75% 

Non-Functional Tests – 
Whitebox Tests 

n/a Upon each check in (Sonar, Cobertura, Checkstyle) 100% 

Non-Functional Tests - 
Performance and Scalability 
of the RDF Store 

n/a Only performed once. Will be re-executed once we 
change the demo/production environment. 

n/a 

 

In addition to the tests listed above we performed (but did not document): 

• explorative tests during development 

• smoke tests right after rolling out a new release 

• code and documentation reviews 

• (informal or implicit) tests of non-functional requirements 

 

Stress tests – while not explicitly performed yet – are to some extent covered by our 

scalability and performance tests (see appendix IV), as these tests stressed the 

system for about two days with a load (data volume, speed of requests) that was 

much higher than what we expect in real life. However we did not explicitly try to 

overstress the system, so we don’t know how the test system will behave under very 

heavy load yet. 
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Security tests were not performed as well, as the system’s security features have not 

yet been deployed to the full extent. The same applies to usability tests, because the 

user interface is not stable enough to get valuable insight from it. 

 

Acceptance tests will be handled by WP7 with its focus on validating tests and are 

part of the pilot operations. However we shipped new releases every two weeks, 

keeping the batch sizes small. Formal acceptance tests are thus not necessary (at 

least not for the core platform), as the system evolves in a very transparent way. 

 

Test Results and Product Quality 

The results of the (automated) regression tests are collected and stored by the 

Jenkins continuous integration server for every test run (parts of if are now on 

backup tapes; the previous 2 months are online). 

Unit tests are always “green” (100% ok) before a rollout; system tests must not 

produce severe errors. 

The quality of the current product iteration of the FUPOL Core Platform (sprint 33, 

equal to D3.5) is “near production ready” and in accordance with our plan. 

 

Near production ready means… 

• Most major functions that are required have been implemented and they 

produce the expected results, but there’s room for improvement in usability, 

performance, robustness etc. (for a list of implemented user stories please 

read chapter 13.4 (Sprint Overview and Requirements Coverage) or the 

release notes. 

• There are still missing features in the product that will be implemented in the 

next two years 

• Not all non-functional requirements are met (i.e. scalability (we’re still not on 

our production hardware), multi-language support etc.) 
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Product Risks 

Most product risks have been driven out in the first two years of the project. 

Although some risks occurred none of their effects was a show stopper. However, 

some risks still remain: 

Index Risk Probability Severity Explanation and Risk Mitigation 
1 System 

complexity 
grows over a 
reasonable 
level 

medium medium • The system has grown over the 
previous two years and the overall 
complexity, especially the number of 
involved modules and systems, has 
grown as well. As the number of 
dependencies usually grows 
exponentially with every new system 
node that we add the whole system will 
become very complex. Due to the size 
of the team we might reach a point 
where the complexity outgrows out 
team’s capabilities. This risk is 
amplified by the fact that we reduced 
the team’s size after two years. 

• KISS (keep it simple) is a good 
approach, but the project’s nature 
(research, many technologies involved) 
limits its applicability. We contracted 
some previous team members for spot 
operations should this be necessary 
and kept a core team that covers all 
required skills. Furthermore the core 
platform’s knowledge is distributed in 
the other work packages as well the 
more that they use it.  

2 Low quality of 
external 
components 

medium medium • The core platform uses many external 
components (i.e. the enterprise service 
bus, the RDF store, …). Should any of 
them generate technical problems for 
us the team’s chances to fix this are 
low, as we depend on a third party 
vendor. This risk is amplified by the 
project’s long duration (in fact we’ll 
have to handle several migrations of 
these products to newer versions). 

• Whenever possible we try to use well-
established and mature products 

• In most cases there are alternatives 
available, but migrating to other 
products will be resource-consuming 

3 Social media 
interfaces 
change over 

high low • The first two years have shown that 
Facebook, Twitter etc. frequently 
(several times per year) change their 
public APIs. We didn’t lose functionality 
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time from that, but every time we have to 
adapt our implementation to it. The 
risk is that these efforts are not 
planable. 

• There’s not much that we can do here, 
but we tried to proxy this problem by 
using Spring Social, a framework that 
hides the API details whenever 
possible. 

4 Social media 
interfaces are 
reduced in 
functionality 

medium high • Given the recent developments in social 
media and the increased concerns of 
the public related to data protection 
and privacy the social media platforms 
might have to change their APIs, 
usually leading to a situation where we 
get less data from them. Furthermore 
the social media users might enforce 
stricter privacy settings (for example 
we could lose geolocations of tweets). 

• There’s not much that we can do here 

5 Scalability and 
stability of the 
system, 
especially the 
RDF store 

low medium • Our experience with RDF stores is 
mixed. All together the technology and 
the products are not very mature (if 
compared to relational databases). For 
example we had memory leaks in the 
database drivers. 

• Our performance tests showed that it’s 
very likely that we’ll be able to handle 
the load of the pilot operations on the 
current servers, but it’s difficult to 
estimate the final production system’s 
scalability. 

• A positive fact is that others have 
performed thorough performance and 
scalability benchmarks with Virtuoso on 
various hardware that show that it’s 
possible to handle very large volumes 
of data with it. 
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1 Introduction 

This is the test report of the FUPOL core platform as being under development by 

the team of work package 3 (WP3), based on the project state of late September 

2013 (pre-pilot). The project has now gone through its first half of the planned 

duration and the core platform – which is a prerequisite for the other engineering 

work packages – has grown faster than the rest of the product so to enable us to use 

it to develop the other functionalities (i.e. visualization, hot topic sensing, 

simulators). 

The test strategy and the test cases are driven by the requirements that the 

stakeholders provided during the requirements elicitation process (see D3.1 for 

details on this process). 

Please note that due to the fact that FUPOL is a research project it's impossible to 

predefine all requirements of a complex product in advance without accepting major 

changes later on. As the test cases are based on those requirements the same 

applies to quality control. We experienced great stability in the overall test strategy 

but that the test case repository is not yet complete (as we have still some missing 

functionality). WP3 decided to apply an agile development process based on Scrum, 

so the drivers of our development schedule are user stories in the product backlog. 

These stories are however aligned with the requirements in D3.6, but in some cases 

there's no direct relationship between use cases and user stories and thus not 

between use cases and test cases. In reality this is not a problem, as we always test 

the system based on the user acceptance criteria as stated in the user stories. This 

works perfect in iterative development. 

For an introduction to the project and the product under development we suggest to 

start with D3.6 Revised Software Requirements Specification and its predecessor 
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D3.1. There you will find a description of the scientitic approach taken, the project’s 

goals etc. 
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2 Test Object 

D3.3 contains a description of the test object, as long with general definitions. 

Here we just describe the changes to the test object that were introduced since D3.3 

was published. 

2.1.1 Business Context 

For a complete description of the FUPOL core platform's business context, including a 

representative business event list, read D3.6/D3.1. 

The following diagram illustrates the business context of the FUPOL core platform 

and identifies the test object from that perspective. Note that this is not the context 

diagram of the FUPOL system, but just the part of it covering the important aspects 

of the FUPOL core platform. 
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For a description of the diagram’s building blocks we refer to D3.6 (chapter 1.4.2). 

2.1.2 Logical Context 

The following diagram shows the test object from the logical context, illustrating the 

system's logical components. The components as shown in this diagram are 

important for testing, as they are used to group the logical test cases. 
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For a comprehensive description of the logical modules read D3.6/D3.2. D3.2 covers 

an architectural view on different levels of abstractions of these modules, too. 

2.1.3 Technical/Infrastructure Context 

Finally the technical context shows the test object on technical implementation level. 

Note that the web server is part of the test object as seen by the user, but that we 

don't specifically test its functionalities. 

Furthermore we didn’t test the relational database. 

Regarding the RDF triple store the situation is different: 

• The RDF store is one of the FUPOL components that is exposed to stressfull 

system loads and data volumes and its performance and scalability will directly 

influence the system’s capabilities and the perceived quality level 
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• Our experience with existing RDF stores throughout this project has shown 

that this technology is not near as mature as that of relational database 

systems. Given the central functionality that the RDF store provides and the 

fact that the whole system totally depends on it working properly we had to 

invest in testing it. 

While we didn’t test the RDF stores functionality explicitly we are very interested in 

its non-functional capabilities (especially in scalability (size) and query performance). 

 

2.1.4 Implementation Context 

On implementation level the test object is designed following a service-oriented 

architecture with an enterprise service bus (ESB) as the communication backend. 

Again, read D3.2 for further details. Note that the adapters that connect to the other 

modules are part of the test object: 
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3 Tested Features 

For an introduction in the terms and definitions of testing please read D3.3 (chapter 

3). 

 

The core message here is that it’s not feasible to test everything thoroughly but 

instead to identify those hot spots which could potentially bring the system down if 

they fail (either technically or from the user’s perceived level of quality). 
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3.1 Quality Goals and Non-Functional Requirements 

Deliverable D3.2 contains a table of quality goals: 

 

Source: D3.2, chapter 1.3 (Quality Goals) 

The system's overall quality must be optimized to meet the following quality goals. 

These quality goals are still valid and they were major drivers on how we designed 

the system. 

The following table lists the quality goals and the measures that we took to fulfill 

them: 

Prio Quality Goal Rationale Measures Taken 
1 Extensibility Social media is in a state of permanent 

change. During our project duration it's 
very likely that additional social media 
will enter the market and the 
architecture must be able to extend the 
system to integrate these newcomers. 

The same applies to simulation 
technologies and products. The system 
must be extensible to integrate 3rd 
party simulation products. 

Service oriented 
architecture chosen 

Social media data is 
stored in RDF using 
a common and well-
established social 
media ontology 
(FOAF/SIOC) 

Simulator API 

2 Adaptability The system will be operated as a cloud 
based service and must be able to 
handle various clients (customers) at 
the same time providing a virtual 
partition with exclusive data storage to 
them. 

Cloud computing (for 
scaling the RDF 
store) 

3 Accuracy The system must support the users in 
generating accurate and useful data 
describing current trends in social 
media and precise simulation results. 
Accuracy in this sense is defined as 
generating business value, i.e. the 
system must produce results that are 
precise and accurate enough to be of 
use in real-life policy making scenarios. 

None (that’s a a goal 
that has to be 
validated during the 
pilot operations) 
Other aspects apply 
to hot topic sensing, 
simulation and 
visualization. 
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4 Privacy In order to be able to reach a high level 
of user acceptance (especially among 
the eCitizens) the system must protect 
their privacy with care. 

Usernames are not 
shown in the GUI 
(however they’re still 
in the RDF store) 

5 Scalability The pilot scenarios currently cover 5 
different clients (customers) but the 
final product must scale up to a 
significantly larger number than that 
(see WP3-79 for details). 

Load testing with the 
RDF store 

6 Internationali- 
zation 

Our clients (customers) live in different 
countries using various languages (see 
WP3-15 for details) including non-
european languages like Mandarin. The 
system must be able to handle them. 

Implemented by 
design (currently 
only for English, but 
the mechanism for 
adding other 
languages is 
available) 

Non-goals 

The following quality aspects are considered to be of minor relevance to the 

system and its architecture and thus won't be adressed explicitly: 

Non-goal Rationale 
Look&Feel As this is a research project it's not a primary quality goal to produce a 

software system the delivers eye-candy to its users. 

The system must be usable, implement a consistent and understandable 
user experience, but not necessarily appear super-attractive. 

However it was decided that those parts that are exposed to the public 
(eCitizens) must be implemented in a way that is consistent with the 
user's expectations of comparable systems. Otherwise we could not 
attract enough users and would lose a significant number of opinions. 

 

These quality goals are non-functional. In fact they are the drivers of the architecture 

and our tests must cover them attentively. Unfortunately many of them can only be 

tested once the system has reached an integrated and mature state. 
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3.2 Functional Requirements 

Regarding functional tests the situation is easier. The FUPOL Core Platform is 

planned based on a mixture of traditional requirements engineering (following IREB; 

use cases) and agile development (SCRUM, user stories). The development process 

is driven by user stories - short sentences describing the stakeholder, the 

functionality and its purpose - supplemented by user acceptance criteria (UAC). 

These user stories are structured in a hierarchical manner, representing the 

abstraction levels epic, theme and story. See D3.1 for more information on this. 

Following the Agile Manifesto1 and Scrum’s principles we discussed these users 

stories in depth in our sprint planning 1 meetings (that took place in the first hours 

of every new sprint). Discussing the stories with the whole team was very valuable, 

as there were always details that were not covered by the written specification, but 

that had to be clarified before implementing it (and implementing the tests as well). 

To support the build-up of knowledge we although used paper prototypes that 

illustrated the mechanics of the 

user interface (which button to click 

to open that function; where can I 

see the sum; what happens if I 

click on that link). These paper 

prototypes were easy to build and 

they helped us tremenduously to 

get a common understanding of the 

functionality. In fact they even 

surfaced inconsistencies in the 

design and in the specifications early and at very low cost. 

                                       
1 http://agilemanifesto.org/  
2 http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/berlinsparqlbenchmark/results/V7/index.html#comparison  

A paper prototype of the campaign's home screen 
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For an in-depth explanation of the relationship between use cases, user stories and 

test cases please read D3.3 (chapter 3.2). 
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3.3 Non-Functional Requirements 

Regarding non-functional requirements most tests were either informal or implicitly 

done, as they are part of the system’s architecture and design. 

For example we don’t have to test if the system supports multiple languages because 

we’ve designed and implemented it this way (and we’ve seen that it’s capable to do 

so several times during development). 

One important point that relates to one of our product risks is the performance and 

scalability of the RDF store. This part was tested in several ways: 

• First of all we consulted several studies on RDF store scalability. These were 

one of the reasons why we’ve dumped JENA SDB/Fuseki and switched over to 

Virtuoso. The studies were promising. For example the Berlin SparQL 

Benchmark experiment from April 2013 2 compared several RDF stores with 

Virtuoso (7) usually being the best performing and scalable store. 

• Secondly we already used Virtuoso in our pilot operations and tests and it 

performed satisfactory. 

• And finally we did our own study on its scalability and performance. Although 

not nearly as thorough as the other studies it had the big advantage that we 

used Virtuoso in our own setup, our own environment, with our own 

ontologies and with test data that is as close to real-life data as possible 

(albeit it’s generated by permutating content). However, the environment that 

we tested Virtuoso in is not the final production environment (which will be in 

the cloud). But as we assume that the production environment will be far 

more capable than our (two years old) virtualized servers the predictions are 

optimistic. 

                                       
2 http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/berlinsparqlbenchmark/results/V7/index.html#comparison  
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See Appendix IV for details on our performance tests. 
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4 Untested Features 

As we've discussed in the previous chapter it's not feasible to exhaustively test 

everything that could be tested. Limited testing resources (staff, time) force us to 

neglect several aspects of the test object. 

Untested Functional Requirements 

Chapter 13.4 (Sprint Overview and Test Coverage) lists the user stories and their 

associated system test cases in detail. 

As you can see there not all user stories are explicitly covered with functional tests. 

This doesn’t mean that they were not tested at all, but – as noted there – there are 

reasons why we omitted some of the stories in our (more formal) test activities. 

Untested Non-Functional Requirements 

We decided to test (nearly) all functional features (but not all of them in the same 

depth), but regarding the non-functional tests we focused on scalability and 

performance of the RDF store. The other NFRs (non-functional requirements) are 

mostly part of the design (i.e. internationalization, ...) and are tested implicitly. 

Please note that in order to ship commercial-grade software more efforts have to be 

made, but as this project is a research project we leave this up to the later 

exploitation phase. 

Deliverable D3.6/D3.1 groups the non-functional requirements (NFR) in 8 clusters. 

The following table lists them and explains what shall be tested and what not. Note 

that in the FUPOL project there's some kind of formal testing (as described in this 

document) as well as testing following a more informal approach (pilot operations). 

Some of the non-functional requirements will be - though not in the formal level - 

"tested" by the users in the pilot cities. For this kind of informal tests feedback 

mechanisms will be used. Note further that even if WP3 does not test this aspect 
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other work packages might do. For example "precision or accuracy" is not so much of 

an issue for WP3, as there are no calculations etc. involved, but the core platform 

shows the topics that are extracted by WP6 and these have to meet accuracy 

requirements. However, they will be tested by WP6 and not by WP3. 

D3.1 NFR Group NFR Sub-Group Test Part of 
Quality 
Goals 

5.1 Look and Feel 
Requirements 

Appearance Requirements not tested; only feedback  

    Style Requirements not tested; only feedback  

5.2 Usability and 
Humanity 
Requirements 

Ease of Use Requirements not tested; only feedback  

    Personalization and 
Internationalization 
Requirements 

tested 
 

    Learning Requirements not tested; only feedback  

    Understanding and Politeness 
Requirements 

not tested; only feedback  

    Accessibility Requirements not tested; only feedback  

5.3 Performance 
Requirements 

Speed and Latency 
Requirements 

Tested for parts of the 
system (RDF store) 

 

    Safety-Critical Requirements n/a (system is not safety 
critical) 

 

    Precision or Accuracy 
Requirements 

not tested (by WP3); only 
feedback 

 

    Reliability and Availability 
Requirements 

not tested; only feedback  

    Robustness or Fault-Tolerance 
Requirements 

not tested; only feedback  

    Capacity Requirements To be tested once the 
final platform is available 
(cloud) 

 

    Scalability or Extensibility 
Requirements 

Tested (mainly fort he 
RDF store) 

 

    Longevity Requirements not tested  

5.4 Operational and 
Environmental 
Requirements 

Expected Physical Environment n/a  

    Requirements for Interfacing 
with Adjacent Systems 

tested  

    Productization Requirements not tested  
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    Release Requirements tested  

5.5 Maintainability 
and Support 
Requirements 

Maintenance Requirements not tested  

    Supportability Requirements not tested; only feedback 
(esp. from WP7) 

 

    Adaptability Requirements (de facto) tested 
 

5.6 Security 
Requirements 

Access Requirements tested  

    Integrity Requirements tested  

    Privacy Requirements tested 
 

    Audit Requirements tested  

    Immunity Requirements not tested  

5.7 Cultural and 
Political 
Requirements 

Cultural Requirements not tested; only feedback  

    Political Requirements not tested; only feedback   

5.8 Legal 
Requirements 

Compliance Requirements not tested; only feedback 
(i.e. data protection laws 
differ between EU and 
China) 

  

    Standards Requirements n/a   
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5 Test Environment 

All tests are performed on a system that is 'near production' meaning that both the 

features and the capacity of the test system should be comparable to the later 

production stage. 

 

However during the first two years we observed the following facts: 

• The web application parts of the FUPOL Core Platform (user interface, 

“application” including validation, persistence, …) are not expected to perform 

bad. The anticipated number of concurrent users can easily be handled with 

today’s technology. In fact performance of the web application was never an 

issue during our tests. 

• The critical part is the RDF store, as this technology is still immature and the 

store takes the heaviest load of all components, including the high volumes of 

data that we expect. 

 

This led to the decision, that we’ll deploy the final system in a distributed fashion: 

• The web application can easily be hosted on a standard, possibly clustered 

system. This system is a simple off-the-shelf (dedicated or virtual) server and 

compares well to our test environment (although it might be more capable 

than our test environment) 

• The RDF store is the part that will benefit most from moving it into the cloud. 

As we’ve chosen Virtuoso as the RDF store’s product this allows us to use 

Amazon’s EC2 cloud store (that itself hosts Virtuoso). Thus we can solve our 

cloud computing requirements in a cost-efficient way (in fact we outsource the 

infrastructure issues to a commercial vendor). Unfortunately recent 

developments (NSA leaks, Mr. Snowden’s revelations) have led to a situation 

where many potential customers (including our pilot in Yantai) insist on 

hosting the system in their own data centers for reasons of data protection 
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and privacy. Thus the deployment must support private cloud solutions as 

well. 

 

For testing this means that the test environment for the web application is 

comparable, but less capable of the final platform, while the test environment for 

the RDF store falls back significantly from the EC2 solution. However it’s 

somehow comparable to a private cloud solution with a smaller footprint. 

 

In the later stages of the product we might try to get a cheap (i.e. time limited) 

cloud-based test environment from Amazon, but for now we stick to our own 

virtualized servers. 

 

The good thing is that if the current test platform can handle the load, then the 

more capable production environment will be able to handle it with ease (note 

that our test servers are now 2 years old; the production environment will be 

technology from two years in the future and there will be more of it than what we 

have now). 

 

Another risk mitigation strategy was that we analyzed several RDF store 

benchmarks 3 that tested Virtuoso under heavy load (and compared the results to 

other RDF store products). Thus we knew in advance what to expect from 

Virtuoso (i.e. its performance under heavy load, how it scales etc.). Although 

some of them are outdated now our decision for Virtuoso was reinforced by their 

results. 

 
                                       
3 Examples for RDF/SparQL benchmarks are: 

• Berlin SparQL Benchmark: http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-
mannheim.de/bizer/berlinsparqlbenchmark/ 

• RDF Store Benchmark with Wikipedia: http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-
mannheim.de/benchmarks-200801/ 

• Leigh University Benchmark: http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/ 
• Linked Open Data Quality Assessment: http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-

mannheim.de/bizer/lodqa/  
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5.1 Hardware 

As FUPOL will be deployed as a cloud service (at least the critical RDF store part)  

hardware issues should be irrelevant. However during development - as well as 

during most testing activities - the production system will not be available yet and a 

dedicated test system must be used. 

Deliverable D3.2 covers the development/test server configuration in detail. 
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5.2 Software 

The software requirements are listed in D3.6/D3.2. 

We didn't limit the client side to a specific browser as the situation of the pilot cities 

is our of our sphere-of-control, but for economic reasons we have to limit the 

number of browsers/versions that we test the system on. So in the development 

team we use... 

• Safari (on the Macbook Pro) 
• Firefox (on the PCs) 
• Google Chrome (on the automated test environment/continuous integration 

server) 4 

We didn't fix the browser version, too, as the project's duration is four years and 

we'll face 2-3 generations of browsers during that time. The developers tend to use 

the latest-and-greatest browsers available, while the municipalities are usually 2 

years behind. Our experience so far is that there are issues that originate from 

different browser versions and if it's easy to do we'll fix them. In case that there's no 

quick fix available we follow the policy of "use the same browser that we use during 

testing". 

A more complete browser compatibility test should be performed during the 

exploitation phase. 

The test tools are covered in chapter 12 (Test Tools). 

                                       
4 We were using Firefox in the early stages of the project, but there were some incompatibilities when 
using it together with Selenium on our Linux based servers 
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5.3 Stages 

For the FUPOL project (all work packages) there are 6 (currently 5) stages available. 

For more details we refer to D3.3 (chapter 5.3).  

The stages are… 

• Development – the developer’s PC 

• Continuous integration – used by Jenkins (our CI server) 

• Test – used for the test automation (and some manual tests) 

• Integration – used previously for integration (currently we do this on the test 

server) 

• Demo – used by the pilot cities and for supporting exploitation (i.e. for our 

talks with potential customers and conferences) 

• Production – not yet available 
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5.4  Database 

5.4.1 Relational Database 

The relational database is used for storing business data (i.e. campaigns, social 

media window definitions, questionnaires, …) and operational data (i.e. users, logs, 

…). 

PostgreSQL was chosen as the primary database used in FUPOL. There's only one 

database server that is shared between all stages and it's hosted on a dedicated 

server. 

5.4.2 RDF Store 

The RDF store is used to persist and manage business data, especially... 

• (social) media data including geo-coordinates of posts 

• statistical data 

After experimenting with JENA’s own RDF store (using Postgres for physical storage) 

we switched over to OpenLink Virtuoso for reasons of scalability, performance and 

support for clustering, as well as for Amazon’s commercial cloud solution in the EC2 

cloud. 

Currently the RDF store is shared between all server stages (test environments), but 

the data is isolated in named graphs (with the campaign as the unique id). 

As our load tests on the RDF store are far more demanding (by several magnitudes) 

than the current load from pilot operations the influence on the test results that is 

caused by that shared resource is negletable. 

5.4.3 File Storage 

File storage is used for log files etc.  

Files are stored on the operating system’s native file system (hardware-wise there’s a 

shared storage system behind). 
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5.5 Project URLs 

For convenience this chapter lists the most important project URLs. 

descriptive 
name  

URL  short description  

Developer's 
Workstation 

1. https://localhost:8080/fupol-client/ 
2. https://localhost:8080/fupol-client-

administration/ 

Eclipse IDE and local Tomcat 
server for development purpose 

Note that depending on your actual 
environment you might have to 
tweak the proxy settings (so that 
the browser doesn't use the proxy 
for local adresses) 

Toolserver 1. https://fupol-
3.cellent.at:8080/jenkins/ 

2. https://fupol-
3.cellent.at:8080/sonar/ 

3. https://fupol-3.cellent.at 

1. Jenkins is an open source 
tool and provides 
continuous integration 
services for software 
development. 

2. Sonar is an open platform 
for managing code quality. 

Test Stage 1. https://fupol-
4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client/ 

2. https://fupol-
4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-
administration/ 

Test Stage for fupol-client and 
fupol-client-administration. The test 
stage is only accessible from inside 
the cellent LAN. Remote users 
must use a VPN connection. 

Integration 
test stage 

   Not used any more 

Demo & 
Acceptance 
Test Stage 

1. https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-
client/ 

2. https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-
client-administration/ 

Demo and Acceptance Test 
Stage Stage for fupol-client and 
fupol-client-administration. Note 
that there's no port in the URL. 

This stage can be accessed from 
outside as long as the user 
authenticates on the cellent proxy 
using his FUPOL account. 

SparQL 
Endpoint 

1. https://fupol-6.cellent.at/sparql-
auth  

This endpoint is only used during 
development/integration. There’s 
no ESB involved yet and 
connections to it are point-to-point. 

It’s protected by network security. 
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6 Test Types 

The tests that we’ve performed can be grouped in several classes, depending on the 

point of view: 

• test layers - focus on different aspects of the system 
• functional vs. non-functional tests 
• validating vs. verifying tests - fit for use vs. fit for purpose 
• manual vs. automated tests 

For detailed descriptions of these terms and how we use them in FUPOL please refer 
to D3.3 (chapter 6). 

ISTQB defines five test layers that each focus on different aspects of the system and 

that use different approaches for finding defects. Deliverable D3.3 describes them in 

depth. 

The following diagram illustrates the test layers: 
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Most of the tests that we performed so far were in the lower three layers: 

• Developers implemented unit/unit integration tests on their own behalf (they 

took the decision what to test and how to test it). All of these tests are 

automated. We didn’t document these tests, but we measure their code 

coverage in order to assess their quality. 

• Our test manager (Mr. Alexander Kamenicky) designed the system tests (and 

some system integration tests) and most of them were automated by our test 

engineers (Mr. Hakan Kagitcioglu, Mr. Nicos Evmides). Those that were not 

automated are executed manually by the test engineers. 

An important distinction is between validating and verifying tests: 

• Validating tests measure the difference between specification and 

implementation (so they assess if the implementation meets the specification) 

• Verifying tests measure the difference between what we intended to achieve 

and how it’s done 

The tests that WP3 did focus on validation, as the FUPOL Core Platform itself is just a 

subsystem of FUPOL and the business value can only be achieved by using the whole 

system. The responsibility for verifying tests is taken by WP7 and the pilot 

operations. 

The following diagram illustrates the different focus of validation and verification: 
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7 Test Approach 

FUPOL WP3 uses Scrum for software development. Agile methodologies like Scrum 

impose several requirements and constraints on the testing activities that might not 

be so important in non-agile processes. 

 

For a detailed description of our test approach we refer to D3.3 (chapter 7). This 

chapter summarizes the most important aspects and provides some background 

information on what we did in the first two years. 

 

Agile Testing 

The main challenges are: 

• Frequent delivery - the product is shipped at the end of every sprint (every 2 
weeks) 

• Permanent quality - the quality commitment is that the product is of "near-
production" quality at the end of every sprint 

• Incremental development - the product is growing in small steps during each 
sprint; re-testing already shipped functionality is mandatory 

• Timeboxing - sprints are time-boxed (2 weeks); the tests must fit into this 
timeframe 

We handled these challenges quite well, although the “near production” quality goal 

was missed sometimes (we still had issues in “demo-production”) and had to insert 

some “quality improvement sprints” where we fixed those issues – mostly technical 

ones related to stability and performance – that took more than a few days to do. 

As typical to most Scrum projects we had a permanent fight to keep the process 

quality at a sufficiently high level, so that the testers have enough time to do their 

job (usually developers tend to deliver their test candidates on the sprint’s final day). 

 

Quality Gates 

In D3.3 we defined some quality gates. 
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Quality Gate 1: Commitment to the Delivery 

The following diagram is the WP3 team’s velocity chart: 

 

• The blue line is the team’s commitment (what they wanted to deliver within 

the next two weeks) 

• The red line is what they finally delivered. 

• The green line is the difference between commitment and delivery. A positive 

value means that they delivered more and a negative value means the the 

overcommitted. 

 

The team’s commitment and the actual velocity that they achieved followed an 

interesting pattern: 

In the early stages (until sprint 9) the velocity grew constantly and followed the 

typical s-shape (slow start – getting used to the project and exploit productivity 

reserves – productivity levels out). 

Starting with sprint 9 we had an interesting oscillation with a frequency of 5-6 sprints 

where a short phase of overdelivery was immediately followed by a huge 
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underdelivery. As this pattern repeats over and over again (with increased 

amplitude) it’s likely that there’s a systemic cause for it. 

Regarding product quality the number of defects followed this pattern: 

• When the team achieved less than what they commited to the number of 

defects usually increased as they struggled to deliver what they promised. As 

all developers tend to do they tried to save time by reducing quality control 

and testing (which is – as we all know – the road to hell in software 

engineering) 

• In times of overcommitment quality was good 

The reason for the sprints when the team delivered less than expected was always 

one of the following: 

• Lack of knowledge (i.e. a new technology is introduced in the product but only 

one team member has experience with it – i.e. Geoserver, Virtuoso, RDF and 

SparQL, …) 

• External dependencies that are outside of the team’s sphere of control (i.e. 

quality of external products, issues with social media accounts (i.e. Sina 

Weibo), …). For example the two big overcommitments in sprint 23 and from 

31 ongoing are caused by a failed HTS integration and the fact that we were 

unable to access Sina Weibo so far (we just didn’t get access granted and so 

we couldn’t finish these stories). Both causes were outside the team’s sphere 

of control. 

• Other reasons (i.e. team members ill) 

The oscillation is caused by the way that we ordered the user stories. Stories related 

to new technologies were always clustered and thus the productivity risks clustered 

as well. 

When the team overcommitted the product owner tried to exploit their increased 

performance by pushing in “risky and demanding” user stories and the team’s 
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velocity immediately dropped as a consequence (as they had to build up experience 

with the new product or technology). After that the product owner changed the 

backlog with caution and pushed “less risky” stories into the higher backlog positions 

and so the velocity increased again. As the team has built up technical debt in the 

less productive sprints and it took some time until those bugs surfaced in pilot 

operations and tests this introduced a temporal dependency that defined the cycle 

length. 

The increasing amplitude of the oscillation is mainly caused by the system’s 

increased complexity (not so much on software level – more on infrastructure and 

third party products (Geoserver, Virtuoso, …) which made i.e. test automation 

sometimes a nightmare). 

Although an oscillating velocity is usually a sign of less-than-good process quality it’s 

in this case caused by the project’s complexity and by the team’s size (or lack of it). 

On the upside we could estimate the magnitude of the defects to surface based on 

the shape of the velocity chart. Another benefit from this pattern is that – although 

we would’ve preferred to deliver in a more leveled and reliable way – that we could 

predict what will be delivered when quite accurately. If we had planned WP3’s 

development in a traditional way (using input planning instead of output planning) 

this would’ve been much more difficult (if not impossible). 

Quality Gate 2: Definition of Done 

As every Scrum team does WP3’s team has set up their definition of done (DOD): 

1. The source code is checked in and the deliverables used for testing have been 
built using Jenkins (the build server) 

2. All check-ins relate to a story (using the story's id in the check-in-comment) 
3. Sonar doesn't find any violations of severity "Blocker" or "Critical" 
4. There are no methods with a complexity (Mc Cabe) greater than 10 
5. The architecture and design in D3.2 2. Architecture Constraints that relate to 

the user story are complete (to a feasible level of detail) and consistent with 
the implementation 
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6. The test cases on levels "system test" and above are consistent with the 
requirements specification 

7. All unit/unit integration tests execute green 
8. The coverage of the unit/unit integration tests is 70% or above for the service 

layer 
9. There are no issues of priority "Blocker" or "Critical" in the system test result 
10. Issues of priority "Major", "Minor" or "Trivial" are listed in the release notes 
11. The quality report is available in the wiki/Sonar including code quality metrics 

Rules number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 11 were usually fulfilled (exceptions below). 

Rule 8 (code coverage) was missed for several months due to problems with the 

Sonar server (in fact we didn’t have reliable code coverage metrics sometimes). 

Rule 9 (no blockers or critical bugs in a release) was missed two times, but we 

decided that shipping the new features was more important in these situations than 

fixing the bugs (they were fixed in the next spring or by using hotfixes). 

Rule 10 was not implemented as we just listed the fixed bugs in the release notes. 

A typical release note looks like this: 

Version Release WP3-0.32.0 

Fixed Bugs  

• [WP3-1087] - opening collected social media data fails 

• [WP3-1159] - SocialMediaMessageMapper excluded HTS call in 

addTopicsRDF2Pojo 

• [WP3-1161] - empty collected social media data - causes an internal 

error 

• [WP3-1162] - Twitter search limited to 15 tweets per request 

• [WP3-1163] - facebook social media search causes an error 

• [WP3-1165] - Bad user experience with the show/hide mechanism of the 

search target help 

• [WP3-1167] - Popup text should be linked to the social media content 

• [WP3-1182] - Errorhandling on creating or editing campaigns fails 

• [WP3-1191] - import statistical data - the error message is not 

specific 

• [WP3-1196] - social media window - retrieving blogspot content is not 

possible 
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Implemented Stories 

• [WP3-179] - As a campaign member I want to see a heatmap of the posts 

in order to get the big picture in case of masses of posts 

• [WP3-820] - As an eCitizen I want to log into the opinion 

map/questionnaire using my Sina Weibo account in order to provide my 

opinion 

• [WP3-1143] - As a domain expert/facilitator I want to import 

statistical data in order to visualize it 

Quality Gate 3: Review Meeting 

The sprint review meetings took place between the team and the product owner (Mr. 

Nikolaus Rumm) and the product owner had a chance to use the new functions. 

After that he decided if the story will be accepted or if it’s moved back into the 

backlog. 

This worked quite well, although we had some rejected stories, usually caused by 

misunderstandings in functional details or by quality problems. 

Pilot Phase 

We received valuable feedback from the pilot cities when they used the product. 

Although the number of issues/remarks noted by them differed between pilot cities 

this has helped us a lot to validate our assumptions and to create additional stories 

that we didn’t foresee. 

Implementing these – in many cases not very resource-intensive – new features will 

be one of our goals for the final two years of this project (following the split in “make 

it work” – “make it nice; the final years are for making it nice). 
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7.1 Test Case Design Methodology 

For a description on the test case design methodology we refer to D3.3. (chapter 

7.1). 

Overall the unit and unit integration tests were designed and implemented by the 

developers based on their own experience. There were no real formal requirements 

for that except that we measured the test coverage (line coverage) with Sonar and 

Cobertura. These tests are not documented and exist solely in the form of test code. 

The design of the system and system integration tests was more formal and based 

on D3.1/D3.6 and the user stories (especially on the user acceptance criteria 

therein). 

We measured the requirements coverage (how many system tests are there for each 

use case/user story), the code coverage for all automated system tests (although 

this didn’t work all the time) and documented them in a structured way in JIRA (see 

chapter 13 for a list of all system test case definitions). 
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7.2 Notification / Escalation Procedures 

See D3.3 (chapter 7.2) for details on that. 

Overall escalation worked as expected. Most escalations made it to the product 

owner and some to the project manager. 
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8 Test Controlling and Reporting 

Test controlling and reporting was done in the following way: 

• After each sprint the test manager prepared a test metrics graph that 

reflected important KPIs related to testing. These KPIs were focused on the 

management parts of the test activities, though (i.e. the number of test cases 

defined vs. the number of test cases implemented) 

• Sonar server measured the number of defects (or more specific: the number 

of failed tests) for each test run (only automated tests of course) as long as 

other metrics (i.e. code coverage and other white box test metrics) 

The following diagram shows the test metrics: 
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Sprint 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

#TC defined 221 221 233 233 233 248 262 298 302 302 302 302 317 

#TC defined manual 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 68 72 72 72 72 73 

#TC automated defined 

in JIRA 

154 154 166 166 166 181 195 230 230 230 230 230 244 

#TC automated 

implemented 

115 126 151 177 177 197 200 215 236 280 284 284 283 

#TC automated running 85 118 139 168 168 188 191 204 223 272 256 256 258 

• #TC defined    … is the overall number of test cases defined in JIRA 
• #TC defined manual  … is the number of manual test cases defined 
• #TC automated defined  … is the number of automated test cases defined 
• #TC automated implemented … is the number of implemented automated tests 
• #TC automated running  … is the number of automated tests that are running 

on the test server 

These figures show the well-defined system tests (documented in JIRA). However 

the actual number of automated tests is higher as there are some regression test 

cases that use permutations of input parameters that we didn’t document in the test 

cases (mainly because this would not be of much help while being cumbersome to 

manage; so we treated the permutation tests as variations of the same test case). 

 

What can be seen in the diagram is that the test automation ratio is about 76% 

(#TC automated defined / #TC defined). This means that three out of four test 

cases are executed whenever we run the system test suite, which is quite good for a 

project of this complexity. This gives us the confidence that there’s a good chance 

that we didn’t break the system if we implement new features and run a regression 

test. Without the automated test suite agile development would’ve been impossible. 

 

However there are still about a quarter of tests that must be done manually (75 test 

cases). Executing these manual tests usually took 2-3 days and so we were unable 

(and it would’ve been uneconomical to do so) to perform all these tests after each 

sprint. Instead of that we decided to use feasible subsets of the manual tests after 
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each sprint (usually about 15-30 tests), reducing the manual test effort down to 1 

day. The selection of test cases in these test sets was based on what we changed in 

that sprint. 

Preparing the complex system (database, Geoserver, Virtuoso, …) for specific test 

cases was not trivial and difficult to automate. It consumed many resources in the 

early stages of the product (when we built up our test framework) and is still not 

running hassle-free. 
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9 Test measurement and metrics 

Test metrics are important to understand the project’s progress and the product’s 

quality. 

In D3.3 we decided on the following metrics: 

Metric Classification Actor Tool Report Report 
schedule 

Code size 

• lines of code 
• number of 

statements 
• number of source 

files 
• number of classes 
• number of 

packages 
• number of 

methods 
• number of 

accessors 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Comments 

• comment to code 
ratio 

• number of 
commented lines 

• number of 
documented 
functions 

• number of 
undocumented 
functions 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Duplications 

• percentage of 
duplicate code 

• number of 
duplicated lines 

• number of 
duplicated blocks 

• number of files 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 
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affected 

Cyclomatic complexity 
(Mc Cabe) 1) 

• avg. complexity 
per method 

• avg. complexity 
per class 

• avg. complexity 
per file 

• total complexity 
• histogram 

(complexity per 
class/method) 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Static code quality 
analysis 

• total number of 
violations 

• rules compliance 
percentage 

• number of 
violations per 
severity (blocker, 
critical, major, 
minor, info) 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Dependencies 

• package tangle 
index percentage 

• number of cyclic 
dependencies 

• number of 
dependencies 
between packages 

• number of 
dependencies 
between files 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Lack of cohesion 
methods (LCOM4) 2) 

• LCOM4 per class 
• percentage of 

classes with 
LCOM4>1 

• response for class 
(per class) 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 
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Integration test coverage 

• coverage 
(percentage) 

• line coverage 
(percentage) 

• branch coverage 
(percentage) 

Test quality automated Sonar 

Cobertura 

Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Code coverage (unit/unit 
integration tests) 

• coverage 
(percentage) 

• line coverage 
(percentage) 

• branch coverage 
(percentage) 

Test quality automated Sonar 

Cobertura 

Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

Unit test success 

• success ratio 
(percentage) 

• number of failures 
• number of errors 
• number of tests 
• number of test 

skipped 
• duration 

(seconds) 

Unit test result automated Sonar 

Cobertura 

Sonar (on 
the fly; 
archived 
for each 
build) 

every build 

(local builds 
by the 
developer 
produce only 
a subset of 
this metric) 

System tests 

• number of system 
tests defined 

• number of 
automated tests 

• system test 
automation ratio 

• number of system 
tests active 

• number of 
automated system 
tests active 

Test quality automated JIRA JIRA every sprint 

System test result 

• success ratio 
(percentage) 

• number of failures 
per severity 

• number of errors 

System test 
result 

automated JIRA  JIRA  every sprint 
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• number of tests 
executed 

• number of test 
skipped 

Integration tests 

• number of 
integration tests 
defined 

• number of 
automated tests 

• system test 
automation ratio 

• number of 
integration tests 
active 

• number of 
automated 
integration tests 
active 

Test quality automated JIRA JIRA every sprint 

Integration test result 

• success ratio 
(percentage) 

• number of failures 
per severity 

• number of errors 
• number of tests 

executed 
• number of test 

skipped 

Integration test 
result 

automated JIRA  JIRA  every sprint 

All of these metrics were measured by Sonar but finally we didn’t really use many of 

them for decision making. 

The most important metrics that we used were… 

• Lines of code (to understand the code’s growth) 

• Complexity of code (to understand the ratio between code size and complexity 

over time) 

• Cyclomatic complexity per method (to identify things that better get split in 

several methods) 
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• Test coverage (line coverage) to estimate our test quality (more particular: to 

identify trends within) 

• Test success to see which tests are green and which ones fail (in fact many failed 

tests failed not because of bugs but because of some issues in the infrastructure) 

• Code rule violations to identify potential bugs (only for the more severe ones) 

As already mentioned the worst problem that we had with those metrics was (and 

still is) caused by the system’s complexity and many external dependencies (of the 

FUPOL Core Platform), so that keeping the test infrastructure on a level that 

produces reliable results is both resource consuming, complex and sometimes 

cumbersome. 

When the test metrics went into strange regions it was often the case that the test 

object was working perfect, but something in the test environment was broken (i.e. a 

system was not prepared well for that test case because of whatever reason – 

usually the reason was difficult to find). 

However once the test suite terminated “green” we were confident that the system is 

still working. 

The full test suite was executed every night and large parts of it several times per 

day (every time someone checks in code). 
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10 Testing Deliverables 

See D3.3 (chapter 10) for more information on the test deliverables. 
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11 Risk and Contingencies 

This chapter lists risks and contingencies that might compromise the test process. 

For some we provide our experience with it in the first two project years. 

Note that these risks are not product risks, but process risks. 

Index Risk Probability Severity Explanation and Risk Mitigation 
1 Low quality of the 

development 
process - stories 
are handed over 
to the test stage 
too late 

high medium • This happened sometimes, 
especially when the team 
overcommitted. The result was 
always that defects surfaced after 
the feature was shipped and finally 
lead to rework that was more 
resource consuming than if we had 
fixed it earlier. 

• The risk can only be mitigated by 
strict process quality control. 

2 Bad test basis - 
requirements 
unclear 

medium medium • This risk was never a real issue. We 
had the use cases and the user 
stories with their user acceptance 
criteria. Both was a good basis for 
designing tests. Furthermore during 
the sprint planning meetings we 
used paper prototypes to get a 
better understanding of the 
functionality. 

3 Problems with the 
test tools 

medium high • This risk stroke us in the early 
stages of the project. As a 
consequence we changed the test 
management tool from Tarantula to 
JIRA. Other issues were related to 
Selenium and headless testing. 

• Keep the number of tools small 

4 Rich user interface 
is difficult to use 
in test automation 

high high • We still have parts of the application 
that can only be tested manually 
(i.e. opinon maps) due to technical 
limitations (JavaScript, AJAX, …) and 
because it’s difficult to recognize by 
the test if the map draws the correct 
image. 

• The consequence is that about 25% 
of tests are manual tests 

5 Efforts for test 
automation are 

high high • Test automation was and is resource 
consuming, especially in the early 
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too high stages of the project. Now our test 
framework is quite usable. 

• Unfortunately the system’s 
increasing complexity is now the 
main reason for low test automation 
productivity. 

6 Test automation 
ratio is too small 

high high • The ratio for the unit tests is 100% 
and for the system tests it’s at about 
75%. Overall we think that this is 
sufficient to keep the product quality 
at a high level. 

7 Resources for 
integration tests 
are not available 

medium high • We added an additional team 
member from Interfusion (Mr. Nicos 
Evmides) to the team for that 
purpose. 

• As he is working from his office in 
Cyprus it was sometimes challenging 
to support him in setting up the 
complex test environment locally. 

 

Overall some of the risks occurred to us and we usually paid for them with time and 

resources, but none of them put the project in danger. 

As WP3 is focusing on verification (and not on validation) we’re confident that the 

product will work as expected. 

 

The remaining (technical) product risks are mainly related to scalability. 
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12 Tools 

To manage our tests, to automate and execute them, and to document their results 

we used several different tools. 

Please take a look at D3.3 (chapter 12) for a details description of the tools and how 

we used them. 

To summarize it we currently use the following tools: 

• Atlassian JIRA for issue tracking, requirements and test case management 

• Selenium as a web test driver (with Firefox/Chrome) 

• JUnit as a unit test driver 

• Cobertura for test coverage metrics 

• Findbugs for structural (whitebox) tests 

• Sonar for managing the code quality tools 

• Jenkins for building the product and triggering the regression tests 

• Atlassian Confluence for documentation 

 

Our Sonar Server shows how several test metrics evolve over time 
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Jenkins is used to build the product and trigger the regression tests 

 

 

 
JIRA is used to manage the test cases 
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13 System Test Case Repository 

This chapter provides an overview of the current system tests. 

Note that we don't define unit/unit integration tests formally. Instead of that they're 

just coded by the developer who implemented the functionality. 
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13.1 System Tests 

The core focus of the system tests is to test the FUPOL Core Platform - without 

integration with the other modules - as a black box as seen by the user. This test 

level is being performed by dedicated experts (testers, test manager) and much of it 

is automated and used in regression testing. 

In order to make the deliverable more concise we’ve moved the detailed description 

of the use cases to appendix III. 
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13.2 Baseline for System Tests - Preconditions 

In order to extract reproduceable and consistent results from executing the system 

tests they must be performed in a defined environment. Besides system level 

requirements (database is up and running, ...) there are many internal settings 

(application state) that must be set accordingly. These settings are called 

preconditions and this chapter lists the most important ones. 

We grouped the preconditions into logical clusters. These clusters are referenced in 

the individual test cases, so that it's clear to the tester how the test environment has 

to be set up. 

Id Title Setup 
PRE 1 Activated System 

Administrator 
• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 

PRE 2 Activated Facilitator • client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with facilitator role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• password for facilitator has been set 

PRE 3 Activated User • client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• password for user has been set 

PRE 4 Inactive User • client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• user is inactive 

PRE 5 Locked User • client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
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• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• user has locked status 

PRE 6 Inactive System 
Administrator 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 

PRE 7 Valid Facebook 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• valid social media account for Facebook created 

PRE 8 Invalid Facebook 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• social media account with invalid user credentials for 

Facebook created 

PRE 9 Valid Twitter 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• valid social media account for Facebook created 

PRE 10 Invalid Twitter 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• social media account with invalid user credentials for 

Facebook created 

PRE 11 Activated 
Communicator 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with facilitator role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• password for facilitator has been set 

PRE 12 Created Campaign • client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
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• password for user has been set 
• campaign has been created 

PRE 13 Created Opinion 
map 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• password for user has been set 
• campaign has been created 
• opinion map has been added to created campaign 

PRE 14 Valid Blogspot 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• valid social media account for Blogspot created 

PRE 15 Invalid Blogspot 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• social media account with invalid user credentials for 

Blogspot created 

PRE16 Created 
Questionnaire 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• password for user has been set 
• campaign has been created 
• basic questionnaire has been created 

PRE17 Created complete 
questionnaire 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
• password for user has been set 
• campaign has been created 
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• basic questionnaire has been created 
• questions have been added (incl. answers) 

PRE18 Valid Sina Weibo 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• valid social media account for Sina Weibo created 

PRE 19 Invalid Sina Weibo 
account 

• client exists 
• user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
• password for system administrator has been set 
• social media account with invalid user credentials for Sina 

Weibo created 
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13.3 System Test Case List 

The following system test cases are currently part of the test case repository. They 

are grouped by module. 

Note that the "Summary" that describes the test case usually is prefixed with the 

JIRA id of the user story that it applies to (the summaries were generated from our 

test case repository in JIRA and thus they’re ‘authentic’. We apologize for any typos 

etc.). 

All system test cases WP3 (FUPOL JIRA)  

Component/s Key Summary 
Access Management WP3-545 Sign-In 

Access Management WP3-582 WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook account 

Access Management WP3-583 WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter account 

Access Management WP3-584 WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion gathering process 

Access Management WP3-585 WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop opinion gathering process 

Access Management WP3-586 WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop opinion gathering process 

Access Management WP3-587 WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops opinion gathering process 

Access Management WP3-588 WP3-367 - Domain expert stops opinion gathering process 

Access Management WP3-589 WP3-367 - Communicator with facilitator role stops opinion 
gathering process 

Access Management WP3-679 WP3-248 - check clients data 

Account Management WP3-540 WP3-483 check email notification link 

Account Management WP3-546 WP3-483 - check links 

Account Management WP3-560 WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign member 

Account Management WP3-561 WP3-494 - delete user of closed campaign 

Account Management WP3-596 WP3-103 - add communicator 

Account Management WP3-597 WP3-103 - add facilitator 

Account Management WP3-598 WP3-103 - add decision maker 

Account Management WP3-599 WP3-103 - add Simulation modeler 

Account Management WP3-600 WP3-103 - add Domain Expert 

Account Management WP3-601 WP3-103 - hyphen in last name 

Account Management WP3-602 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system operator 

Account Management WP3-603 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system administrator 

Account Management WP3-604 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as user 

Account Management WP3-605 WP3-103 - check error notifications 

Account Management WP3-606 WP3-103 - check missing role error notification 

Account Management WP3-607 WP3-97 - Check notification errors 
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Account Management WP3-608 WP3-103 - username too short 

Account Management WP3-609 WP3-103 - email address considering only at sign 

Account Management WP3-610 WP3-103 - email address considering only postfix including at sign 

Account Management WP3-611 WP3-97 - Check notification error for valid old password 

Account Management WP3-612 WP3-103 - add user with more than one role 

Account Management WP3-613 WP3-97 - new character-password with length > 5 - new 
character confirm password with length < 5 

Account Management WP3-614 WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length > 5 

Account Management WP3-615 WP3-104 - user list verification 

Account Management WP3-616 WP3-97 - new character-password with length < 5 - new 
character confirm password with length > 5 

Account Management WP3-618 WP3-90 - Lock all user 

Account Management WP3-619 WP3-90 - Cancel locking all user process 

Account Management WP3-620 WP3-99 - reset password of user 

Account Management WP3-621 WP3-99 - reset own password as system administrator 

Account Management WP3-623 WP3-97 - new digits-password with length > 5 - new digits 
confirm password with length < 5 

Account Management WP3-625 WP3-97 - new digits-password with length < 5 - new digits 
confirm password with length > 5 

Account Management WP3-626 WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length > 5 

Account Management WP3-628 WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length < 5 

Account Management WP3-629 WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length < 5 

Account Management WP3-630 WP3-98 - Activate user with valid password 

Account Management WP3-631 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password < 5 

Account Management WP3-632 WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user 

Account Management WP3-633 WP3-100 - Lock user 

Account Management WP3-634 WP3-100 - Unlock user 

Account Management WP3-635 WP3-101 - Delete activated user 

Account Management WP3-636 WP3-101 - Delete locked user 

Account Management WP3-637 WP3-100 - Cancel locking user 

Account Management WP3-639 WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion 

Account Management WP3-640 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Empty password fields 

Account Management WP3-641 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password > 5 

Account Management WP3-642 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password > 5 

Account Management WP3-644 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password < 5 

Account Management WP3-645 WP3-102 edit user by clicking username 

Account Management WP3-646 WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link 

Account Management WP3-647 WP3-102 edit user and change roles 

Account Management WP3-648 WP3-102 edit other system administrator 

Account Management WP3-650 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for empty fields 

Account Management WP3-651 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for digits only 

Account Management WP3-652 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for letters only 
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Account Management WP3-773 WP3-692 - validator for domain expert and eCitizen 

Account Management WP3-775 WP3-692 - validator for simulation modeller and eCitizen 

Account Management WP3-776 WP3-692 - validator for trusted user role 

Account Management WP3-777 WP3-692 - validator for recruiter and eCitizen 

Account Management WP3-778 WP3-692 - validator for communicator and eCitizen 

Account Management WP3-779 WP3-692 - validator for decision maker and eCitizen 

Account Management WP3-780 WP3-692 - validator for facilitator and eCitizen 

Campaign Management WP3-555 WP3-492 - no campaign assigned 

Campaign Management WP3-556 WP3-492 - assigned campaign 

Campaign Management WP3-557 WP3-492 - reassign campaign 

Campaign Management WP3-559 WP3-493 - remove smw owner from campaign 

Campaign Management WP3-562 WP3-495 - active campaigns 

Campaign Management WP3-705 WP3-321 - create a map to collect georeferenced opinions 

Campaign Management WP3-712 WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns 

Campaign Management WP3-713 WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns 

Campaign Management WP3-714 WP3-138 - close campaign 

Campaign Management WP3-715 WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign 

Campaign Management WP3-716 WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment over 100% 

Campaign Management WP3-717 WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment below 0% 

Campaign Management WP3-719 WP-317 - campaign detail page 

Campaign Management WP3-720 WP-317 - closed campaign detail page 

Campaign Management WP3-721 WP-317 - edit campaign data 

Campaign Management WP3-722 WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data 

Campaign Management WP3-723 WP3-370 - check authentication of opinionmap 

Campaign Management WP3-725 WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using twitter credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-726 WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-727 WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using facebook credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-728 WP3-168 - create opinion check sanitizing 

Campaign Management WP3-729 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-730 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-731 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using facebook credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-732 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using twitter credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-733 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials, remove whole 
text 

Campaign Management WP3-734 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials, remove whole 
text 

Campaign Management WP3-735 WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials 

Campaign Management WP3-736 WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials, no text 

Campaign Management WP3-737 WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials, no text 

Campaign Management WP3-738 WP3-392 - show opinion map list 

Campaign Management WP3-739 WP3-363 - collected opinions on opinion map detail view 

Campaign Management WP3-741 WP3-368 - see only my opinions 
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Campaign Management WP3-742 WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion visibility to My 

Campaign Management WP3-743 WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering 

Campaign Management WP3-745 WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map gathering 

Campaign Management WP3-747 WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline 

Campaign Management WP3-748 WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap offline 

Campaign Management WP3-749 WP3-418 - logout from facebook 

Campaign Management WP3-750 WP3-418 - logout from twitter 

Campaign Management WP3-762 WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map on a homepage 

Campaign Management WP3-875 WP3-818 - delete campaign with originator 

Campaign Management WP3-885 WP3-818 - delete campaign without originator 

Campaign Management WP3-989 WP3-952 - Disable questionnaire 

Campaign Management WP3-990 WP3-952 - enable already disabled questionnaire 

Campaign Management WP3-992 WP3-952 - Cancel setting already disabled questionnaire to enable 

Campaign Management WP3-993 WP3-952 - Cancel disabling questionnaire 

Campaign Management WP3-1000 WP3-944 - enable user authentication for questionnaire 

Campaign Management WP3-1001 WP3-944 - disable user authentication for questionnaire 

Campaign Management WP3-1002 WP3-945 - Add question 

Campaign Management WP3-1003 WP3-945 - cancel add question 

Campaign Management WP3-1004 WP3-946 - edit question 

Campaign Management WP3-1005 WP3-946 - cancel edit question 

Campaign Management WP3-1006 WP3-947 - delete question 

Campaign Management WP3-1007 WP3-947 - cancel delete question 

Campaign Management WP3-1008 WP3-980 - Preview question (adding question) 

Campaign Management WP3-1009 WP3-980 - Preview question (questionnaire view mode) 

Campaign Management WP3-1014 WP3-983 - Add answer - single choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1018 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - single choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1020 WP3-983 - Add answer - multiple choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1021 WP3-983 - Save question leaving mandatory fields blank 

Campaign Management WP3-1022 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - multiple choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1023 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1024 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - YES/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1025 WP3-983 - Save question without answers 

Campaign Management WP3-1026 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO/MAYBE 

Campaign Management WP3-1027 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - YES/NO/MAYBE 

Campaign Management WP3-1028 WP3-983 - Save question with only option "deny answer" 

Campaign Management WP3-1029 WP3-983 - Add answer - Agreement 

Campaign Management WP3-1030 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - Agreement 

Campaign Management WP3-1031 WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (3) 

Campaign Management WP3-1032 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Satisfaction 

Campaign Management WP3-1033 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Rating (3) 

Campaign Management WP3-1034 WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (5) 
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Campaign Management WP3-1035 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Rating (5) 

Campaign Management WP3-1038 WP3-983 - Delete answer - single choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1041 WP3-983 - Edit answer - single choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1042 WP3-983 - Delete answer - mulitple choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1044 WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1045 WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1046 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Agreement 

Campaign Management WP3-1047 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Satisfaction 

Campaign Management WP3-1048 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (3) 

Campaign Management WP3-1049 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (5) 

Campaign Management WP3-1050 WP3-983 - Edit answer - multiple choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1051 WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1052 WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1053 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Agreement 

Campaign Management WP3-1054 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Satisfaction 

Campaign Management WP3-1055 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (3) 

Campaign Management WP3-1056 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (5) 

Campaign Management WP3-1057 WP3-949 - Save questionnaire without answers 

Campaign Management WP3-1063 WP3-949 - Embed questionnaire Iframe 

Campaign Management WP3-1090 WP3-916 - Enable hot topic sensing 

Campaign Management WP3-1091 WP3-916 - Disable hot topic sensing 

Campaign Management WP3-1092 WP3-916 - Create campaign with new topic model 

Campaign Management WP3-1093 WP3-916 - Create campaign with cloning an existing topic model 

Campaign Management WP3-1194 WP3-1145 - Check Summary tab of recently added Campaign 

Campaign Management WP3-1214 WP3-983 - Add mixed questions 

Campaign Management WP3-1215 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO with comment 

Campaign Management WP3-1216 WP3-983 - adding answer - Satisfaction 

Campaign Management WP3-1217 WP3-983 - Cancel delete answer - Agreement 

Campaign Management WP3-1218 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - mulitple choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1219 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Rating (3) 

Campaign Management WP3-1220 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Rating (5) 

Campaign Management WP3-1221 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Satisfaction 

Campaign Management WP3-1222 WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer - single choice 

Campaign Management WP3-1223 WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1225 WP3-983 - Cancelation delete answer - YES/NO 

Campaign Management WP3-1244 WP3-818 - delete campaign including opinionmap 

Campaign Management WP3-1245 WP3-818 - delete campaign including questionnaire 

Campaign Management WP3-1246 WP3-818 - delete campaign including questionnaire and 
opinionmap 

Campaign Management WP3-1247 WP3-818 - delete one of two campaign including opinionmap 

Campaign Management WP3-1249 WP3-321 - create a opinionmap as non team member facilitor 

Campaign Management WP3-1250 WP3-321 - create a opinionmap - no input 
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Campaign Management WP3-1251 WP3-321 - create a opinionmap with box outside of the clients 
bounding box 

Campaign Management WP3-1252 WP3-321 - edit opinionmap 

Client Management WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields 

Client Management WP3-592 WP3-94 - check error notifications on client creation page 

Client Management WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using draw mode 

Client Management WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding box 

Client Management WP3-595 WP3-94 - cancel client creation process 

Client Management WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields using 
preview 

Client Management WP3-653 WP3-92 - delete client 

Client Management WP3-654 WP3-92 - cancel client deletion 

Client Management WP3-655 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and unlocked user 

Client Management WP3-656 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and locked user 

Client Management WP3-657 WP3-93 - edit client data 

Client Management WP3-658 WP3-207 - Sign-in using inactive and locked user 

Client Management WP3-659 WP3-93 - cancel edit client data 

Client Management WP3-660 WP3-93 - edit client data leave name field blank 

Data Management WP3-1241 WP3-995 - Answer Questionnaire including multiple choice 
question 

Data Management WP3-1242 WP3-995 - Answer Questionnaire including single choice question 

Data Management WP3-1243 WP3-995 - Answer no question of the questionnaire 

Operational Support WP3-691 WP3-280 - See the current FUPOL version on the bottom of the 
screen 

Social Media Management WP3-533 facilitator browses facebook content 

Social Media Management WP3-534 facilitator browses twitter content 

Social Media Management WP3-535 communicator browses facebook content 

Social Media Management WP3-537 communicator browses twitter content 

Social Media Management WP3-538 decisionmaker try to browse facebook content 

Social Media Management WP3-539 decisionmaker try to browse twitter content 

Social Media Management WP3-547 WP3-491 - assign social media window to campaign 

Social Media Management WP3-548 WP3-491 - assign social media window to closed campaign 

Social Media Management WP3-549 WP3-491 - reassign assigned social media window to campaign 

Social Media Management WP3-550 WP3-491 - campaign member uses social media window 

Social Media Management WP3-551 WP3-491 - client user uses social media window 

Social Media Management WP3-552 WP3-491 - assign already assigned smw 

Social Media Management WP3-553 WP3-490 - storing search results 

Social Media Management WP3-554 WP3-490 - no search results 

Social Media Management WP3-558 WP3-493 - remove campaign assignment 

Social Media Management WP3-563 WP3-475 - check FOAF 

Social Media Management WP3-564 WP3-475 - check SIOC 

Social Media Management WP3-565 WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE 
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Social Media Management WP3-566 WP3-302 - add one facebook target 

Social Media Management WP3-567 WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two facebook targets 

Social Media Management WP3-568 WP3-302 - add one twitter and one facebook target 

Social Media Management WP3-569 WP3-302 - add one twitter target 

Social Media Management WP3-570 WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two twitter targets 

Social Media Management WP3-571 WP3-302 - search with one facebook target 

Social Media Management WP3-572 WP3-302 - search with one twitter target 

Social Media Management WP3-573 WP3-302 - search with twitter and facebook target 

Social Media Management WP3-574 WP3-302 - right side layout with different targets 

Social Media Management WP3-575 WP3-302 - no twitter keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-576 WP3-302 - no facebook keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-577 WP3-302 - no facebook keywords - submit via return key 

Social Media Management WP3-578 WP3-302 - no twitter keywords - submit via return key 

Social Media Management WP3-579 WP3-302 - save one facebook target - no campaign, no scheduler 

Social Media Management WP3-580 WP3-302 - save one twitter target - no campaign, no scheduler 

Social Media Management WP3-661 WP3-108 - Add facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-662 WP3-108 - Add twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-663 WP3-108 - Add facebook account, leave input fields blank 

Social Media Management WP3-664 WP3-108 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

Social Media Management WP3-665 WP3-108 - cancel adding facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-666 WP3-108 - cancel adding twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-667 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-668 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

Social Media Management WP3-670 WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials, blank input 
fields, notfications check 

Social Media Management WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-672 WP3-108 - pre-check of twitter account credentials, blank input 
fields, notfications check 

Social Media Management WP3-673 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-674 WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials 

Social Media Management WP3-675 WP3-108 - pre-check twitter account credentials 

Social Media Management WP3-676 WP3-108 - pre-check invalid twitter account credentials 

Social Media Management WP3-677 WP3-108 - pre-check invalid facebook account credentials 

Social Media Management WP3-678 WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social Media accounts 

Social Media Management WP3-680 WP3-245 - edit twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-681 WP3-245 - edit facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-682 WP3-245 - cancel editing twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-684 WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-685 WP3-246 - delete facebook account 

Social Media Management WP3-686 WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook account 
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Social Media Management WP3-687 WP3-246 - delete twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-688 WP3-246 - cancel deleting twitter account 

Social Media Management WP3-689 WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social Media accounts 

Social Media Management WP3-690 WP3-247 - show list of all Facebook/Twitter accounts and their 
current status 

Social Media Management WP3-699 WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword search 

Social Media Management WP3-700 WP3-286 - define new Facebook keyword search 

Social Media Management WP3-701 WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter keyword search 

Social Media Management WP3-702 WP3-286 - chancel defining new Facebook keyword search 

Social Media Management WP3-703 WP3-298 - social media content is ordered by timestamp 

Social Media Management WP3-704 WP3-301 - search social media content by social media target list 

Social Media Management WP3-707 WP3-298 - social media content facebook as facilitator 

Social Media Management WP3-708 WP3-298 - social media content facebook as communicator 

Social Media Management WP3-709 WP3-298 - social media content twitter as communicator 

Social Media Management WP3-710 WP3-298 - social media content twitter as facilitator 

Social Media Management WP3-711 WP3-298 - social media content facebook and twitter as facilitator 

Social Media Management WP3-751 WP3-426 - store social media window with facebook keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-752 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with facebook 
keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-753 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with twitter 
keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-754 WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-755 WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter and facebook 
keywords 

Social Media Management WP3-756 WP3-445 - edit stored social media window 

Social Media Management WP3-757 WP3-445 - cancel editing social media window data 

Social Media Management WP3-758 WP3-446 - delete social media window 

Social Media Management WP3-759 WP3-446 - cancel deletion of social media window 

Social Media Management WP3-813 WP3-466 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

Social Media Management WP3-830 WP3-464 - Add blogspot account, leave input fields blank 

Social Media Management WP3-835 WP3-464 - cancel editing blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-836 WP3-464 - checking an valid blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-837 WP3-464 - delete blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-839 WP3-834 - add targets to the social media target list 

Social Media Management WP3-840 WP3-834 - delete targets from the social media target list 

Social Media Management WP3-841 WP3-834 - edit targets in the social media target list 

Social Media Management WP3-842 WP3-766 - edit social media account identities in the personal 
data section 

Social Media Management WP3-861 WP3-859 - saving social media content 

Social Media Management WP3-862 WP3-858 - deleting social media content 

Social Media Management WP3-886 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target 

Social Media Management WP3-887 WP3-302 - edit one facebook wall target 

Social Media Management WP3-888 WP3-302 - delete one facebook wall target 
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Social Media Management WP3-894 WP3-404 - add RSS target 

Social Media Management WP3-895 WP3-404 - edit RSS/Atom target 

Social Media Management WP3-896 WP3-404 - delete Atom target 

Social Media Management WP3-897 WP3-299 - edit blogspot blog target 

Social Media Management WP3-899 WP3-299 - add blogspot post target 

Social Media Management WP3-900 WP3-299 - edit blogspot post target 

Social Media Management WP3-907 WP3-404 - delete RSS target 

Social Media Management WP3-908 WP3-404 - add Atom target 

Social Media Management WP3-960 WP3-942 - Try adding questionnare as none campaign team 
member facilitator 

Social Media Management WP3-962 WP3-941 - Show Questionnare List 

Social Media Management WP3-963 WP3-953- View Questionnaires 

Social Media Management WP3-964 WP3-948 - Edit all fields of Questionnaire 

Social Media Management WP3-966 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave input fields empty 

Social Media Management WP3-967 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave title empty 

Social Media Management WP3-968 WP3-942 - Add Questionnare leave description empty 

Social Media Management WP3-969 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter title and description with one 
character 

Social Media Management WP3-970 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter title with one character 

Social Media Management WP3-971 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter description with one character 

Social Media Management WP3-972 WP3-942 - Cancel adding Questionnaire 

Social Media Management WP3-973 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire 

Social Media Management WP3-974 WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire 

Social Media Management WP3-975 WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire as a none-campaignmember 
with role facilitator 

Social Media Management WP3-976 WP3-948 - Edit description of questionnaire 

Social Media Management WP3-1164 WP3-1142 - delete sina weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1168 WP3-1142 - Add Sina Weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1169 WP3 1143 - Show heat map 

Social Media Management WP3-1170 WP3-1142 - Edit Sina Weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1171 WP3-1142 - Cancel deleting Sina Weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1172 WP3-1142 - Checking an invalid Sina Weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1173 WP3-1142 - Validating only a valid Sina Weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1174 WP3-1142- pre-check invalid Sina Weibo account credentials 

Social Media Management WP3-1175 WP3-1142 - cancel adding Sina Weibo account 

Social Media Management WP3-1176 WP3-1142 - Add Sina Weibo account, leave input fields blank 

Social Media Management WP3-1177 WP3-1141 - add one Sina Weibo target 

Social Media Management WP3-1178 WP3-1141 - save one sina weibo target - no campaign, no 
scheduler 

Social Media Management WP3-1179 WP3-1141 - search with one sina weibo target 

Social Media Management WP3-1180 WP3-1141 - add targets to the social media target list 

Social Media Management WP3-1181 WP3-1141 - edit targets in the social media target list 
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Social Media Management WP3-1230 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target 

Social Media Management WP3-1231 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no URL 

Social Media Management WP3-1232 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no http prefix 

Social Media Management WP3-1233 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target with not existing 
wallname 

Social Media Management WP3-1234 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target without http prefix 

Social Media Management WP3-1236 WP3-464 - Add blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-1237 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-1238 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account - no input 

Social Media Management WP3-1239 WP3-464 - Cancel adding blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-1240 WP3-464 - cancel delete blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-1248 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account 

Social Media Management WP3-1253 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target with groupname only 

Social Media Management WP3-821 closing a closed campaign 
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13.4 Sprint Overview and Requirements Coverage 

The following table lists all already delivered user stories - grouped by sprints - and 

the system tests that were defined to assess the stories' quality. 

User stories without tests listed here were tested in an explorative way. In most 

cases this was caused by one or more of the following reasons: 

• Less important functionality (not critical, used infrequently, …) 

• Integration tests that are complex to set up (and that change frequently), i.e. 

social media crawling. In most cases we’ll find broken functionality here early 

when using the system without a formal test; for example a broken Facebook 

API will pop up in the logs with a long stacktrace). 

• Functionality that is difficult to define formalized tests for (i.e. “visual” tests 

like if an opinion map shows the correct data) 

This adds risk to the product, but as already mentioned it would be uneconomical to 

test everything in the same quality. 

Please note that the following list is not complete, as it just covers all 

positive/negative tests, but there are more tests available (i.e. boundary tests) that 

are not formally defined, as they’re just permutations of other tests. 

Sprint 
number 

User Story (Requirement) Test Cases 

2 WP3-94 As a system operator I want to define 
a client's geographical bounding box in order 
to limit GIS data access to the area that is 
covered by this box  

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using input fields  

2 WP3-103 As a system administrator I want to 
add users in order to grant system access  

WP3-596 WP3-103 - add communicator  

WP3-597 WP3-103 - add facilitator  

WP3-598 WP3-103 - add decision maker  

2 WP3-104 As a system administrator I want to 
see a list of all users that can be administered 
by myself in order to be able to track their 

WP3-615 WP3-104 - user list verification  
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state  

3 WP3-97 As a user I want to change my 
password in order to maintain a high level of 
security regarding access to my own account  

WP3-602 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as 
system operator  

WP3-603 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as 
system administrator  

WP3-604 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as 
user  

WP3-607 WP3-97 - Check notification errors  

3 WP3-98 As a user I want to activate my 
account in order to be able to access the 
system  

WP3-630 WP3-98 - Activate user with valid 
password  

3 WP3-116 As a user I want to edit my account 
data (i.e. name) in order to identify myself  

WP3-650 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check 
validators for empty fields  

WP3-651 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check 
validators for digits only  

WP3-652 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check 
validators for letters only  

3 WP3-207 As a system administrator I want all 
users to log in/log out in order to restrict 
access to active and unlocked users  

WP3-655 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for 
active and unlocked user  

WP3-656 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for 
active and locked user  

WP3-658 WP3-207 - Sign-in using inactive and 
locked user  

4 WP3-208 As a system operator I want to see 
a client's geographical bounding box upon 
preview/save/view of a client in order to 
visually validate the client's bounding box  

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using input fields  

WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using draw mode  

WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding 
box  

WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using input fields using preview  

4 WP3-90 As a system operator I want to lock 
all user accounts of a client in order to have a 
convenient way to temporarily prevent a client 
from accessing the system  

WP3-618 WP3-90 - Lock all user  

WP3-619 WP3-90 - Cancel locking all user 
process  

4 WP3-99 As a system administrator I want to 
reset a user's password in order to support 
the user in getting system access again  

WP3-620 WP3-99 - reset password of user  

WP3-621 WP3-99 - reset own password as 
system administrator  

WP3-632 WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user  
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4 WP3-100 As a system administrator I want to 
lock/unlock accounts in order to temporarily 
prevent users from accessing the system  

 WP3-633 WP3-100 - Lock user   

WP3-634 WP3-100 - Unlock user   

WP3-637 WP3-100 - Cancel locking user   

4 WP3-101 As a system administrator I want to 
delete a user's account in order to eliminate 
unused accounts and keep the number of 
people who are granted system access low  

WP3-635 WP3-101 - Delete activated user   

WP3-636 WP3-101 - Delete locked user   

WP3-639 WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion  

4 WP3-102 As a system administrator I want to 
view/edit a user's account data in order to 
maintain his/her data in case of support 
incidents  

WP3-645 WP3-102 edit user by clicking 
username  

WP3-646 WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link  

WP3-647 WP3-102 edit user and change roles  

WP3-648 WP3-102 edit other system 
administrator  

4 WP3-208 As a system operator I want to see 
a client's geographical bounding box upon 
preview/save/view of a client in order to 
visually validate the client's bounding box  

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using input fields  

WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using draw mode  

WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding 
box  

WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with bounding 
box using input fields using preview  

4 WP3-229 Preparation Sprint 5  - 

5  WP3-92 As a system operator I want to 
delete a client in order to prevent all his users 
from accessing the system again  

WP3-653 WP3-92 - delete client  

WP3-654  WP3-92 - cancel client deletion  

5  WP3-93 As a system operator I want to edit a 
client's data in order to maintain it  

WP3-657 WP3-93 - edit client data  

WP3-659 WP3-93 - cancel edit client data  

WP3-660 WP3-93 - edit client data leave name 
field blank  

5  WP3-108 As a system administrator I want to 
add Facebook/Twitter accounts to a client in 
order to use them for crawling content  

- 

5 WP3-248 As a system operator I want to view 
a client's data in order to be aware of his 
contents, especially the geographical 
bounding box  

 WP3-679 WP3-248 - check clients data  

6  WP3-244 As a system administrator I want to 
verify a Facebook/Twitter account in order to 
validate its usability  

 WP3-667 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid 
Facebook account  
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WP3-668 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid 
Twitter account  

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social 
Media accounts  

WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid 
Facebook account  

WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid 
Facebook account  

WP3-673 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter 
account  

6  WP3-245 As a system administrator I want to 
edit a Facebook/Twitter account in order to 
update its data  

WP3-680 WP3-245 - edit twitter account  

WP3-681 WP3-245 - edit facebook account  

WP3-682 WP3-245 - cancel editing twitter 
account  

WP3-684 WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook 
account  

6  WP3-246 As a system administrator I want to 
delete a Facebook/Twitter account in order to 
remove it from the system  

WP3-685 WP3-246 - delete facebook account  

WP3-686 WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook 
account  

WP3-687 WP3-246 - delete twitter account  

WP3-688 WP3-246 - cancel deleting twitter 
account  

6  WP3-247 As a system administrator I want to 
get a list of all Facebook/Twitter accounts 
including their current status in order to 
maintain their data  

WP3-690 WP3-247 - show list of all 
Facebook/Twitter accounts and their current 
status  

6  WP3-279 As a facilitator I want to verify all 
social media accounts in order to get their 
current connection status in a convenient way  

WP3-678 WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social 
Media accounts  

WP3-689 WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social 
Media accounts  

6   WP3-691 WP3-280 - See the current FUPOL 
version on the bottom of the screen  

7 WP3-282 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to define a social media target for Twitter 
keyword search in order to crawl content from 
it  

WP3-699 WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword 
search  

WP3-701 WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter 
keyword search  

7 WP3-286 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to define a social media target for Facebook in 

WP3-700 WP3-286 - define new Facebook 
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order to retrieve content from it  keyword search  

WP3-702 WP3-286 - chancel defining new 
Facebook keyword search  

7 WP3-298 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to see the social media content in it's temporal 
context (ordered by timestamp) in order to 
understand the temporal correlations  

WP3-707 WP3-298 - social media content 
facebook as facilitator  

WP3-708 WP3-298 - social media content 
facebook as communicator  

WP3-709 WP3-298 - social media content twitter 
as communicator  

WP3-710 WP3-298 - social media content twitter 
as facilitator  

WP3-711 WP3-298 - social media content 
facebook and twitter as facilitator  

7 WP3-301 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to search for social media content by means 
of a social media window and have the system 
use the defined social media accounts in a 
clever way in order to utilize the defined 
resources in an efficient way  

WP3-704 WP3-301 - search social media content 
by social media target list  

8 WP3-138 As a facilitator I want to write a 
campaign result report that covers the 
campaign's results in order to publish a 
condensed view of the campaign's outcome  

 WP3-714 WP3-138 - close campaign  

WP3-715 WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign  

WP3-716 WP3-138 - close campaign with 
achievment over 100%  

WP3-717 WP3-138 - close campaign with 
achievment below 0%  

Fehler beim Rendern des Makros 'jira-issue-inline': 
java.lang.NullPointerException  

8 WP3-139 As a facilitator I want to write a 
campaign start assignment report that covers 
the campaign's goals in order to keep focus  

- 

8 WP3-317 As a user I want to get a list of all 
campaigns that I'm participating in in order to 
get an overview of my research activities  

WP3-712 WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns  

WP3-713 WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns  

8 WP3-319 As a user I want to see a campaign's 
details in order to get an overview  

WP3-719 WP-317 - campaign detail page  

WP3-720 WP-317 - closed campaign detail page  

8 WP3-320 As a facilitator I want to edit a 
campaign's data in order to update its 
contents  

WP3-721 WP-317 - edit campaign data  

WP3-722 WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data  

9 WP3-321 As a facilitator I want to publish a 
selectable region of a map as part of a 
campaign in order to collect georeferenced 

 WP3-705 WP3-321 - create a map to collect 
georeferenced opinions  
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opinions  

9 WP3-362 As a facilitator/social media manager 
I want to integrate a campaign's map on my 
homepage in order to provide a consistent 
look&feel to the eCitizens  

WP3-762 WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map 
on a homepage  

10 WP3-168 As an eCitizen I want to be able to 
add comments to a specific location on an 
interactive map in order to express my 
interests in a spatial manner  

- 

10 WP3-363 As a campaign member I want to 
take a look at the collected opinions using the 
map in the FUPOL console whenever I want in 
order to get the current situation  

WP3-729 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter 
credentials  

10 WP3-364 As an eCitizen I want to edit my own 
opinions on the map in order to correct any 
errors that I might have found  

WP3-730 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook 
credentials  

WP3-731 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using 
facebook credentials  

WP3-732 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using 
twitter credentials  

WP3-733 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter 
credentials, remove whole text  

10 WP3-370 As a facilitator I want to force the 
eCitizens to authenticate with the map if they 
want to provide opinions in order to prevent 
fraud/vandalism  

WP3-723 WP3-370 - check authentication of 
opinionmap  

10 WP3-392 As a campaign member I want to 
see a list of opinion maps in order to get an 
overview of the current campaign  

WP3-738 WP3-392 - show opinion map list  

11 WP3-365 As an eCitizen I want to delete my 
opinions in order to revoke them  

 - 

11 WP3-367 As a facilitator I want to stop the 
spatial opinion gathering process on my own 
command in order to freeze the current 
result   

WP3-584 WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion 
gathering process  

WP3-589 WP3-367 - Communicator with 
facilitator role stops opinion gathering process  

WP3-585 WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop 
opinion gathering process  

WP3-586 WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop 
opinion gathering process  

WP3-587 WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops 
opinion gathering process  

11 WP3-368 As a facilitator I want to decide 
whether if the eCitizens can see the opinions 
of the others during the opinion collection 
process in order to allow/prevent mutual 

WP3-741 WP3-368 - see only my opinions  

WP3-742 WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion 
visibility to My  
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influence   

11 WP3-369 As a facilitator I want to be able to 
publish the resulting opinion map to the public 
without access restrictions in order to 
disseminate the result   

WP3-743 WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering  

WP3-745 WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map 
gathering  

11 WP3-371 As an eCitizen I want to authenticate 
using my existing Facebook/Twitter account 
so that I don't have to create another web 
account for that  

WP3-582 WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook 
account  

WP3-583 WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter 
account  

12 WP3-366 As a facilitator I want the map be 
withdrawn from the public upon my own 
command in order to prevent citizens from 
viewing it  

WP3-747 WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline  

WP3-748 WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap 
offline  

12 WP3-418 As an eCitizen I want to log out from 
the opinion map in order to use the map as an 
anonymous user  

WP3-749 WP3-418 - logout from facebook  

WP3-750 WP3-418 - logout from twitter  

12 WP3-426 As a user I want to store a social 
media window's definition in order to use it 
later for content retrieval  

WP3-751 WP3-426 - store social media window 
with facebook keywords  

WP3-752 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media 
window with facebook keywords  

WP3-753 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media 
window with twitter keywords  

WP3-754 WP3-426 - store social media window 
with twitter keywords  

12 WP3-427 As a user I want to see and manage 
a list of all my social media windows in order 
to access them  

- 

12 WP3-443 As a campaign member I want to 
see a preview of the public opinion maps in 
order to understand the settings  

- 

12 WP3-445 As a user I want to edit an existing 
social media window in order to change the 
search criteria  

WP3-756 WP3-445 - edit stored social media 
window  

WP3-757 WP3-445 - cancel editing social media 
window data  

12 WP3-446 As a user I want to delete my social 
media window in order to get rid of it  

WP3-758 WP3-446 - delete social media window  

WP3-759 WP3-446 - cancel deletion of social 
media window  

12 WP3-448 As an eCitizen I want to distinguish 
my own opinions from those of the others in 
order to identify them quickly  

- 

13 WP3-302 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to combine several social media targets in a 
single social media window in order to get a 
fine-grained way of defining my searches  

WP3-566 WP3-302 - add one facebook target  

WP3-567 WP3-302 - combine social media targets 
- two facebook targets  
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WP3-568 WP3-302 - add one twitter and one 
facebook target  

WP3-569 WP3-302 - add one twitter target  

13 WP3-434 As a campaign member I want to 
set the schedule of a social media window in 
order to regularly crawl content from there  

- 

14 WP3-475 As a used I want to access social 
media results using my browser in order to 
process the data using sematic web tools  

WP3-563 WP3-475 - check FOAF  

WP3-564 WP3-475 - check SIOC  

WP3-565 WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE  

15 WP3-478 As WP5/WP6 I want an ontology for 
expressing user accounts in order to 
analyze/visualize them in a common way  

Review 

15 WP3-479 As WP5/WP6 I want an ontology for 
expressing Facebook posts in order to 
analyze/visualize them  

Review 

15 WP3-480 As WP5/WP6 I want an ontology for 
expressing Twitter content in order to 
analyze/visualize it  

Review 

15 WP3-481 As WP5/WP6 I want an ontology for 
expressing Wordpress blog posts in order to 
analyze/visualize them  

Review 

15 WP3-483 As an administrator I want an email 
link for sending the user an activation email  

WP3-546 WP3-483 - check links  

WP3-540 WP3-483 check email notification link  

15 WP3-490 As a campaign member I want to 
store an interactive social media search result 
and add the data to the campaign  

WP3-553 WP3-490 - storing search results  

WP3-554 WP3-490 - no search results  

15 WP3-491 As a campaign member I want to 
use one of my social media windows in a 
campaign in order to crawl content from it  

WP3-547 WP3-491 - assign social media window 
to campaign  

WP3-548 WP3-491 - assign social media window 
to closed campaign  

WP3-549 WP3-491 - reassign assigned social 
media window to campaign  

15 WP3-492 As a user I want to see the 
campaign that a social media window is 
associated with in order to understand its use  

WP3-555 WP3-492 - no campaign assigned  

WP3-556 WP3-492 - assigned campaign  

WP3-557 WP3-492 - reassign campaign  

15 WP3-493 As a user I want to remove a social 
media window from a campaign in order to 
stop sharing it  

WP3-558 WP3-493 - remove campaign 
assignment  

WP3-559 WP3-493 - remove smw owner from 
campaign  

15 WP3-494 As an administratorr I want the 
system to prevent me from deleting a user 
that is a member in a campaign in order to 

WP3-560 WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign 
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prevent situations where campaigns would be 
rendered unusable  

member  

WP3-561 WP3-494 - delete user of closed 
campaign  

15 WP3-495 As a campaign member I want to 
see a list of all associated social media 
windows in order to access them  

WP3-562 WP3-495 - active campaigns  

16 WP3-372 As a facilitator I want the search 
terms highlighted in the social media results 
list  

- 

16 WP3-463 As a campaign member I want to 
pause a scheduled crawling process in order 
to stop content retrieval  

- 

16 WP3-466 As a campaign member I want to 
save a Facebook social media target's crawled 
content in order to analyse/use it later  

- 

16 WP3-467 As a campaign member I want to 
save a Twitter social media target's crawled 
content in order to analyse/use it later  

- 

16 WP3-469 As a campaign member I want to 
see the crawled social media content in order 
to get its content  

- 

16 WP3-471 As a campaign user I want to crawl 
social media content as defined by the social 
media window's schedule in order to store it  

- 

16 WP3-488 As a campaign member I want to 
see a list of all (past) crawling jobs in order to 
access the collected data  

- 

17 WP3-300 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to browse to the social media content's 
original position with just one mouse click in 
order to participate in a discussion without 
breaking the policy on anonymizing content  

 WP3-533 facilitator browses facebook content  

WP3-534 facilitator browses twitter content  

WP3-535  communicator browses facebook 
content  

17 WP3-522 As a user I want to see a posting's 
topics in the result list in order to get an 
overview of its content  

 - 

17 WP3-523 As a user I want the topics of each 
posting being analyzed as part of the social 
media content retrieval  

- 

18 WP3-697 As a recruiter I want to add a 
trusted user in order to enable him to provide 
content of higher priority  

- 

18 WP3-694 As a recruiter I want to mark trusted 
users as being untrusted in order to revoke 
the special rights that are inherited from that 
role  

- 

18 WP3-693 As a recruiter I want to mark an 
existing user with role "eCitizen" as trusted in 
order to add trusted users to the system.  

- 

18 WP3-692 As a system administrator I want to WP3-773 WP3-692 - validator for domain expert 
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assign the recruiter-role to users in order to 
enable them to register trusted users  

and eCitizen  

WP3-775 WP3-692 - validator for simulation 
modeller and eCitizen  

WP3-776 WP3-692 - validator for trusted user 
role  

WP3-777 WP3-692 - validator for recruiter and 
eCitizen  

WP3-778 WP3-692 - validator for communicator 
and eCitizen  

WP3-779 WP3-692 - validator for decision maker 
and eCitizen  

WP3-780 WP3-692 - validator for facilitator and 
eCitizen  

18 WP3-485 As an administrator I would like to 
check postings received against a database of 
trusted users to legitimize decisions  

- 

19 WP3-773 WP3-692 - validator for domain 
expert and eCitizen  

  

- 

19 WP3-766 As a recruiter I want to check the 
social media account of a trusted user  

WP3-842 WP3-766 - edit social media account 
identities in the personal data section  

19 WP3-764 As a recruiter I want to manage a 
trusted user's social media identifications in 
order to be able to recognize his content  

- 

19 WP3-696 As a user I want to recognize the 
social media content from trusted users in 
order to handle it with a higher priority  

- 

19 WP3-695 As a recruiter I want to see a list of 
(trusted) users in order to get an overview of 
them  

- 

19 WP3-465 As an administrator I want to verify 
a Google account in order to assess its 
validity  

- 

19 WP3-308 As a facilitator/decision 
maker/domain expert/communicator I want to 
see my municipality's logo on the page header 
in order to get a customized look  

- 

19 WP3-307 As a system operator I want to 
upload a client's logo in order to have it 
rendered on the client's pages  

- 

19 WP3-299 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to define a social media target for blogspot in 
order to retrieve postings from there  

WP3-897 WP3-299 - edit blogspot blog target  

WP3-899 WP3-299 - add blogspot post target  
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WP3-900 WP3-299 - edit blogspot post target  

WP3-1230 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target  

WP3-1231 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no 
URL  

WP3-1232 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no 
http prefix  

19 WP3-464 As a system administrator I want to 
manage a Google account to a client in order 
to use it for crawling content   

WP3-830 WP3-464 - Add blogspot account, leave 
input fields blank  

WP3-835 WP3-464 - cancel editing blogspot 
account  

WP3-836 WP3-464 - checking an valid blogspot 
account  

WP3-837 WP3-464 - delete blogspot account  

WP3-1236 WP3-464 - Add blogspot account  

WP3-1237 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account  

WP3-1238 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account - no 
input  

WP3-1239 WP3-464 - Cancel adding blogspot 
account  

WP3-1240 WP3-464 - cancel delete blogspot 
account  

WP3-1248 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account  

20 WP3-825 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to store crawled content of a social media 
target for Facebook groups  

 - 

20 WP3-812 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to store crawled content of a social media 
target for blogspot  

 - 

20 WP3-372 As a facilitator I want the search 
terms highlighted in the social media results 
list  

 - 

20 WP3-425 As a facilitator I want to add social 
media targets for Facebook group search in 
order to retrieve content from it  

WP3-886 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall 
target  

WP3-887 WP3-302 - edit one facebook wall 
target  

WP3-888 WP3-302 - delete one facebook wall 
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target  

WP3-1233 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall 
target with not existing wallname   

WP3-1234 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall 
target without http prefix  

WP3-1253 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall 
target with groupname only  

21 WP3-170 As an eCitizen I want my opinions to 
be stored anonymously without the possibility 
to backtrace to myself in order to be free of 
any political repressions  

- 

21 WP3-143 As a facilitator I want to use the 
tools for visualization, idea management, 
topicalization, social media interaction etc. 
independently and in any order in order to 
gain knowledge  

- 

21 WP3-886 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall 
target  

- 

21 WP3-792 As WP5 I want a SparQL interface 
for experimenting with the social media data  

- 

21 WP3-297 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to see the social media content in the order of 
the discussion stream (message, reply, reply 
to the reply, ...) in order to understand its 
context  

- 

21 WP3-818 As a facilitator I want to delete a 
campaign in order to remove it from the list  

WP3-885 WP3-818 - delete campaign without 
originator   

WP3-875 WP3-818 - delete campaign with 
originator  

WP3-1244 WP3-818 - delete campaign including 
opinionmap  

WP3-1245 WP3-818 - delete campaign including 
questionnaire  

WP3-1246 WP3-818 - delete campaign including 
questionnaire and opinionmap  

WP3-1247 WP3-818 - delete one of two campaign 
including opinionmap  

22 WP3-878 As an eCitizen I want to use the 
opinion maps with my browser 
(IE/Chrome/Safari) in order to use it without 
changing my security settings  

- 

22 WP3-865 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to crawl and store content from RSS feeds in 

- 
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order to use it as part of my campaign  

22 WP3-867 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to search for content from RSS feeds in order 
to use it as part of my campaign  

- 

22 WP3-404 As a facilitator/communicator I want 
to define a social media target for RSS feeds 
in order to crawl content from it  

WP3-894 WP3-404 - add RSS target  

WP3-895 WP3-404 - edit RSS/Atom target  

WP3-908 WP3-404 - add Atom target  

25 WP3-953 As a campaign member I want to 
view a questionnaire in order to access its 
contents  

WP3-963 WP3-953- View Questionnaires  

25 WP3-943 As a facilitator I want to embed a 
questionnaire in a public page in order to 
collect answers from there  

- 

25 WP3-948 As a facilitator I want to edit a 
questionnaire in order to update its content  

WP3-964 WP3-948 - Edit all fields of 
Questionnaire  

WP3-974 WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire  

WP3-975 WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire as 
a none-campaignmember with role facilitator  

WP3-976 WP3-948 - Edit description of 
questionnaire  

25 WP3-942 As a facilitator I want to add a new 
questionnaire in order to collect answers later  

WP3-972 WP3-942 - Cancel adding Questionnaire  

WP3-960 WP3-942 - Try adding questionnare as 
none campaign team member facilitator  

WP3-966 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave 
input fields empty  

WP3-967 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave title 
empty  

25 WP3-941 As a campaign member I want to 
see a list of all questionnaires that are part of 
a campaign in order to browse to their details  

WP3-962 WP3-941 - Show Questionnare List  

26 WP3-981 As a facilitator I want to select the 
type of question (choice vs. matrix choice) in 
order to set the possible range of answers  

- 

26 WP3-980 As a facilitator I want to see a 
preview of my question in the editor in order 
to understand what I'm doing.  

WP3-1008 WP3-980 - Preview question (adding 
question)  

WP3-1009 WP3-980 - Preview question 
(questionnaire view mode)  

26 WP3-952 As a facilitator I want to 
enable/disable a questionnaire in order to 
revoke it from the public  

WP3-989 WP3-952 - Disable questionnaire  

WP3-990 WP3-952 - enable already disabled 
questionnaire  
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WP3-992 WP3-952 - Cancel setting already 
disabled questionnaire to enable  

WP3-993 WP3-952 - Cancel disabling 
questionnaire  

26 WP3-947 As a campaign member I want to 
delete an existing question in order to stop 
collection answers to it  

- 

26 WP3-946 As a campaign member I want to 
edit a question in order to update its content  

- 

26 WP3-945 As a campaign member I want to 
add questions to a questionnaire in order to 
collect answers to them  

WP3-1002 WP3-945 - Add question  

WP3-1003 WP3-945 - cancel add question  

WP3-1004 WP3-946 - edit question  

WP3-1005 WP3-946 - cancel edit question  

WP3-1006 WP3-947 - delete question  

26 WP3-944 As a facilitator I want users to 
authenticate on selected questionnaires before 
answering questions in order to prevent fraud  

WP3-1000 WP3-944 - enable user authentication 
for questionnaire  

WP3-1001 WP3-944 - disable user authentication 
for questionnaire  

27 WP3-1011 As an ecitizen i must be 
authenticated using my facebook/twitter 
credentials if it's required  

- 

27 WP3-996 As a campaign member I want to 
see an overview of the answers of a question 
in order to understand the result  

- 

27 WP3-949 As an external user I want to save 
my answers in order to have them uploaded 
to the municipality  

WP3-1057 WP3-949 - Save questionnaire without 
answers  

WP3-1063 WP3-949 - Embed questionnaire 
Iframe  

27 WP3-983 As a facilitator I want to 
add/edit/delete options (answers) in order to 
set the possible answers to a question  

WP3-1021 WP3-983 - Save question leaving 
mandatory fields blank  

WP3-1025 WP3-983 - Save question without 
answers  

WP3-1028 WP3-983 - Save question with only 
option "deny answer"  

WP3-1014 WP3-983 - Add answer - single choice  

WP3-1018 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - single 
choice  

WP3-1020 WP3-983 - Add answer - multiple 
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choice  

WP3-1022 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - 
multiple choice  

WP3-1023 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO  

WP3-1024 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - 
YES/NO  

WP3-1026 WP3-983 - Add answer - 
YES/NO/MAYBE  

WP3-1027 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - 
YES/NO/MAYBE  

WP3-1029 WP3-983 - Add answer - Agreement  

WP3-1030 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - 
Agreement  

WP3-1031 WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (3)  

WP3-1032 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - 
Satisfaction  

WP3-1033 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - 
Rating (3)  

WP3-1034 WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (5)  

WP3-1035 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - 
Rating (5)  

WP3-1038 WP3-983 - Delete answer - single 
choice  

WP3-1041 WP3-983 - Edit answer - single choice  

WP3-1042 WP3-983 - Delete answer - mulitple 
choice  

WP3-1044 WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/NO  

WP3-1045 WP3-983 - Delete answer - 
YES/MAYBE/NO  

WP3-1046 WP3-983 - Delete answer - 
Agreement  
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WP3-1047 WP3-983 - Delete answer - 
Satisfaction  

WP3-1048 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (3)  

WP3-1049 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (5)  

WP3-1050 WP3-983 - Edit answer - multiple 
choice  

WP3-1051 WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/NO  

WP3-1052 WP3-983 - Edit answer - 
YES/MAYBE/NO  

WP3-1053 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Agreement  

WP3-1054 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Satisfaction  

WP3-1055 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (3)  

WP3-1056 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (5)  

WP3-1214 WP3-983 - Add mixed questions  

WP3-1215 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO with 
comment  

WP3-1216 WP3-983 - adding answer - 
Satisfaction  

WP3-1217 WP3-983 - Cancel delete answer - 
Agreement  

WP3-1218 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer 
- mulitple choice  

WP3-1219 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer 
- Rating (3)  

WP3-1220 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer 
- Rating (5)  

WP3-1221 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer 
- Satisfaction  

WP3-1222 WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer 
- single choice  

WP3-1223 WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer 
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- YES/MAYBE/NO  

WP3-1225 WP3-983 - Cancelation delete answer - 
YES/NO  

28 WP3-166 As a facilitator I want to start online 
polls on various social media sites in order to 
get opinions  

- 

28 WP3-920 As a faciliator I want to trigger the 
retraining of the topic model manually in order 
to get better analysis results  

- 

28 WP3-917 As a campaign user I want the 
selected topic model to be created/copied in 
order to use it in my campaign  

- 

28 WP3-919 As a facilitator I want new posts be 
added to the campaign topic model's text 
corpus in order to extract topics from them  

- 

28 WP3-918 As a campaign member I want the 
social media content be relabeled once the 
topic model changes  

- 

28 WP3-921 As the facilitator I want to see when 
the campaign's topic model has been changed 
the last time  

- 

29 WP3-1083 As a visualization user I want to 
perform a full-text search over a social media 
window's data  

- 

30 WP3-880 As a campaign user I want a post's 
geographical coordinates stored in order to 
visualize the location later  

- 

31 WP3-1135 As a facilitator I want to enable hot 
topic sensing on existing campaigns  

- 

31 WP3-1130 As an internal user I want to add 
optional authentication to RSS stream targets  

- 

31 WP3-1132 As a user I want to see posts on a 
map in order to get an idea of their 
distribution  

- 

31 WP3-1131 As an internal user I want to see 
some hints on the search syntax in order to 
configure the social media target for 
Facebook/Twitter accordingly  

- 

31 WP3-984 As a facilitator I want to set/change 
the comment option in order to allow 
comments  

- 

31 WP3-922 In case of an unavailable WP6 
service a scheduler should handle the resend 
of posts  

- 

31 WP3-150 As a facilitator I want to be able to 
add an aerial image/satellite image as a 
background layer in order to get a more 
realistic view  

- 

32 WP3-179 As a campaign member I want to 
see a heatmap of the posts in order to get the 

- 
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big picture in case of masses of posts  

32 WP3-1143 As a domain expert/facilitator I 
want to import statistical data in order to 
visualize it  

WP3-1169 WP3 1143 - Show heat map  

32 WP3-820 As an eCitizen I want to log into the 
opinion map/questionnaire using my Sina 
Weibo account in order to provide my opinion  

- 

33 WP3-1148 As a campaign member I want to 
limit the content shown on the map to specific 
social media targets in order to focus on 
details of my search result  

- 

33 WP3-1190 As a campaign member I want to 
see all geographical content of a campaign  

- 

For a detailed description of all test cases please refer to Appendix III. 
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14 Glossary 

Following is a glossary of the most important terms regarding quality assurance and 

testing. Most definitions are originating from the ISTQB glossary. 

Term Acronym Meaning in this Project 
Abstract test case - See high level test case. 

Acceptance criteria - The exit criteria that a component or system must satisfy in 
order to be accepted by a user, customer, or other authorized 
entity [IEEE 610]. 

Acceptance testing - Formal testing with respect to user needs, requirements, and 
business processes conducted to determine whether or not a 
system satisfies the acceptance criteria and to enable the user, 
customers or other authorized entity to determine whether or 
not to accept the system [after IEEE 610]. 

Accessibility testing - Testing to determine the ease by which users with disabilities 
can use the component or system [Gerrard]. 

Accuracy - The capability of the software product to provide the right or 
agreed results or effects with the needed degree of precision 
[ISO 9126]. See also functionality testing. 

Actual result - The behaviour produced / observed when a component or 
system is tested under specified conditions. 

Actual outcome - See actual result. 

Agile software 
development 

- A group of software development methodologies based on 
iterative incremental development, where requirements and 
solutions evolve through collaboration between self-organizing 
cross-functional teams. 

Baseline - A specification or software product that has been formally 
reviewed or agreed upon, that thereafter serves as the basis 
for further development, and that can be changed only 
through formal change control process [after IEEE 610]. 

Best practice - A superior method or innovative practice that contributes to 
the improved performance of an organization under given 
context, usually recognized as ´best` by other peer 
organizations. 

Big-bang testing - A type of integration testing in which software elements, 
hardware elements, or both are combined all at once into a 
component or an overall system, rather than in stages [after 
IEEE 610]. See also integration testing. 

Black-box testing - Testing, either functional or non-functional, without reference 
to the internal structure of the component or system. 

Blocked test case - A test case that cannot be executed because the preconditions 
for its execution are not fulfilled. 
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Bottom-up testing - An incremental approach to integration testing where the 
lowest level components are tested first, then used to facilitate 
the testing of higher level components. This process is 
repeated until the component at the top of the hierarchy is 
tested. 

See also integration testing. 

Boundary value 
analysis 

- A black box test design technique in which test cases are 
designed based on boundary values. See also boundary value. 

Campaign  -  A campaign is an important container domain object in FUPOL 
that is used to group all activities and their associated data 
that are related to a policy research task. 

Capture/playback 
tool 

- A type of test execution tool where inputs are recorded during 
manual testing in order to generate automated test scripts that 
could be executed later (i.e. replayed). These tools are often 
used to support automated regression testing. 

Capture/Replay tool - See capture/playback tool. 

Cloud Computing - The delivery of computing as a service rather than a product, 
whereby shared resources, software, and information are 
provided to computers and other devices as a utility (like the 
electricity grid) over a network. FUPOL will deliver its services 
using cloud computing to all interested parties over web 
services. 

Condition - An logical expression that can be evaluated as True or False, 
e.g. A>B. See also test condition. 

Cost of quality - The total costs incurred on quality activities and issues and 
often split into prevention costs, appraisal costs, internal failure 
costs and external failure costs. 

Code coverage - An analysis method that determines which parts of the 
software have been executed (covered) by the test suite and 
which parts have not been executed, e.g. statement coverage, 
decision coverage or condition coverage. 

Completition criteria - See exit criteria. 

Complexity - The degree to which a component or system has a design 
and/or internal structure that is difficult to understand, 
maintain and verify. See also cyclomatic complexity. 

Compliance - The capability of the software product to adhere to standards, 
conventions or regulations in laws and similar prescriptions 
[ISO 9126]. 

Compliane testing - The process of testing to determine the compliance of the 
component or system. 

Component - A minimal software item that can be tested in isolation. 

Component 
integration testing 

- The testing of individual software components [after IEEE 
610]. 

Component testing - The testing of individual software components [after IEEE 
610]. 
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Concurrency testing - Testing to determine how the occurrence of two or more 
activities within the same interval of time, achieved either by 
interleaving the activities or by simultaneous excution, is 
handled by the component or system [after IEEE 610]. 

Configuration - The composition of a component or system as defined by the 
number, nature, and interconnections of its constituent parts. 

Configuration item - An aggregation of hardware, software or both, that is 
designated for configuration management and treated as a 
single entity in the configuration management process [IEEE 
610]. 

Configuration 
management 

- A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and 
surveillance to: identify and document the functional and 
physical characteristics of a configuration item, control changes 
to those characteristics, record and report change processing 
and implementation status, and verify compliance with 
specified requirements [IEEE 610]. 

Consistency - The degree of uniformity, standardization, and freedom from 
contradiction among the documents or parts of a component 
or system [IEEE 610]. 

COTS - Acronymn for Commercial Off-The-Shelf software. See off-the-
shelf software. 

Coverage - The degree, expressed as a percentage, to which a specified 
coverage item has been exercised by a test suite. 

Coverage tool - A tool that provides measures of what structural elements 
have been exercised by the test suite. 

Crawling Job  - A crawling job is an automated task in FUPOL that is 
performed by a social media crawler in order to collect content 
from social media sites. 

Cyclomatic 
complexity 

- The number of independent paths through a program. 
Cyclomatic complexity is defined as: L – N + 2P, where 

- L = the number of edges/links in a graph 

- N = the number of nodes in a graph 

- P = the number of disconnected parts of the graph (e.g. a 
called graph or subroutine) [After McCabe] 

Daily build - A development activity where a complete system is compiled 
and linked every day (usually overnight), so that a consistent 
system is available at any time including all latest changes. 

Data  - Data are values of a qualitative or quantitative variables, 
belonging to a set of items/themes ("facts of the world"). As 
an abstract concept data can be viewed as the lowest level of 
abstraction from which information and then knowledge are 
derived. 

Debugger - See debugging tool. 
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Debugging - The process of finding, analyzing and removing the causes of 
failures in software. 

Debugging tool - A tool used by programmers to reproduce failures, investigate 
the state of programs and find the corresponding defect. 
Debuggers enable programmers to execute programs step by 
step, to halt a program at any program statement and to set 
and examine program variables. 

Defect - A flaw in a component or system that can cause the 
component or system to fail to perform its required function, 
e.g. an incorrect statement or data definition. A defect, if 
encountered during execution, may cause a failure of the 
component or system. 

Defect density - The number of defects identified in a component or system 
divided by the size of the component or system (expressed in 
standard measurement terms for that product, e.g. lines-of-
code or function points). 

Defect management - The process of recognizing, investigating, taking action and 
disposing of defects. It involves recording defects, classifying 
them and identifying the impact [after IEEE 1044]. 

Defect management 
tool 

- A tool that facilitates the recording and status tracking of 
defects and changes. They often have workflow-oriented 
facilities to track and control the allocation, correction and re-
testing of defects and provide reporting facilities. See also 
incident management tool. 

Defect masking - An occurence in which one defect prevents the detection of 
another [after IEEE 610]. 

Defect tracking tool - See defect management tool. 

Documentation 
testing 

- Testing the quality of the documentation, e.g. user guide or 
installation guide. 

Driver - A software component or test tool that replaces a program 
that takes care of the control and/or the calling of a 
component or system [after TMap]. 

Entry criteria - the set of generic and specific conditions for permitting a 
process to go forward with a defined task, e.g. test phase. The 
purpose of entry criteria is to prevent a task from being done 
which would entail more (wasted) effort compared to the 
effort needed to remove the failed entry criteria [Gilb and 
Graham]. 

Entry point - An executable statement or process step which defines a point 
at which a given process is intended to begin. 

Error - Human action that produces an incorrect result [after IEEE 
610]. 

Eurostat - A directorate-general of the European Commission located in 
Luxembourg. Its main responsibilities are to provide statistical 
information to the institutions of the European Union (EU) and 
to promote the harmonisation of statistical methods across its 
member states and candidates for accession as well as EFTA 
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countries. 

Exit criteria - The set of generic and specific conditions, agreed upon with 
the stakeholders, for permitting a process to be officially 
completed. The purpose of exit criteria is to prevent a task 
from being considered completed when there are still 
outstanding parts of the task which have not been finished 
[after Gilb and Graham]. 

Note: Exit criteria are used to report against and to plan when 
to stop testing. 

Expected result - The behavior predicted by the specification, or another source, 
of a component or system under specified conditions. See also 
test oracle. 

Experiebce-based 
test design 
technique 

- Procedure to derive and/or select test cases based the tester’s 
experience, knowledge and intuition. 

Exploratory testing - An informal test design technique where that the tester 
actively controls the design of the tests as those tests are 
performed and uses information gained while testing to design 
new and better tests [after Bach]. 

Facebook - A social networking service and website launched in February 
2004, owned and operated by Facebook, Inc. 

Facilitator  - A facilitator is a user role in FUPOL with the main task of 
creating, managing and closing campaigns. 

Failure - Deviation of the component or system from its expected 
delivery, service or result [after Fenton]. 

Failure mode - The physical or functional manifestation of a failure. For 
example, a system in failure mode may be characterized by 
slow operation, incorrect outputs, or complete termination of 
execution [IEEE 610]. 

False-fail result - A test result in which a defect is reported although no such 
defect actually exists in the test object. 

Failure priority - Determination of how pressing it is to correct the cause of a 
failure by taking into account failure severity, necessary correc 
tion work and the effects on the whole development and test 
process. 

False-pass result - A test result which fails to identify the presence of a defect 
that is actually present in the test object. 

Feature - An attribute of a component or system specified or implied by 
requirements documentation (for example reliability, usability 
or design constraints) [after IEEE 1008]. 

Functional 
requirement 

- A requirement that specifies a function that a system or 
system component must be able to perform [IEEE 610]. See 
also functionality. 

Functional testing - Testing based on an analysis of the specification of the 
functionality of a component or system. See also black box 
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testing. 

Geographical 
Information System 

GIS A system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, 
manage, and present all types of geographical data. Note that 
the acronym GIS is sometimes used for geographical 
information science or geospatial information studies to refer 
to the academic discipline or career of working with geographic 
information systems, too, but within WP3 GIS means the 
system. 

High level test case - A test case without concrete (implementation level) values for 
the input data and expected results. Logical operators are 
used; instances of the actual values are not yet defined and/or 
available. See also low level test case. 

Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol 

http An application protocol for distributed, collaborative, 
hypermedia information systems. HTTP is the foundation of 
data communication for the World Wide Web. 

Idea Management 
System  

IMS  An Idea Management System is a computer software that 
supports the practice of gathering and evaluating ideas in a 
structured fashion, with a goal of selecting the best ideas with 
the greatest bottom-line potential for implementation. 

Information  - Information, in its most restricted technical sense, is an 
ordered sequence of symbols that can be interpreted by the 
receiver as a message and finally be used to gain knowledge. 

Incident - Any event occurring during testing that requires investigation 
[after IEEE 1008]. 

Incident 
management 

- The process of recognizing, investigating, taking action and 
disposing of incidents. It involves logging incidents, classifying 
them and identifying the impact [after IEEE 1044]. 

Incident 
management tool 

- A tool that facilitates the recording and status tracking of 
incidents found during testing. They often have workflow-
oriented facilities to track and control the allocation, correction 
and re-testing of incidents and provide reporting facilities. See 
also defect management tool. 

Incremental 
development model 

- A development life cycle where a larger project is broken into a 
series of increments, each of which delivers a portion of the 
functionality in the overall project requirements. The 
requirements are prioritized and delivered in priority order in 
the appropriate increment. In some (but not all) versions of 
this life cycle model, each subproject follows a ‘mini V-model’ 
with its own design, coding and testing phases. 

Incremental testing - Testing where components or systems are integrated and 
tested one or some at a time until all the components or 
systems are integrated and tested. 

Informal review - A review not based on a formal (documented) procedure. 

INSPIRE - An EU initiative to establish an infrastructure for spatial 
information in Europe that will help to make spatial or 
geographical information more accessible and interoperable for 
a wide range of purposes supporting sustainable development. 
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Interface testing - An integration test type that is concerned with testing the 
interfaces between components or systems. 

Input - A variable (whether stored within a component or outside it) 
that is read by a component. 

Integration - The process of combining components into larger assemblies. 

Integration testing - Testing performed to expose defects in the interfaces and in 
the interactions between integrated components or systems. 
See also component integration testing, system integration 
testing. 

Invalid testing - Testing using input values that should be rejected by the 
component or system. See also error tolerance, negative 
testing. 

Java Transaction 
API 

JTA A Java API for transaction handling. JTA is one of the Java 
Enterprise Edition (Java EE) APIs, enables distributed 
transactions to be done across multiple X/Open XA resources 
in a Java environment. 

Knowledge  - Knowledge is a familiarity with someone or something, which 
can include information, facts, descriptions, or skills acquired 
through experience or education. Briefly said knowledge is 
what we know. 

Load testing - A type of performance testing conducted to evaluate the 
behavior of a component or system with increasing load, e.g. 
number of parallel users and/or numbers of transactions to 
determine what load can be handled by the component or 
system. See also performance testing, stress testing. 

Logical test case - See high level test case. 

Metric - A measurement scale and the method used for measurement 
[ISO 14598]. 

Module - See component. 

Module testing - See component testing. 

Negative testing - Tests aimed at showing that a component or system does not 
work. Negative testing is related to the testers’ attitude rather 
than a specific test approach or test design technique, e.g. 
testing with invalid input values or exceptions [after Beizer]. 

Non-functional 
requirement 

- A requirement that does not relate to functionality, but to 
attributes of such as reliability, efficiency, usability, 
maintainability and portability. See also quality objective. 

Non-functional 
testing 

- Testing the attributes of a component of system that do not 
relate to functionality, e.g. reliability, efficiency, usability, 
maintainability and portability. 

Pair testing - Two persons, e.g. two testers, a developer and a tester, or an 
enduser and a tester, working together to find defects. 
Typically, they share one computer and trade control of it 
while testing. 

Pass - A test is deemed to pass if its actual result matches its 
expected result. 
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Pass/Fail criteria - Decision rules used to determine whether an test item 
(function) or a feature passes or failed a test [IEEE 829]. 

Pair proramming - A software development approach whereby lines of code 
(production and/or test) of a component are written by two 
programmers sitting at a single computer. This implicitly 
means an ongoing real-time code review is performed. 

Path - A sequence of events, e.g. executable statements, of a 
component or system from an entry point to an exit point. 

Path testing - A white box test design technique in which test cases are 
designed to execute paths. 

Path coverage - The percentage of paths that have been exercised by a test 
suite. Note: 100% path coverage implies 100% LCSAJ 
coverage. 

Peer review - A review of a software work product by collegues of the 
producer of the product for the purpose of identifying defects 
and improvements. Examples are inspection, technical review 
and walkthrough. 

Performance - The degree to which a system or component accomplishes its 
designated functions within given constraints regarding 
processing time and throughput rate [after IEEE 610]. See also 
efficiency. 

Performance testing - The process of testing to determine the performance of a 
software product. See also efficiency testing. 

Performance testing 
tool 

- A tool to support performance testing that usually has two 
main facilities: load generation and test transaction 
measurement. Load generation can simulate either multiple 
users or high volumes of input data. During execution, 
response time measurements are taken from selected 
transactions and these are logged. Performance testing tools 
normally provide reports based on test logs and graphs of load 
against response times. 

Postcondition - Environmental and state conditions that must be fulfilled after 
the execution of a test or test procedure. 

Precondition - Environmental and state conditions that must be fulfilled 
before the component or system can be executed with a 
particular test or test procedure. 

Project risk - A risk related to management and control of the (test) project, 
e.g. lack of staffing, strict deadlines, changing requirements, 
etc. See also risk. 

Problem - See defect. 

Quality - (1) The degree to which a component, system or process 
meets specified requirements and/or user/ customer or user 
needs or expectations [after IEEE 610]. 

(2) The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills 
requirements [ISO 9000:2000]. 
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Quality management - Coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with 
regard to quality. Direction and control with regard to quality 
generally includes the establishment of the quality policy and 
quality objectives, quality planning, quality control, quality 
assurance and quality improvement [ISO 9000]. 

Quality gate - A special milestone in a project. Quality gates are located 
between those phases of a project strongly depending on the 
outcome of a previous phase. A quality gate includes a formal 
check of the documents of the previous phase. 

RDF Site Summary RSS A family of web feed formats used to publish frequently 
updated works—such as blog entries, news headlines, audio, 
and video—in a standardized format.   An RSS document 
(which is called a "feed", "web feed", or "channel") includes 
full or summarized text, plus metadata such as publishing 
dates and authorship. RSS is sometimes dubbed as "Really 
Simple Syndication". 

Regression testing - Testing of a previously tested program following modification 
to ensure that defects have not been introduced or uncovered 
in unchanged areas of the software, as a result of the changes 
made. 

Note: It is performed when the software or its environment is 
changed. 

Release note - A document identifying test items, their configuration, current 
status and other delivery information delivered by development 
to testing, and possibly other stakeholders, at the start of a 
test execution phase [after IEEE 829]. 

Reliability testing - The process of testing to determine the reliability of a software 
product. 

Requirement - A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem 
or achieve an objective that must be met or possessed by a 
system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, 
specification, or other formally imposed document [after IEEE 
610]. 

Requirements-based 
testing 

- An approach to testing in which test cases are designed based 
on test objectives and test conditions derived from 
requirements, e.g. tests that exercise specific functions or 
probe non-functional attributes such as reliability or usability. 

Resource 
Description 
Framework  

RDF The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a family of 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications originally 
designed as a metadata data model. It has come to be used as 
a general method for conceptual description or modeling of 
information that is implemented in web resources, using a 
variety of syntax formats. 

Result - The consequence/outcome of the execution of a test. It 
includes outputs to screens, changes to data, reports and 
communication messages sent out. 
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See also actual result, expected result. 

Re-testing - Testing that runs test cases that failed the last time they were 
run, in order to verify the success of corrective actions. See 
also regression testing. 

Review - An evaluation of a product or project status to ascertain 
discrepancies from planned results and to recommend 
improvements. Examples include management review, informal 
review, technical review, inspection, and walkthrough [after 
IEEE 1028]. 

Reviewer - The person involved in the review that identifies and describes 
anomalies in the product or project under review. Reviewers 
can be chosen to represent different viewpoints and roles in 
the review process. 

Risk - A factor that could result in future negative consequences; 
usually expressed as impact and likelihood. 

Risk-based testing - An approach to testing to reduce the level of product risks and 
inform stakeholders of their status, starting in the initial stages 
of a project. It involves the identification of product risks and 
the use of risk levels to guide the test process. 

Root cause - A source of a defect such that if it is removed, the occurance 
of the defect type is decreased or removed [CMMI]. 

Root cause analysis - An analysis technique aimed at identifying the root causes of 
defects. By directing correcting measures at root causes, it is 
hoped that the likelihood of defect recurrence will be 
minimized. 

Scalability - The capability of the software product to be upgraded to 
accommodate increased loads [after Gerrard]. 

Scalability testing - Testing to determine the scalability of the software product. 

Scripting language - A programming language in which executable test scripts are 
written, used by a test execution tool (e.g. a capture/replay 
tool). 

Scripted testing - Test execution carried out by following a previously 
documented sequence of tests. 

Security - Attributes of software that bear on its ability to prevent 
unauthorised access, whether accidental or deliberate, to 
programs and data [ISO9126]. See also functionality. 

Security testing - Testing to determine the security of the software product. See 
also functionality testing. 

Severity - The degree of impact that a defect has on the development or 
operation of a component or system [after IEEE 610]. 

Scrum - An iterative incremental framework for managing projects 
commonly used with agile software development. See also 
agile software development. 

Site acceptance 
testing 

- Acceptance testing by users/customers at their site, to 
determine whether or not a component or system satisfies the 
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user/customer needs and fits within the business processes, 
normally including hardware as well as software. 

Smoke test - A subset of all defined/planned test cases that cover the main 
functionality of a component or system, to ascertaining that 
the most crucial functions of a program work, but not 
bothering with finer details. 

Note: A daily build and smoke test is among industry best 
practices. See also intake test. 

Software quality - The totality of functionality and features of a software product 
that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs [after 
ISO 9126]. 

Specification - A document that specifies, ideally in a complete, precise and 
verifiable manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or other 
characteristics of a system or component, and, often, the 
procedures for determining whether these provisions have 
been satisfied [afterIEEE 610]. 

Specification-based 
testing 

- See black box testing. 

Static analysis - Analysis of software artifacts, e.g. requirements or code, 
carried out without execution of these software development 
artifacts. Static analysis is usually carried out by means of a 
supporting tool. 

Static code analysis - Analysis of program source code carried out without execution 
of that software. 

Static code analyzer - A tool that carries out static code analysis. The tool checks 
source code, for certain properties such as conformance to 
coding standards, quality metrics or data flow anomalies. 

Static testing - Testing of a component or system at specification or 
implementation level without execution of that software, e.g. 
reviews or static analysis. 

Stress testing - A type of performance testing conducted to evaluate a system 
or component at or beyond the limits of its anitcipated or 
specified work loads, or with reduced availability of ressources 
such as access to memory or servers [after IEEE 610]. See 
also performance testing, load testing. 

Stress testing tool - A tool that supports stress testing. 

Stub - A skeletal or special-purpose implementation of a software 
component, used to develop or test a component that calls or 
is otherwise dependent on it. It replaces a called component 
[after IEEE610]. 

System - (1) A collection of components organized to accomplish a 
specific function or set of functions [IEEE 610]. 

(2) Set of interrelated of interacting elements [ISO 
9000:2000]. 

System of systems - Multiple heterogeneous, distributed systems that are 
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embedded in networks at multiple levels and in multiple 
interconnected domains, addressing large-scale inter-
disciplinary common problems and purposes, usually without a 
common management structure. 

System integration 
testing 

- Testing the integration of systems and packages; testing 
interfaces to external organisations (e.g. Electronic Data 
Interchange, Internet). 

System testing - The process of testing an integrated system to verify that it 
meets specified requirements [Hetzel]. 

Statistical Data and 
Metadata eXchange 

SDMX An initiative to foster standards for the exchange of statistical 
informatio. It started in 2001 and aims at fostering standards 
for Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX). 

Social Media 
Content  

- Social media content is content (text) and associated meta-info 
(that describes the content's origin and details about the 
crawling task) that has been collected from a Social Media 
Target during a Crawling Job. 

Social Media Target  - A social media target is an access coordinate that refers to a 
social media site and the way that FUPOL shall collect the data 
from there. 

Social Media 
Window  

- A social media window is both a concept and an important 
domain object in FUPOL. As a concept the term refers to the 
idea that a Facilitator is interested in accessing several social 
media sites in a convenient way ("single window to social 
media"). The domain object is a container for social media 
access and the associated results (content). 

Social Media Site SMS An online service, platform, or site that focuses on facilitating 
the building of social networks or social relations among 
people who, for example, share interests, activities, 
backgrounds, or real-life connections. 

SPARQL Protocol 
and RDF Query 
Language 

SparQL An RDF query language, that is, a query language for 
databases, able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in 
Resource Description Framework format.  

Spatial Data - Entities with topological, geometric, or geographic properties. 

Test - A set or one of more test cases [IEEE 829]. 

Test approach - The implementation of the test strategy for a specific project. 
It typically includes the decisions made that follow the (test) 
project’s goal and the risk analysis, starting points regarding 
the test process, the test design techniques to be applied, exit 
criteria and test types to be performed. 

Test automation - The use of software to perform or support test activities, e.g. 
test management, test design, test execution and results 
checking. 

Testability - The capability of the software product to enable modified 
software to be tested [ISO 9126]. See also maintainability. 

Testable 
requirements 

- The degree to which a requirement is stated in terms that 
permit establishment of test designs (and subsequently test 
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cases) and execution of tests to determine whether the 
requirements have been met [after IEEE 610]. 

Test basis - All documents from which the requirements of a component or 
system can be inferred. The documentation on which the test 
cases are based. If a document can be amended only by way 
of formal amendment procedure, then the test basis is called a 
frozen test basis [after TMap]. 

Test case - A set of input values, execution preconditions, expected results 
and execution postconditions, developed for a particular 
objective or test condition, such as to exercise a particular 
program path or to verify compliance with a specific 
requirement [after IEEE 610]. 

Test case 
specification 

- A document specifying a set of test cases (objective, inputs, 
test actions, expected results, and execution preconditions) for 
a test item [after IEEE 829]. See also test specification. 

Test case suite - See test suite. 

Test completion 
criteria 

- See exit criteria. 

Test condition - An item or event of a component or system that could be 
verified by one or more test cases, e.g. a function, transaction, 
feature, quality attribute, or structural element. 

Test coverage - See coverage. 

Test criteria - The criteria that a system or component must meet in order to 
pass a given test [IEEE 610.12]. See also: acceptance criteria; 
pass-fail criteria. 

Test cycle - Execution of the test process against a single identifiable 
release of the test object. 

Test data - Data that exists (for example, in a database) before a test is 
executed, and that affects or is affected by the component or 
system under test. 

Test design - (1) See test design specification. 

(2) The process of transforming general testing objectives into 
tangible test conditions and test cases. 

Test driven 
development 

- A way of developing software where the test cases are 
developed, and often automated, before the software is being 
developed to run those test cases. 

Test driver - See driver. 

Tester - A skilled professional who is involved in the testing of a 
component or system. 

Test execution - The process of running a test on the component or system 
under test, producing actual result(s). 

Test harness - A test environment that comprises of stubs and drivers needed 
to execute a test. 

Test implementation - The process of developing and prioritizing test procedures, 
creating test data and, optionally, preparing test harnesses and 
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writing automated test scripts. 

Test infrastructure - The organizational artifacts needed to perform testing, 
consisting of test environments, test tools, office environment 
and procedures. 

Testing - The process consisting of all life cycle activities, both static and 
dynamic, concerned with planning, preparation and evaluation 
of software products and related work products to determine 
that they satisfy specified requirements, to demonstrate that 
they are fit for purpose and to detect defects. 

Test input - The data received from an external source by the test object 
during test execution. The external source can be hardware, 
software or human. 

Test item - The individual element to be tested. There usually is one test 
object and many test items. See also test object. 

Test level - A group of test activities that are organized and managed 
together. A test level is linked to the responsibilities in a 
project. Examples of test levels are component test, 
integration test, system test and acceptance test [after TMap]. 

Test manager - The person responsible for project management of testing 
activities and resources, and evaluation of a test object. The 
individual who directs, controls, administers, plans and 
regulates the evaluation of a test object. 

Test management - The planning, estimating, monitoring and control of test 
activities, typically carried out by a test manager. 

Test management 
tool 

- A tool that provides support to the test management and 
control part of a test process. It often has several capabilities, 
such as testware management, scheduling of tests, the logging 
of results, progress tracking, incident management and test 
reporting. 

Test objective - A reason or purpose for designing and executing a test. 

Test pass - See pass. 

Test plan - A document describing the scope, approach, resources and 
schedule of intended test activities. It identifies amongst 
others test items, the features to be tested, the testing tasks, 
who will do each task, degree of tester independence, the test 
environment, the test design techniques and test 
measurement techniques to be used, and the rationale for 
their choice, and any risks requiring contingency planning. It is 
a record of the test planning process [after IEEE 829]. 

Test planning - The activity of establishing or updating a test plan. 

Test process 
improvement 
manifesto 

- A statement that echoes the agile manifesto, and defines 
values for improving the testing process. The values are: 

- flexibility over detailed processes 
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- best Practices over templates 

- deployment orientation over process orientation 

- peer reviews over quality assurance (departments) 

- business driven over model driven. [Veenendaal08] 

Test progress report - A document summarizing testing activities and results, 
produced at regular intervals, to report progress of testing 
activities against a baseline (such as the original test plan) and 
to communicate risks and alternatives requiring a decision to 
management. 

Test report - See test summary report. 

Test 
reproduceability 

- An attribute of a test indicating whether the same results are 
produced each time the test is executed. 

Test result - See result. 

Test run - Execution of a set of test cases on a specific version of the test 
object. 

Test run log - See test log. 

Test schedule - A list of activities, tasks or events of the test process, 
identifying their intended start and finish dates and/or times, 
and interdependencies. 

Test script - Commonly used to refer to a test procedure specification, 
especially an automated one. 

Test suite - A set of several test cases for a component or system under 
test, where the post condition of one test case is often used as 
the precondition for the next one. 

Test specification - A document that consists of a test design specification, test 
case specification and/or test procedure specification. 

Test stage - See test level. 

Test strategy - A high-level description of the test levels to be performed and 
the testing within those levels for an organization or 
programme (one or more projects). 

Test summary report - A document summarizing testing acivities and results. It also 
contains an evaluation of the corresponding test against exit 
criteria [after IEEE 829]. 

Test tool - A software product that supports one or more test activities, 
such as planning and control, specification, building initial files 
and data, test execution and test analysis [TMap]. See also 
CAST. 

Test type - A group of test activities aimed at testing a component or 
system one or more interrelated quality attributes. A test type 
is focused on a specific test objective, i.e. reliability test, 
usability test, regression test etc., and may take place on one 
or more test levels or test phases. [after TMap]. 

Top-down testing - An incremental approach to integration testing where the 
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component at the top of the component hierarchy is tested 
first, with lower level components being simulated by stubs. 
Tested components are then used to test lower level 
components. The process is repeated until the lowest level 
components have been tested. See also integration testing. 

Traceablity - The ability to identify related items in documentation and 
software, such as requirements with associated tests. See 
horizontal traceability, vertical traceability. 

Twitter - An online social networking service and microblogging service 
that enables its users to send and read text-based messages of 
up to 140 characters, known as "tweets". 

Unit - See component. 

Unit test framework - A tool that provides an environment for unit or component 
testing in which a component can be tested in isolation or with 
suitable stubs and drivers. It also provides other support for 
the developer, such as debugging capabilities [Graham]. 

Unreachable code - Code that cannot be reached and therefore is impossible to 
execute. 

User-based quality - A view of quality, wherein quality is the capacity to satisfy 
needs, wants and desires of the user(s). A product or service 
that does not fulfill user needs is unlikely to find any users. 
This is a context dependent, contingent approach to quality 
since different business characteristics require different 
qualities of a product. [after Garvin] 

See also manufacturing-based quality, product-based quality, 
transcendent-based quality, valuebased quality. 

Use case - A sequence of transactions in a dialogue between an actor and 
a component or system with a tangible result, where an actor 
can be a user or anything that can exchange information with 
the system. 

User acceptance 
testing 

- See acceptance testing. 

User scenario 
testing 

- See user case testing 

Validation - Confirmation by examination and through provision of 
objective evidence that the requirements for a specific 
intended use or application have been fulfilled [ISO 9000]. 

Verification - Confirmation by examination and through the provision of 
objective evidence that specified requirements have been 
fulfilled [ISO 9000]. 

Version control - See configuration control. 

Web Crawler - A computer program that browses the WWW in a methodical, 
automated manner or in an orderly fashion 

Web Log Blog A discussion or information site published on the world wide 
web consisting of discrete entries ("posts") typically displayed 
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in reverse chronological order so the most recent post appears 
first. 

White box testing - Testing based on an analysis of the internal structure of the 
component or system. 

Web Map Tile 
Service 

WMTS Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) is a geographical data service, 
specified by the Open Geospacial Consortium (OGC). WMTS 
defines a web service for accessing map-tiles. 
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15 Appendix I: Real-Life Test Data 

In order to collect real-life data for system test, system integration test and to 

support the evaluation of the analysis algorithms and the visualization real-life data 

will be collected. We refer to D3.3 (appendix II) for a summary of these sources, 

although the details are outdated (for example Prato is no longer in the project). 

 

The sources that we used in our tests varied from time to time. As we’re focusing on 

verifying tests it’s not that important to use specific Facebook pages, Twitter users 

etc. More important for WP3 is that we get content at all and that we can use it to 

test the system’s functionality on a technical level. 

 

For WP7 on the other hand the situation is obviously different. 
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16 Appendix II: Test Automation Framework 

D3.3 (appendix II) describes the system test framework that we have developed. 

Although there were many refactorings and changes to the framework’s 

implementation the overall architecture and design are still valid. 

Note that we only used Firefox and Chrome recently for the automated tests (mainly 

because the scripts are executed on a Linux server). However, for the interactive 

tests Safari and Firefox are used as well. 
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17 Appendix III: System Test Case Specifications 

The following chapters list all system tests that are currently defined. We 

acknowledge that this is the 'boring' part of the test plan, but we tried to keep the 

number of test cases listed here low by omitting i.e. all boundary tests. 

Furthermore note that this is only the system tests and there are unit/unit integration 

tests, integration tests and acceptance tests as well. 

The test case data was automatically extracted from JIRA. 

 

How to read the test cases 

Field Content 
ID (top left field) ID of the test case 
Summary (top right field) Title of the test case. A sentence that describes 

what the test case is all about. We prefixed each 
test case title with the ID of the user story that the 
test case relates to. 

Test Type Defines whether this is an automated test or a 
manual test 

User Story The user story(s) that the test relates to 
Sprint The sprint when the user story was implemented 

and thus tested for the first time 
Assignee, Reporter The person that is responsible for 

executing/defining the test 
Status The status of the test case. Not all test cases are 

already implemented. Some are still in the 
"template" stage 

Preconditions The entry criteria that must be met before 
executing the test. This refers to the system state 
that must be set up before testing. 

Steps to Complete Instructions on how to perform the test - step by 
step 

Expected Outcome The expected outcome of every (numbered) step 
from "Steps to Complete". Note that i.e. the 
expected result with the number 2) refers to the 
output of step 2)  
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17.1.1 Access Management 

17.1.1.1 Test Case WP3-582: WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook account 

WP3-582 WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-371 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. open published opinion map (url is shown on the opinion map page) 
2. click on the facebook logo to sign using a facebook account 
3. enter facebook credentials and click sign in 
4. right click in the area of the opinionmap 

Expected 
Outcome: 

1. opinion map is shown 
2. page redirects to facebook 
3. facebook redirects to the fupol-client page 
4. popup appears with possibility entering an opinion 

17.1.1.2 Test Case WP3-583: WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter account 

WP3-583 WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-371 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. open published opinion map (URL is shown on the opinion map page) 
2. click on the twitter logo to sign using a twitter account 
3. enter twitter credentials and click sign in 
4. right click in the area of the opinion map 

Expected 
Outcome: 

1. opinion map is shown 
2. page redirects to twitter 
3. twitter redirects to the fupol-client page 
4. popup appears with possibility entering an opinion 
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17.1.1.3 Test Case WP3-584: WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion gathering process 

WP3-584 WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as facilitator 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

17.1.1.4 Test Case WP3-585: WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop opinion gathering process 

WP3-585 WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as decision maker 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. locking is not possible 
9. status has not changed 

17.1.1.5 Test Case WP3-586: WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop opinion gathering process 

WP3-586 WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as communicator 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
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7. - 
8. locking is not possible 
9. status has not changed 

17.1.1.6 Test Case WP3-587: WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops opinion gathering process 

WP3-587 WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as Simulation modeler 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

17.1.1.7 Test Case WP3-588: WP3-367 - Domain expert stops opinion gathering process 

WP3-588 WP3-367 - Domain expert stops opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as Domain expert 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

17.1.1.8 Test Case WP3-589: WP3-367 - Communicator with facilitator role stops opinion gathering 

process 

WP3-589 WP3-367 - Communicator with facilitator role stops opinion gathering 
process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in with user which has the communicator AND a facilitator role 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
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6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

17.1.1.9 Test Case WP3-679: WP3-248 - check clients data 

WP3-679 WP3-248 - check clients data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-248 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. system operator already signed in 
2. ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show user list 
2. select client in the combo box 
3. click "View client" 
4. check client detail page 

Expected Outcome: 1. user list page opens, no client is preselected 
2. user list is shown and a "View client" link is visible beside the 

combo box 
3. client detail page is shown 
4. check following:  

o client name 
o default language 
o coordinates 
o whether bounding box is shown as a rectangle 

17.1.2 System Test Cases Account Management 

17.1.2.1 Test Case WP3-540: WP3-483 check email notification link 

WP3-540 WP3-483 check email notification link 
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Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-483 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: In Progress 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. open user details page 
2. check the link text 
3. click the link 

Expected Outcome: 1. user details are shown 
2. text "account activation email..." is shown 
3. email application opens an new email with  

o subject: FUPOL account activation 
o and body: 

 
Dear first name, 
 
You can activate your account here: activation url 
Once you did that you can log into the FUPOL system 
here: login url 
 
Yours sincerely 
[name of the admin] 

17.1.2.2 Test Case WP3-546: WP3-483 - check links 

WP3-546 WP3-483 - check links 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-483 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. check the activation link 
2. check the fupol-client application link 

Expected Outcome: 1. link points to the activation page 
2. link points to the sign-in page 
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17.1.2.3 Test Case WP3-560: WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign member 

WP3-560 WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign member 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-494 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create a campaign and assign user X as team member 
2. sign out and sign in as an administrator 
3. navigate to the user list (administration section) 
4. open detail page of user X by clicking on the user name 
5. click "Delete user" link 
6. confirm popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign has been created and user X is team member 
2. - 
3. list of all client user is shown 
4. user detail page opens 
5. popup notification with following text appears: 

"You can not delete this user! He is a campaign member 
of:" 

6. return to user detail page and user is NOT deleted 

17.1.2.4 Test Case WP3-561: WP3-494 - delete user of closed campaign 

WP3-561 WP3-494 - delete user of closed campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-494 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create a campaign and assign user X as team member 
2. close campaign 
3. sign out and sign in as an administrator 
4. navigate to the user list (administration section) 
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5. open detail page of user X by clicking on the user name 
6. click "Delete user" link 
7. check deletion of user X 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign has been created and user X is team member 
2. campaign is closed 
3. - 
4. list of all client user is shown 
5. user detail page opens 
6. popup notification with following text appears: 

"Do you really want to delete this user?" 
7. user has been deleted 

17.1.2.5 Test Case WP3-596: WP3-103 - add communicator 

WP3-596 WP3-103 - add communicator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select communicator role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore check 

whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 
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7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

17.1.2.6 Test Case WP3-597: WP3-103 - add facilitator 

WP3-597 WP3-103 - add facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select facilitator role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore check 

whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

17.1.2.7 Test Case WP3-598: WP3-103 - add decision maker 

WP3-598 WP3-103 - add decision maker 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 
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Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select decision maker role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore check 

whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

17.1.2.8 Test Case WP3-599: WP3-103 - add Simulation modeler 

WP3-599 WP3-103 - add Simulation modeler 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  
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Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select Simulation modeler role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore check 

whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

17.1.2.9 Test Case WP3-600: WP3-103 - add Domain Expert 

WP3-600 WP3-103 - add Domain Expert 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select Domain Expert role 
6. click save 
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7. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 
Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 

2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore 

check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

17.1.2.10 Test Case WP3-601: WP3-103 - hyphen in last name 

WP3-601 WP3-103 - hyphen in last name 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-235 
WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add user" 
2. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name with hyphen - e.g. mueller-meyer 
o eMail 

3. select Domain Expert role 
4. click save 
5. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 

Expected Outcome: 1. user creation page opens  
o client name is displayed 

2. - 
3. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
4. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore 

check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
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o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

5. check whether the selected role is displayed 

17.1.2.11 Test Case WP3-602: WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system operator 

WP3-602 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system operator 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • System Operator is signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click my profile 
2. click change password 
3. fill out following fields  

o valid old password 
o valid new password 
o valid confirm password 

4. click save 
5. sign out 
6. sign in with new password 

Expected Outcome: 1. account data view opens 
2. change password field 
3. - 
4. dialog closes 
5. successful signed out 
6. successful signed in 

17.1.2.12 Test Case WP3-603: WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system administrator 

WP3-603 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system administrator 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
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Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• System Administrator already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click my profile 
2. click change password 
3. fill out following fields  

o valid old password 
o valid new password 
o valid confirm password 

4. click save 
5. sign out 
6. sign in with new password 

Expected Outcome: 1. account data view opens 
2. change password field 
3. - 
4. dialog closes 
5. successful signed out 
6. successful signed in 

17.1.2.13 Test Case WP3-604: WP3-97 - Change password logged in as user 

WP3-604 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as user 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click my profile 
2. click change password 
3. fill out following fields  

o valid old password 
o valid new password 
o valid confirm password 

4. click save 
5. sign out 
6. sign in with new password 

Expected Outcome: 1. account data view opens 
2. change password field 
3. - 
4. dialog closes 
5. successful signed out 
6. successful signed in 
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17.1.2.14 Test Case WP3-605: WP3-103 - check error notifications 

WP3-605 WP3-103 - check error notifications 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. following notification errors are shown  

o Username required 
o First name required 
o Last name required 
o eMail required 

17.1.2.15 Test Case WP3-606: WP3-103 - check missing role error notification 

WP3-606 WP3-103 - check missing role error notification 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. fill out following input fields  
o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

2. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. - 

2. following notification error is shown  
o Missing role 
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17.1.2.16 Test Case WP3-607: WP3-97 - Check notification errors 

WP3-607 WP3-97 - Check notification errors 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. leave all password fields empty 
2. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. following error notifications are shown  

o Old Password required 
o New Password required 
o Confirm new password required 

17.1.2.17 Test Case WP3-608: WP3-103 - username too short 

WP3-608 WP3-103 - username too short 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. fill out following input fields  
o Username with length < 5 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

2. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. - 

2. following notification error is shown  
o 'Username' is shorter than the minimum of 5 characters. 
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17.1.2.18 Test Case WP3-609: WP3-103 - email address considering only at sign 

WP3-609 WP3-103 - email address considering only at sign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. fill out following input fields  
o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail-input: @ 

2. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. - 

2. following notification error is shown  
o @ is not a valid email address. 

17.1.2.19 Test Case WP3-610: WP3-103 - email address considering only postfix including at sign 

WP3-610 WP3-103 - email address considering only postfix including at sign 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. fill out following input fields  
o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail-input: @test.at 

2. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. - 
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2. following notification error is shown  
o @test.at is not a valid email address. 

17.1.2.20 Test Case WP3-611: WP3-97 - Check notification error for valid old password 

WP3-611 WP3-97 - Check notification error for valid old password 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. leave other fields empty 
3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. following error notifications are shown  

o New Password required 
o Confirm new password required 

17.1.2.21 Test Case WP3-612: WP3-103 - add user with more than one role 

WP3-612 WP3-103 - add user with more than one role 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
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o Last name 
o eMail 

5. assign two roles 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given username 

Expected Outcome: 1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected roles are switching to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. furthermore check 

whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected roles are displayed 

17.1.2.22 Test Case WP3-613: WP3-97 - new character-password with length > 5 - new character 

confirm password with length < 5 

WP3-613 WP3-97 - new character-password with length > 5 - new character 
confirm password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 
WP3-57 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: character only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 
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o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.23 Test Case WP3-614: WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length > 5 

WP3-614 WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: character only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length > 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.24 Test Case WP3-615: WP3-104 - user list verification 

WP3-615 WP3-104 - user list verification 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-104 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 
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Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated user 
• PRE 4 - Inactive user 
• PRE 5 - locked user 
• system administrator already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. check active user 
3. check inactive user 
4. check locked user 

Expected Outcome: 1. user list is shown 
2. active user is shown. furthermore check whether  

o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a green check mark (means the user 

active) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

3. inactive user is shown. furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

4. locked user is shown. furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a green check mark (means the user 

active) 
o user is locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

17.1.2.25 Test Case WP3-616: WP3-97 - new character-password with length < 5 - new character 

confirm password with length > 5 

WP3-616 WP3-97 - new character-password with length < 5 - new character 
confirm password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 
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Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. enter new character password < 5 
3. enter confirm password > 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notification is shown  

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.26 Test Case WP3-618: WP3-90 - Lock all user 

WP3-618 WP3-90 - Lock all user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-90 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• PRE 5 - Locked User 
• system operator already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. open the created client by selecting it from the client combo box 
3. click "View client" 
4. click "Lock all users" 
5. confirm dialog with OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. User Administration navigation on the left side is shown 
2. user list is shown 
3. client detail page opens 
4. Dialog box with text "Do you really want to lock all users?" 

popping up 
5. user list is shown and  

o the activation state is unmodified 
o the locking state is locked (closed padlock icon) 

17.1.2.27 Test Case WP3-619: WP3-90 - Cancel locking all user process 

WP3-619 WP3-90 - Cancel locking all user process 
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Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-90 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• PRE 5 - Locked User 
• system operator already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. open the created client by selecting it from the client combo box 
3. click "View client" 
4. click "Lock all users" 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. click back button 

Expected Outcome: 1. User Administration navigation on the left side is shown 
2. user list is shown 
3. client detail page opens 
4. Dialog box with text "Do you really want to lock all users?" 

popping up 
5. detail page is shown 
6. user list is shown and  

o the activation state is unmodified 
o the locking state is unmodified 

17.1.2.28 Test Case WP3-620: WP3-99 - reset password of user 

WP3-620 WP3-99 - reset password of user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-99 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• administration section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. open user detail page by clicking on the username in the user list 
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2. click "Reset password" 
3. confirm dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in with reset username 

Expected Outcome: 1. user detail page is shown 
2. dialog with notification "Do you really want to reset the password" 

is shown 
3. detail page is shown and activation state switches to inactive (red 

cross is shown) 
4. successful sign out 
5. notification "User is not activated!" is shown 

17.1.2.29 Test Case WP3-621: WP3-99 - reset own password as system administrator 

WP3-621 WP3-99 - reset own password as system administrator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-622 
WP3-99 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• administration section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. open own detail page by clicking on the username in the user list 
2. click "Reset password" 

Expected Outcome: 1. user detail page is shown 
2. not possible because no link is shown 

17.1.2.30 Test Case WP3-623: WP3-97 - new digits-password with length > 5 - new digits confirm 

password with length < 5 

WP3-623 WP3-97 - new digits-password with length > 5 - new digits confirm 
password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 
WP3-57 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
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Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.31 Test Case WP3-625: WP3-97 - new digits-password with length < 5 - new digits confirm 

password with length > 5 

WP3-625 WP3-97 - new digits-password with length < 5 - new digits confirm 
password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 
WP3-57 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 3 - Activated User 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length < 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length > 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
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characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.32 Test Case WP3-626: WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length > 5 

WP3-626 WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length > 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.33 Test Case WP3-628: WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length < 5 

WP3-628 WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 
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Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length < 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.34 Test Case WP3-629: WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length < 5 

WP3-629 WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• User already signed in 
• Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: character only, length < 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.35 Test Case WP3-630: WP3-98 - Activate user with valid password 

WP3-630 WP3-98 - Activate user with valid password 

Test Type: Automated 
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User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• Logged in as System Administrator 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. enter a new valid password 
4. confirm <a new valid password> 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. user is activated 

17.1.2.36 Test Case WP3-631: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password < 5 
WP3-631 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password < 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• Logged in as System Administrator 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. letters only-new password < 5 
4. confirm <letters only-new password < 5> 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 

letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 
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6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 
letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.37 Test Case WP3-632: WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user 

WP3-632 WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-99 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• administration section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. open user detail page by clicking on the username in the user list 
2. click "Reset password" 
3. confirm dialog with Cancel 
4. sign out 
5. sign in with reset username 

Expected Outcome: 1. user detail page is shown 
2. dialog with notification "Do you really want to reset the password" 

is shown 
3. detail page is shown, nothing has changed 
4. successful sign out 
5. sign in with user credentials still possibly 

17.1.2.38 Test Case WP3-633: WP3-100 - Lock user  

WP3-633 WP3-100 - Lock user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-100 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
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• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
Steps to Complete: 1. click on username in user list 

2. click "Lock user" 
3. confirm locking dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the locked user 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to lock the user?" is shown 
3. detail page is shown  

o the padlock of the user switches to locked 
o "Lock user" link changes to "Unlock user" 

4. successful signed out 
5. sign not possible, following error notifications are shown  

o User is locked! Contact your system administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

17.1.2.39 Test Case WP3-634: WP3-100 - Unlock user  

WP3-634 WP3-100 - Unlock user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-100 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 5 - Locked User 

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in using the user credentials of the locked user 
2. sign in as system administrator 
3. click ADMINISTRATION 
4. click "Show user list" 
5. click on username in user list 
6. click "Unlock user" 
7. sign out 
8. sign in using the user credentials of the unlocked user 

Expected Outcome: 1. sign not possible, following error notifications are shown  
o User is locked! Contact your system administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

2. successful sign in 
3. navigation tree on the right side is shown 
4. user list is shown 
5. detail page opens 
6. detail page is shown  

o the padlock of the user switches to unlocked 
o "Unlock user" link changes to "Lock user" 

7. successful signed out 
8. successful sign in 
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17.1.2.40 Test Case WP3-635: WP3-101 - Delete activated user  

WP3-635 WP3-101 - Delete activated user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-101 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Delete user" 
3. confirm deletion dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the deleted user 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to delete this user?" is shown 
3. user list is shown  

o user isn't in the list anymore 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign not possible, following error notifications are shown  

o User is deleted! Contact your system administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

17.1.2.41 Test Case WP3-636: WP3-101 - Delete locked user  

WP3-636 WP3-101 - Delete locked user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-101 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 5 - Locked User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on username in user list 
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2. click "Delete user" 
3. confirm deletion dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the deleted user 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to delete this user?" is shown 
3. user list is shown  

o user isn't in the list anymore 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign not possible, following error notifications are shown  

o User is deleted! Contact your system administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

17.1.2.42 Test Case WP3-637: WP3-100 - Cancel locking user  

WP3-637 WP3-100 - Cancel locking user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-100 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Lock user" 
3. confirm locking dialog with Cancel 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the user 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to lock the user?" is shown 
3. detail page is shown, nothing has been changed 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign in successful 

17.1.2.43 Test Case WP3-639: WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion 

WP3-639 WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-101 

Sprint: Sprint 4 
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Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Delete user" 
3. confirm deletion dialog with Cancel 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the deleted user 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to delete this user?" is shown 
3. user detail page is shown 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign successful  

o User is deleted! Contact your system administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

17.1.2.44 Test Case WP3-640: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Empty password fields 

WP3-640 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Empty password fields 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• Logged in as System Administrator 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. leave new password empty 
4. leave the confirm password field empty 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. New Password required 
6. Confirm new password required 
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17.1.2.45 Test Case WP3-641: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password > 5 

WP3-641 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password > 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• Logged in as System Administrator 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. letters only-new password > 5 
4. confirm <letters only-new password > 5> 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 

letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 
letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.46 Test Case WP3-642: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password > 5 

WP3-642 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password > 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• Logged in as System Administrator 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
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• View User Page 
Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 

2. click on the activation link 
3. digits only-new password > 5 
4. confirm <digits only-new password > 5> 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 

letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 
letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

17.1.2.47 Test Case WP3-644: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password < 5 

WP3-644 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password < 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• Logged in as System Administrator 
• PRE 4 - Inactive User 
• View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. digits only-new password < 5 
4. confirm <digits only-new password < 5> 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 

letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a combination of 
letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. (Non alphabetic 
characters are allowed) 
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17.1.2.48 Test Case WP3-645: WP3-102 edit user by clicking username 

WP3-645 WP3-102 edit user by clicking username 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
• user list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on username 
2. click edit button 
3. change following values  

o Last name 
o First name 
o email 

4. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. users detail page opens 

2. following labels are switching input fields are shown  
o Last name 
o First name 
o email 
o role assignment 

3. - 
4. changed values are displayed as values 

17.1.2.49 Test Case WP3-646: WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link 

WP3-646 WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
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• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
• user list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit link in the users row 
2. change following values  

o Last name 
o First name 
o email 

3. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. users detail page opens and following labels are switching input 

fields are shown  
o Last name 
o First name 
o email 
o role assignment 

2. - 
3. changed values are displayed as values 

17.1.2.50 Test Case WP3-647: WP3-102 edit user and change roles 

WP3-647 WP3-102 edit user and change roles 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 2 - Activated facilitator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
• user list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit link in the users row 
2. change the facilitator role to the communicator role 
3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. users detail page opens and following labels are switching input 
fields are shown  

o Last name 
o First name 
o emails 
o role assignment 

2. - 
3. role has changed to communicator 

17.1.2.51 Test Case WP3-648: WP3-102 edit other system administrator 

WP3-648 WP3-102 edit other system administrator 
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Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1037 
WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
• system administrator already signed in 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
• user list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click username of the other system administrator 
2. click edit button 

Expected Outcome: 1. users detail page opens 
2. no edit button available 

17.1.2.52 Test Case WP3-650: WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for empty fields 

WP3-650 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for empty fields 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-116 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. Any logged in user of the Fupol system 
2. Edit user page is opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. leave new first name empty 
2. leave new last name empty 
3. leave new email empty 
4. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. First name required 
5. Last name required 
6. eMail required 
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17.1.2.53 Test Case WP3-651: WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for digits only 

WP3-651 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for digits only 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-116 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. Any logged in user of the Fupol system 
2. Edit user page is opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter only digits in the new first name 
2. enter only digits in the new last name 
3. enter only digits in the new email 
4. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. Only non digits are allowed in first name 
5. Only non digits are allowed in last name 
6. 'eMail' is not a valid email address. 

17.1.2.54 Test Case WP3-652: WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for letters only 

WP3-652 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for letters only 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-116 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. Any logged in user of the Fupol system 
2. Edit user page is opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter only letters in the new first name 
2. enter only letters in the new last name 
3. enter only letters in the new email 
4. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
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5. - 
6. 'eMail' is not a valid email address. 

17.1.2.55 Test Case WP3-773: WP3-692 - validator for domain expert and eCitizen 

WP3-773 WP3-692 - validator for domain expert and eCitizen 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 

3. select the roles domain expert and eCitizen 
Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 

2. This role combination is not allowed (e.g. external users are not 
allowed in internal roles). 

17.1.2.56 Test Case WP3-775: WP3-692 - validator for simulation modeller and eCitizen 

WP3-775 WP3-692 - validator for simulation modeller and eCitizen 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 

3. select the simulation modeller and eCitizen 
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Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 
2. This role combination is not allowed (e.g. external users are not 

allowed in internal roles). 

17.1.2.57 Test Case WP3-776: WP3-692 - validator for trusted user role 

WP3-776 WP3-692 - validator for trusted user role 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 

3. select and add only the trusted user 
Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 

2. This role combination is only possible with an eCitizen. 

17.1.2.58 Test Case WP3-777: WP3-692 - validator for recruiter and eCitizen 

WP3-777 WP3-692 - validator for recruiter and eCitizen 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 

3. select and add recruiter and eCitizen 
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Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 
2. This role combination is not allowed (e.g. external users are not 

allowed in internal roles). 

17.1.2.59 Test Case WP3-778: WP3-692 - validator for communicator and eCitizen 

WP3-778 WP3-692 - validator for communicator and eCitizen 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 

3. select and add communicator and eCitizen 
Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 

2. This role combination is not allowed (e.g. external users are not 
allowed in internal roles). 

17.1.2.60 Test Case WP3-779: WP3-692 - validator for decision maker and eCitizen 

WP3-779 WP3-692 - validator for decision maker and eCitizen 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 
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3. select and add decision maker and eCitizen 
Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 

2. This role combination is not allowed (e.g. external users are not 
allowed in internal roles). 

17.1.2.61 Test Case WP3-780: WP3-692 - validator for facilitator and eCitizen 

WP3-780 WP3-692 - validator for facilitator and eCitizen 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-692 

Sprint: Sprint 18 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. administration menu is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add user 
2. fill out the mandatory fields  

o username 
o first name 
o email 

3. select and add facilitator and eCitizen 
Expected Outcome: 1. shows edit user menu 

2. - 
3. This role combination is not allowed (e.g. external users are not 

allowed in internal roles). 

17.1.3 Campaign Management 

17.1.3.1 Test Case WP3-555: WP3-492 - no campaign assigned 

WP3-555 WP3-492 - no campaign assigned 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-492 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. let the social media unassigned 
5. check whether a campaign link on social media window page is 
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visible 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. no link is shown 

17.1.3.2 Test Case WP3-556: WP3-492 - assigned campaign 

WP3-556 WP3-492 - assigned campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-492 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. check campaign link on social media window page 
6. click campaign name 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the assigned campaign name is shown on the right side as a link 
6. the link associate to the linked campaign 

17.1.3.3 Test Case WP3-557: WP3-492 - reassign campaign 

WP3-557 WP3-492 - reassign campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-492 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. check the campaign link on the right side 
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6. click campaign name 
7. verify in campaign 
8. go back to the social media window page and select your stored 

social media window 
9. edit social media window 
10. choose another campaign to assign to 
11. click save button 
12. check the campaign link on the right side 
13. click campaign name 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. campaign name is shown as a link on the right side 
6. the link associate to the linked campaign 
7. the saved social media window is item of the social media 

window combobox 
8. stored social media window opens 
9. edit view of social media window is shown 
10. - 
11. social media window was saved 
12. campaign name has been changed to the new campaigns name 

and is shown as a link on the right side 
13. the link associate to the linked campaign 

17.1.3.4 Test Case WP3-559: WP3-493 - remove smw owner from campaign 

WP3-559 WP3-493 - remove smw owner from campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-493 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 
6. sign out and re sign in with the campaigns owner account 
7. edit formerly assigned campaign and remove the user have been 

sign in with before 
8. save campaign 
9. check whether the social media window has been removed from 

the campaign 
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10. sign out and re sign in with the smw owner account 
11. return to the social media window you have stored before 
12. check whether the smw is assigned 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social media 

window combobox 
6. - 
7. - 
8. - 
9. smw has been removed 
10. - 
11. smw is shown 
12. smw is unassigned 

17.1.3.5 Test Case WP3-562: WP3-495 - active campaigns 

WP3-562 WP3-495 - active campaigns 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-495 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create a campaign 
2. create a social media window 
3. switch to campaign 
4. check social media window combobox 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign has been created successfully 
2. smw has been created successfully 
3. - 
4. campaign shown in combobox 

17.1.3.6 Test Case WP3-705: WP3-321 - create a map to collect georeferenced opinions 

WP3-705 WP3-321 - create a map to collect georeferenced opinions 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-1249 
WP3-321 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 
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Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. view campaign window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. add opinion map 
2. enter name 
3. enter describtion 
4. select a region for the opinion map which is inside of the 

predefined bounding box  
o input with draw mode 
o or with entering the coordinates in decimal degrees 

5. preview the selected opinion map 
6. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
5. an orange box is shown for the opinion map 
6. the opinon map is created and view opinion map is shown 

17.1.3.7 Test Case WP3-712: WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns 

WP3-712 WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-317 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign A 
• PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign B 
• PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• PRE 11 - Activated Communicator 
• facilitator already logged in 
• facilitator is team member of campaign A 
• CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show campaign list 
2. click my campaigns 

Expected Outcome: 1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B are 
displayed 

2. only campaign A is shown (membership facilitator) 

17.1.3.8 Test Case WP3-713: WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns 

WP3-713 WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns 

Test Type: Automated 
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User Story: WP3-317 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign A 
• PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign B 
• PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
• PRE 3 - Activated User 
• PRE 11 - Activated Communicator 
• facilitator already logged in 
• facilitator is team member of campaign A 
• CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show campaign list 
Expected Outcome: 1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B are 

displayed 

17.1.3.9 Test Case WP3-714: WP3-138 - close campaign 

WP3-714 WP3-138 - close campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• team member already logged in 
• CAMPAIGN section is opened 
• campaign list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % 
5. click save 
6. confirm with OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
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4. - 
5. confirmation dialog is shown 
6. confirmation dialog closes and the campaign list must be loaded. 

furthermore the icon switches to the campaign closed symbol 
(clock with red cross in the right lower corner) 

17.1.3.10 Test Case WP3-715: WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign 

WP3-715 WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• team member already logged in 
• CAMPAIGN section is opened 
• campaign list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % 
5. click save 
6. confirm with Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. confirmation dialog is shown 
6. confirmation dialog closes and the campaign list must be loaded. 

nothing has been changed 

17.1.3.11 Test Case WP3-716: WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment over 100% 

WP3-716 WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment over 100% 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-717 
WP3-138 
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Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• team member already logged in 
• CAMPAIGN section is opened 
• campaign list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % with an value over 100% 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. error notification "Achieved % must be between 0 and 100" is 

shown 

17.1.3.12 Test Case WP3-717: WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment below 0% 

WP3-717 WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment below 0% 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-716 
WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• team member already logged in 
• CAMPAIGN section is opened 
• campaign list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % with an value below 0% 
5. click save 
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Expected Outcome: 1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. error notification "Achieved % must be between 0 and 100" is 

shown 

17.1.3.13 Test Case WP3-719: WP-317 - campaign detail page 

WP3-719 WP-317 - campaign detail page 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-319 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• facilitator already logged in 
• facilitator is team member of campaign A 
• CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 

Expected Outcome: 1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B are 
displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 
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17.1.3.14 Test Case WP3-720: WP-317 - closed campaign detail page 

WP3-720 WP-317 - closed campaign detail page 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-319 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• facilitator already logged in 
• facilitator is team member of campaign A 
• CAMPAIGNS section already opened 
• created campaign is already closed 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 

Expected Outcome: 1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B are 
displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals -> (percentage achieved is also shown) 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

17.1.3.15 Test Case WP3-721: WP-317 - edit campaign data 

WP3-721 WP-317 - edit campaign data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-320 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• facilitator already logged in 
• facilitator is team member of campaign A 
• CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show campaign list 
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2. click on the campaigns name 
3. click edit 
4. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B are 
displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

3. following labels are switching in the edit mode  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 

4. modifications have been changed 

17.1.3.16 Test Case WP3-722: WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data 

WP3-722 WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-320 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• facilitator already logged in 
• facilitator is team member of campaign A 
• CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 
3. click edit 
4. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B are 
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displayed 
2. the following campaign details are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

3. following labels are switching in the edit mode  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 

4. nothing has been changed 

17.1.3.17 Test Case WP3-723: WP3-370 - check authentication of opinionmap 

WP3-723 WP3-370 - check authentication of opinionmap 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-370 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. click on twitter logo 
3. open blog again 
4. click on facebook logo 

Expected Outcome: 1. check whether a facebook and a twitter logo is displayed 
2. redirection to twitter authentication page must be performed 
3. - 
4. redirection to facebook authentication page must be performed 
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17.1.3.18 Test Case WP3-725: WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using twitter credentials 

WP3-725 WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using twitter credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has not been saved - pin has been removed 

17.1.3.19 Test Case WP3-726: WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials 

WP3-726 WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
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Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 

17.1.3.20 Test Case WP3-727: WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using facebook credentials 

WP3-727 WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has not been saved - pin has been removed 

17.1.3.21 Test Case WP3-728: WP3-168 - create opinion check sanitizing 

WP3-728 WP3-168 - create opinion check sanitizing 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter text using also javascript calls 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 

6. bubble pops up and shows the entered sanitized  text 

  

17.1.3.22 Test Case WP3-729: WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials 

WP3-729 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 
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Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. changed text is displayed 

17.1.3.23 Test Case WP3-730: WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials 

WP3-730 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
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6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. changed text is displayed 

17.1.3.24 Test Case WP3-731: WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using facebook credentials 

WP3-731 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. nothing has been changed 

17.1.3.25 Test Case WP3-732: WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using twitter credentials 

WP3-732 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using twitter credentials 
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Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. nothing has been changed 

17.1.3.26 Test Case WP3-733: WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials, remove whole text 

WP3-733 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials, remove whole text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
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Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. remove the whole text 
9. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. error notification "You can't save a pin without a message!" 

17.1.3.27 Test Case WP3-734: WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials, remove whole text 

WP3-734 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials, remove whole 
text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. remove whole text 
9. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
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2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. error notification "You can't save a pin without a message!" 

17.1.3.28 Test Case WP3-735: WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials 

WP3-735 WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 

17.1.3.29 Test Case WP3-736: WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials, no text 

WP3-736 WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials, no text 

Test Type: Manual 
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User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter no text 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. error notification "You can't save a pin without a message!" 

17.1.3.30 Test Case WP3-737: WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials, no text 

WP3-737 WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials, no text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
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o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 
4. - 
5. error notification "You can't save a pin without a message!" 

17.1.3.31 Test Case WP3-738: WP3-392 - show opinion map list 

WP3-738 WP3-392 - show opinion map list 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-392 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown  

o added opinion maps are shown as list 

17.1.3.32 Test Case WP3-739: WP3-363 - collected opinions on opinion map detail view 

WP3-739 WP3-363 - collected opinions on opinion map detail view 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-363 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
• some opinions are already set 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
4. scroll to the bottom of the page to see the map 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. check whether  

o the opinion map boundingbox is shown 
o the inserted pins are shown 
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17.1.3.33 Test Case WP3-741: WP3-368 - see only my opinions 

WP3-741 WP3-368 - see only my opinions 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-368 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
• opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
4. click my-button in the visibility section 
5. confirm dialog with OK 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether other opinions are 

shown 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their own 

opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch to 'my' ?" 
appears 

5. visibility is set to "My" 
6. only the facebook account owners opinions are shown 

17.1.3.34 Test Case WP3-742: WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion visibility to My 

WP3-742 WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion visibility to My 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-368 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
• opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
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4. click my-button in the visibility section 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether other opinions are 

shown 
Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 

2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their own 

opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch to 'my' ?" 
appears 

5. visibility is still "All" 
6. all opinions are still shown 

17.1.3.35 Test Case WP3-743: WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering 

WP3-743 WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-369 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
• opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
4. click lock-button in the locking state section 
5. confirm dialog with OK 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether opinions can be 

modified, deleted or added 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Locked map prevents users from adding, editing 

or deleting opinions. Do you want to lock this opinion map?" 
appears 

5. locking state is set to "locked" 
6. add, edit and delete is no longer possible 

17.1.3.36 Test Case WP3-745: WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map gathering 

WP3-745 WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map gathering 

Test Type: Manual 
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User Story: WP3-369 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
• opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
4. click lock-button in the locking state section 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether opinions can be 

modified, deleted or added 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Locked map prevents users from adding, editing 

or deleting opinions. Do you want to lock this opinion map?" 
appears 

5. locking state is still "unlocked" 
6. add, edit and delete is still possible 

17.1.3.37 Test Case WP3-747: WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline 

WP3-747 WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-366 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
4. click offline-button in the Availability section 
5. confirm dialog with OK 
6. open the blog 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
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4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their own 
opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch to 'my' ?" 
appears 

5. visibility is set to "Offline" 
6. notification "The map is no longer available" 

17.1.3.38 Test Case WP3-748: WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap offline 

WP3-748 WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap offline 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-366 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the campaign 
4. click offline-button in the Availability section 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. open the blog 

Expected Outcome: 1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their own 

opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch to 'my' ?" 
appears 

5. visibility is still "Online" 
6. map still visible 

17.1.3.39 Test Case WP3-749: WP3-418 - logout from facebook 

WP3-749 WP3-418 - logout from facebook 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-418 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 
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Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. click on facebook logo 
3. login in 
4. set pin 
5. logout 

Expected Outcome: 1. check whether a facebook and a twitter logo is displayed 
2. redirection to facebook authentication page must be performed 
3. - 
4. setting pin possible 
5. successful logout 

17.1.3.40 Test Case WP3-750: WP3-418 - logout from twitter 

WP3-750 WP3-418 - logout from twitter 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-418 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: • PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
• facilitator already logged in 
• opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to Complete: 1. open blog 
2. click on twitter logo 
3. login in 
4. set pin 
5. logout 

Expected Outcome: 1. check whether a facebook and a twitter logo is displayed 
2. redirection to twitter authentication page must be performed 
3. - 
4. setting pin possible 
5. successful logout 

17.1.3.41 Test Case WP3-762: WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map on a homepage 

WP3-762 WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map on a homepage 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-362 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
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3. PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
4. view opinion map window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. set the map to unlocked 
2. set the map availability to online 
3. in the editable representation part take the iframe code example 

and embed it into blogger.com 
4. start the embedded iframe map at blogger.com 

Expected Outcome: 1. button is set to unlocked 
2. button is set online 
3. - 
4. the map is published and ready to collect opinions 

17.1.3.42 Test Case WP3-875: WP3-818 - delete campaign with originator 

WP3-875 WP3-818 - delete campaign with originator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-818 

Sprint: Sprint 21 

Assignee:  

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
2. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

Steps to Complete: 1. goto campaigns 
2. select the campaign which should be deleted (check if the 

facilitator is the creator of a campaign) 
3. click on delete campaign 
4. check "I really want to delete the campaign." 
5. click on delete 
6. Click OK in the popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign window is shown 
2. - 
3. delete campaign window is shown  

o with its title 
o with its describtion 

4. "I really want to delete the campaign." is checked and the delete 
button is shown 

5. pop up appears "Do you really want to delete the campaign with 
all the RDF content?" 

6. the show campaign list appears without the deleted campaign 

17.1.3.43 Test Case WP3-885: WP3-818 - delete campaign without originator  

WP3-885 WP3-818 - delete campaign without originator  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-818 
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Sprint: Sprint 21 

Assignee:  

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
2. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

Steps to Complete: 1. goto campaigns 
2. select the campaign which should be deleted (be sure that the 

facilitator is NOT the creator of a campaign) 
3. check if there is a delete button. only a back button should 

appear. 
Expected Outcome: 1. campaign window is shown 

2. - 
3. - 

17.1.3.44 Test Case WP3-989: WP3-952 - Disable questionnaire 

WP3-989 WP3-952 - Disable questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-952 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• the created questionnaire has the availability state "online" 

Steps to Complete: • click offline 
• submit popup with OK 
• open external link in a new browser tab/window 

Expected Outcome: • a popup with the text "You have selected to put the questionnaire 
offline. This means that it will be no longer accessible by the 
public. 

Do you really want to disable the questionnaire?" appears 

• online flag is shown as activated 
• text "This questionnaire is no longer available." is shown in the 

questionnaires browser tab/window 

17.1.3.45 Test Case WP3-990: WP3-952 - enable already disabled questionnaire 

WP3-990 WP3-952 - enable already disabled questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-952 
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Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• the created questionnaire has the availability state "offline" 

Steps to Complete: • click online 
• submit popup with OK 
• open questionnaire link in a new browser window/tab 

Expected Outcome: • a popup with the text "You have selected to put the questionnaire 
online. This means that everyone can see and fill out the 
questions. 

Do you really want to enable the questionnaire?" appears 

• online flag is shown as activated 
• questionnaires text is shown (sprint26 shows "Questionnaire 

Dummy") 

17.1.3.46 Test Case WP3-992: WP3-952 - Cancel setting already disabled questionnaire to enable 

WP3-992 WP3-952 - Cancel setting already disabled questionnaire to enable 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-952 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• the created questionnaire has the availability state "offline" 

Steps to Complete: • click online 
• submit popup with Cancel 
• open questionnaire link in a new browser window/tab 

Expected Outcome: • a popup with the text "You have selected to put the questionnaire 
online. This means that everyone can see and fill out the 
questions. 
 
Do you really want to enable the questionnaire?" appears 

• questionnaire is still offline 
• notification "This questionnaire is no longer available." is shown 

17.1.3.47 Test Case WP3-993: WP3-952 - Cancel disabling questionnaire 

WP3-993 WP3-952 - Cancel disabling questionnaire 
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Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-952 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• the created questionnaire has the availability state "online" 

Steps to Complete: • click offline 
• submit popup with Cancel 
• open external link in a new browser tab/window 

Expected Outcome: • a popup with the text "You have selected to put the questionnaire 
offline. This means that it will be no longer accessible by the 
public. 
 
Do you really want to disable the questionnaire?" appears 

• offline flag is still shown 
• questionnaires text is shown (sprint26 shows "Questionnaire 

Dummy") 

17.1.3.48 Test Case WP3-1000: WP3-944 - enable user authentication for questionnaire 

WP3-1000 WP3-944 - enable user authentication for questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-944 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• the created questionnaire has the authentication state "not 

required" 

Steps to Complete: • click on required 
• submit popup with Ok 

Expected Outcome: • a popup with the text "You have selected required for the 
authentication mode. This means that the eCitizens will have to 
sign in using their Twitter/Facebook account before they will be 
able to use the questionnaire, thus giving up anonymity. Note 
that this will deter some users from providing their opinion. 
 
Do you really want to activate the authentication mode?" appears 

• Not required flag is still shown 
• Required flag is shown 
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17.1.3.49 Test Case WP3-1001: WP3-944 - disable user authentication for questionnaire 

WP3-1001 WP3-944 - disable user authentication for questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-944 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• the created questionnaire has the authentication state "required" 

Steps to Complete: • click on not required 
• submit popup with Ok 

Expected Outcome: • a popup with the text "You have selected not required for the 
authentication mode. This means that everyone can use the 
questionnaire without signing in. This might lead to more noise in 
the result, but usually you will get a larger sample. 
 
Do you really want to deactivate the authentication mode?" 
appears 

• Required flag is still shown 
• Not required flag is shown 

17.1.3.50 Test Case WP3-1002: WP3-945 - Add question 

WP3-1002 WP3-945 - Add question 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-945 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Evmides Nicos 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press "Insert new question here" 
3. fill out the following fields  

o the question itself 
o purpose for the internal use 
o additional text 

4. click save 
Expected Outcome: 1. a link with "Insert new question here" is shown 

2. a form with the following fields is shown  
o textfield for the question itself with the following text 
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"This text will be shown as the question itself." 
o Purpose (internal) with the following text "The 

description is for internal use only. Add additional 
information describing the rationale behind the question 
etc. if you like." 

o Additonal text with the following text "The additional text 
is for additional information for a better understanding of 
the question." 

o "OK" button 
o "cancel" button 
o "preview" button 

3. - 
4. the question is saved and not in the editmode anymore 

17.1.3.51 Test Case WP3-1003: WP3-945 - cancel add question 

WP3-1003 WP3-945 - cancel add question 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-945 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press "Insert new question here" 
3. click cancel (outside of the question form) 

Expected Outcome: 1. a link with "Insert new question here" is shown 
2. a form with the following fields is shown  

o textfield for the question itself with the following text 
"This text will be shown as the question itself." 

o Purpose (internal) with the following text "The 
description is for internal use only. Add additional 
information describing the rationale behind the question 
etc. if you like." 

o Additonal text with the following text "The additional text 
is for additional information for a better understanding of 
the question." 

o "OK" button 
o "cancel" button 
o "preview" button 

3. the question is not saved and not in the editmode anymore 
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17.1.3.52 Test Case WP3-1004: WP3-946 - edit question 

WP3-1004 WP3-946 - edit question 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-945 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• a question is already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press edit in the question form 
3. edit the text in all three text fields 
4. click ok 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. the filled out question form is shown 
2. a filled in form with the following fields is shown  

o textfield for the question itself with the following text 
"This text will be shown as the question itself." 

o Purpose (internal) with the following text "The 
description is for internal use only. Add additional 
information describing the rationale behind the question 
etc. if you like." 

o Additonal text with the following text "The additional text 
is for additional information for a better understanding of 
the question." 

o "OK" button 
o "cancel" button 
o "preview" button 

3. - 
4. the changes are shown and the question form is not in the 

editmode anymore 
5. the changes are saved and the questionnaire is not in the 

editmode anymore 

17.1.3.53 Test Case WP3-1005: WP3-946 - cancel edit question 

WP3-1005 WP3-946 - cancel edit question 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-945 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 
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Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• a question is already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press edit in the question form 
3. edit the text in all three text fields 
4. click cancel 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. the filled out question form is shown 
2. a filled in form with the following fields is shown  

o textfield for the question itself with the following text 
"This text will be shown as the question itself." 

o Purpose (internal) with the following text "The 
description is for internal use only. Add additional 
information describing the rationale behind the question 
etc. if you like." 

o Additonal text with the following text "The additional text 
is for additional information for a better understanding of 
the question." 

o "OK" button 
o "cancel" button 
o "preview" button 

3. - 
4. no changes are shown and the question form is not in the 

editmode anymore 
5. no changes are saved and the questionnaire is not in the 

editmode anymore 

17.1.3.54 Test Case WP3-1006: WP3-947 - delete question 

WP3-1006 WP3-947 - delete question 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-945 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• a question is already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press delete in the question form 
3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. the filled out question form is shown 
2. the filled in form is deleted 
3. the question form is deleted, the questionnaire is saved and not 
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in the editmode anymore 

17.1.3.55 Test Case WP3-1007: WP3-947 - cancel delete question 

WP3-1007 WP3-947 - cancel delete question 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-945 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• a question is already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press delete in the question form 
3. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the filled out question form is shown 
2. the filled in form is deleted 
3. the question form is not deleted, the questionnaire is not in the 

editmode anymore 

17.1.3.56 Test Case WP3-1008: WP3-980 - Preview question (adding question) 

WP3-1008 WP3-980 - Preview question (adding question) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-980 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. press "Insert new question here" 
3. fill out the following fields  

o the question itself 
o purpose for the internal use 
o additional text 

4. click preview 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. a link with "Insert new question here" is shown 
2. a form with the following fields is shown  

o textfield for the question itself with the following text 
"This text will be shown as the question itself." 
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o Purpose (internal) with the following text "The 
description is for internal use only. Add additional 
information describing the rationale behind the question 
etc. if you like." 

o Additonal text with the following text "The additional text 
is for additional information for a better understanding of 
the question." 

o "OK" button 
o "cancel" button 
o "preview" button 

3. - 
4. the question form opens a preview window with  

o title 
o additional text 

5. the question form is saved and not in editmode 

17.1.3.57 Test Case WP3-1009: WP3-980 - Preview question (questionnaire view mode) 

WP3-1009 WP3-980 - Preview question (questionnaire view mode) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-980 

Sprint: Sprint 26 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire view is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click preview 
Expected Outcome: 1. in the question form a preview window opens and shows 

additionally the following content  
o title 
o additional text 

17.1.3.58 Test Case WP3-1014: WP3-983 - Add answer - single choice 

WP3-1014 WP3-983 - Add answer - single choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 
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Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select single choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with one radio button 
4. blue is added as answer with one radio button 
5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers which 

are in single mode  
o red 
o blue 

17.1.3.59 Test Case WP3-1018: WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - single choice 

WP3-1018 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - single choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select single choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer 
4. blue is added as answer 
5. the question is in preview mode without the entered answers 

17.1.3.60 Test Case WP3-1020: WP3-983 - Add answer - multiple choice 

WP3-1020 WP3-983 - Add answer - multiple choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 
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Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select multiple choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. set the slider to maximum range, in this case 2,2 
6. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with one check box 
4. blue is added as answer with one check box 
5. - 
6. the question is in preview mode with the following answers which 

are multiple choice and additional text  
o red 
o blue 
o Select at least 2 items from the following list. 

17.1.3.61 Test Case WP3-1021: WP3-983 - Save question leaving mandatory fields blank 

WP3-1021 WP3-983 - Save question leaving mandatory fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Rumm Nikolaus 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "insert new question" link 
2. enter name in question name 
3. submit questionnaire with SAVE 

Expected Outcome: 1. question-box is edit/create mode 
2. - 
3. save process canceled and error notification that creating a 

question with blank mandatory field is not allowed 
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17.1.3.62 Test Case WP3-1022: WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - multiple choice 

WP3-1022 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - multiple choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select multiple choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. set the slider to maximum range, in this case 2,2 
6. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with one check box 
4. blue is added as answer with one check box 
5. - 
6. the questionnaire is in preview mode without the added answers 

17.1.3.63 Test Case WP3-1023: WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO 

WP3-1023 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select yes/no from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
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5. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with two radio buttons (yes and no) 
4. blue is added as answer with two radio buttons (yes and no) 
5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers  

o red 
o blue 

17.1.3.64 Test Case WP3-1024: WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - YES/NO 

WP3-1024 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - YES/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select yes/no choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with two radio buttons (yes and no) 
4. blue is added as answer with two radio buttons (yes and no) 
5. the answers are not added to the questionnaire in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.65 Test Case WP3-1025: WP3-983 - Save question without answers 

WP3-1025 WP3-983 - Save question without answers 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1016 
WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 
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Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "insert new question" link 
2. enter data in mandatory fields 
3. select a question type (e.g. Satisfaction(5)) 
4. submit question with OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. question-box is edit/create mode 
2. - 
3. Satisfaction button is marked as selected 
4. error notification that at least one answer has to be added 

17.1.3.66 Test Case WP3-1026: WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO/MAYBE 

WP3-1026 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO/MAYBE 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select yes/no/maybe choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with three radio buttons (yes, no or 

maybe) 
4. blue is added as answer with three radio buttons (yes, no or 

maybe) 
5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers  

o red 
o blue 

17.1.3.67 Test Case WP3-1027: WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - YES/NO/MAYBE 

WP3-1027 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - YES/NO/MAYBE 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select yes/no/maybe choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with three radio buttons (yes, no or 

maybe) 
4. blue is added as answer with three radio buttons (yes, no or 

maybe) 
5. the answers are not added to the questionnaire in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.68 Test Case WP3-1028: WP3-983 - Save question with only option "deny answer" 

WP3-1028 WP3-983 - Save question with only option "deny answer" 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1015 
WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "insert new question" link 
2. enter data in mandatory fields 
3. activate the checkbox for option "Allow the user to explicitly deny 

answering the question" 
4. submit question with OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. question-box is edit/create mode 
2. - 
3. - 
4. submit not possible  

o error notification "Please add at least one answer to your 
question" 
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17.1.3.69 Test Case WP3-1029: WP3-983 - Add answer - Agreement 

WP3-1029 WP3-983 - Add answer - Agreement 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Agreement choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with five radio buttons (strongly agree, 

fairly agree, neither agree or disagree, fairly disagree, strongly 
disagree) 

4. blue is added as answer with five radio buttons (strongly agree, 
fairly agree, neither agree or disagree, fairly disagree, strongly 
disagree) 

5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers  
o red 
o blue 

17.1.3.70 Test Case WP3-1030: WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - Agreement 

WP3-1030 WP3-983 - Cancel add answer - Agreement 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Agreement choice from selectable answers 
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3. add new answer with  
o red 

4. add new answer with  
o blue 

5. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with five radio buttons (strongly agree, 

fairly agree, neither agree or disagree, fairly disagree, strongly 
disagree) 

4. blue is added as answer with five radio buttons (strongly agree, 
fairly agree, neither agree or disagree, fairly disagree, strongly 
disagree) 

5. the answers are not added to the questionnaire in the preview 
mode 

17.1.3.71 Test Case WP3-1031: WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (3) 

WP3-1031 WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (3) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Rating from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with three radio buttons (one, two, three) 
4. blue is added as answer with three radio buttons (one, two, 

three) 
5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers  

o red 
o blue 
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17.1.3.72 Test Case WP3-1032: WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Satisfaction 

WP3-1032 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Satisfaction 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Satisfaction choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with five radio buttons (very satisfied, 

fairly satisfied, neither satisfied, fairly dissatisfied, strongly 
dissatisfied) 

4. blue is added as answer with five radio buttons (very satisfied, 
fairly satisfied, neither satisfied, fairly dissatisfied, strongly 
dissatisfied) 

5. the answers are not added to the questionnaire in the preview 
mode 

17.1.3.73 Test Case WP3-1033: WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Rating (3) 

WP3-1033 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Rating (3) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Rating from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  
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o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with three radio buttons (one, two, three) 
4. blue is added as answer with three radio buttons (one, two, 

three) 
5. the answers are not added to the questionnaire in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.74 Test Case WP3-1034: WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (5) 

WP3-1034 WP3-983 - Add answer - Rating (5) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Rating from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click ok 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with five radio buttons (one, two, three, 

four, five) 
4. blue is added as answer with five radio buttons (one, two, three, 

four, five) 
5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers  

o red 
o blue 

17.1.3.75 Test Case WP3-1035: WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Rating (5) 

WP3-1035 WP3-983 - Cancel adding answer - Rating (5) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 
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Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Rating from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click questionnaire cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with five radio buttons (one, two, three, 

four, five) 
4. blue is added as answer with five radio buttons (one, two, three, 

four, five) 
5. the answers are not added to the questionnaire in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.76 Test Case WP3-1038: WP3-983 - Delete answer - single choice 

WP3-1038 WP3-983 - Delete answer - single choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added single choice question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected single choice answer is removed 

17.1.3.77 Test Case WP3-1041: WP3-983 - Edit answer - single choice 

WP3-1041 WP3-983 - Edit answer - single choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 
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Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added single choice question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 
2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.78 Test Case WP3-1042: WP3-983 - Delete answer - mulitple choice 

WP3-1042 WP3-983 - Delete answer - mulitple choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added multiple choice question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected multiple choice answer is removed 

17.1.3.79 Test Case WP3-1044: WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/NO 

WP3-1044 WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added YES/NO question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected YES/NO answer is removed 

17.1.3.80 Test Case WP3-1045: WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

WP3-1045 WP3-983 - Delete answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added YES/MAYBE/NO question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected YES/MAYBE/NO answer is removed 

17.1.3.81 Test Case WP3-1046: WP3-983 - Delete answer - Agreement 

WP3-1046 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Agreement 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Agreement question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Agreement answer is removed 
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17.1.3.82 Test Case WP3-1047: WP3-983 - Delete answer - Satisfaction 

WP3-1047 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Satisfaction 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Satisfactionquestion and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Satisfactionanswer is removed 

17.1.3.83 Test Case WP3-1048: WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (3) 

WP3-1048 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (3) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Rating (3)question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Rating (3) answer is removed 

17.1.3.84 Test Case WP3-1049: WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (5) 

WP3-1049 WP3-983 - Delete answer - Rating (5) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
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• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Rating(5) question and click on remove 
2. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Rating (5) answer is removed 

17.1.3.85 Test Case WP3-1050: WP3-983 - Edit answer - multiple choice 

WP3-1050 WP3-983 - Edit answer - multiple choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added multiple choice question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 
Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 

2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.86 Test Case WP3-1051: WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/NO 

WP3-1051 WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added YES/NO question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  
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o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 
Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 

2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.87 Test Case WP3-1052: WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

WP3-1052 WP3-983 - Edit answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added YES/MAYBE/NO question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 
Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 

2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.88 Test Case WP3-1053: WP3-983 - Edit answer - Agreement 

WP3-1053 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Agreement 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 
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Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Agreement question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 
2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.89 Test Case WP3-1054: WP3-983 - Edit answer - Satisfaction 

WP3-1054 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Satisfaction 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Satisfaction question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 
Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 

2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.90 Test Case WP3-1055: WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (3) 

WP3-1055 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (3) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 
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Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Rating (3) question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 
2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 

17.1.3.91 Test Case WP3-1056: WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (5) 

WP3-1056 WP3-983 - Edit answer - Rating (5) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Rating (5) question and click on edit 
2. add some additional text in the following fields:  

o the question itself 
o purpose 
o additional text 
o first question 
o second question 

3. click OK 
Expected Outcome: 1. the selected answer is in edit mode 

2. - 
3. the addtional text changes are made and shown in the preview 

mode 
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17.1.3.92 Test Case WP3-1057: WP3-949 - Save questionnaire without answers 

WP3-1057 WP3-949 - Save questionnaire without answers 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-949 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE17-Created complete questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire page opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. get the questionnaires url on the "view questionnaire" page 
2. open browser window with the url in the step before 
3. click save without filling out the questionnaire 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. questionnaire with its questions is shown 
3. notification that saving a blank questionnaire is not possible 

17.1.3.93 Test Case WP3-1063: WP3-949 - Embed questionnaire Iframe 

WP3-1063 WP3-949 - Embed questionnaire Iframe 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-949 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE17-Created complete questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire page opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. get the questionnaires url on the "view questionnaire" page 
2. take the questionnaire code example and embed it at blogspot. 
3. fill out the questionnaire and click on save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. questionnaire with its questions is shown as embedded iframe at 

blogspot 
3. Thank you for completing the questionnaire! is shown 

17.1.3.94 Test Case WP3-1090: WP3-916 - Enable hot topic sensing 

WP3-1090 WP3-916 - Enable hot topic sensing 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-916 

Sprint: Sprint 28 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE2-Activated Facilitator 
• PRE3-Activated User 
• system operator already signed-in in fupol-client-administration 

Steps to Complete: 1. choose client in client-combo-box 
2. click view client link 
3. enable hot topic sensing 
4. sign out 
5. open browser window and sign-in with facilitator credentials 
6. open campaign section 
7. click "add campaign" 

Expected Outcome: 1. user of chosen client are displayed 
2. client detail page is shown 
3. - 
4. - 
5. facilitator signed in successfully 
6. - 
7. combo box with all available (already trained) topic models of the 

used client are shown 

17.1.3.95 Test Case WP3-1091: WP3-916 - Disable hot topic sensing 

WP3-1091 WP3-916 - Disable hot topic sensing 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-916 

Sprint: Sprint 28 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE2-Activated Facilitator 
• PRE3-Activated User 
• system operator already signed-in in fupol-client-administration 

Steps to Complete: 1. choose client in client-combo-box 
2. click view client link 
3. disable hot topic sensing (initial state must be disabled) 
4. sign out 
5. open browser window and sign-in with facilitator credentials 
6. open campaign section 
7. click "add campaign" 

Expected Outcome: 1. user of chosen client are displayed 
2. client detail page is shown 
3. - 
4. - 
5. facilitator signed in successfully 
6. - 
7. no topic model combo box is shown 
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17.1.3.96 Test Case WP3-1092: WP3-916 - Create campaign with new topic model 

WP3-1092 WP3-916 - Create campaign with new topic model 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1093 
WP3-916 

Sprint: Sprint 28 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE2-Activated Facilitator 
• PRE3-Activated User 
• facilitator already signed-in and campaign list view is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. open campaign section 
2. click "add campaign" 
3. fill out mandatory fields 
4. be sure that "Start with an existing model."-combobox is 

unchecked 
5. click save 
6. open campaign detail page 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
5. add campaign view closes 
6. check the following points  

o Train topic model button is displayed 
o on xerox server a topic engine with the campaigns name 

has been created 

17.1.3.97 Test Case WP3-1093: WP3-916 - Create campaign with cloning an existing topic model 

WP3-1093 WP3-916 - Create campaign with cloning an existing topic model 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-1092 
WP3-916 

Sprint: Sprint 28 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE2-Activated Facilitator 
• PRE3-Activated User 
• PRE12-Created Campaign 
• topic model of already created campaign is trained 
• facilitator already signed-in and campaign list view is shown 
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Steps to Complete: 1. open campaign section 
2. click "add campaign" 
3. fill out mandatory fields 
4. check "Start with an existing model."-combobox and choose the 

already trained topic model 
5. click save 
6. open campaign detail page 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
5. add campaign view closes 
6. check the following points  

o Train topic model button is displayed 
o on xerox server a topic engine with the cloned campaigns 

name and prefix "cloned" has been created 

17.1.3.98 Test Case WP3-1194: WP3-1145 - Check Summary tab of recently added Campaign 

WP3-1194 WP3-1145 - Check Summary tab of recently added Campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1145 

Sprint: Sprint 33 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Awaiting Review 

Preconditions: • PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
• facilitor of campaign already signed in 
• campaign view is already open 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on summary tab 

Expected Outcome: 1. check whether following items are displayed  
o information 

• title 
• description 
• start date 
• end date 
• facilitator 
• initiator 
• team members 
• goals  

o links 
• Add Questionnaire 
• Close campaign 
• Delete campaign  

o buttons 
• Edit 
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• Back 

17.1.3.99 Test Case WP3-1214: WP3-983 - Add mixed questions 

WP3-1214 WP3-983 - Add mixed questions 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click the "insert new question here" link 
2. fill out the mandatory fields 
3. select single choice from selectable answers 
4. add some answers 
5. click ok 
6. click the "insert new question here" link 
7. fill out the mandatory fields 
8. select mulitple choice from selectable answers 
9. add some answers 
10. click the "insert new question here" link 
11. fill out the mandatory fields 
12. select Yes/No (2) from selectable answers 
13. add some answers 
14. click ok 

Expected Outcome: the questions and their answers have been added correct 

17.1.3.100 Test Case WP3-1215: WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO with comment 

WP3-1215 WP3-983 - Add answer - YES/NO with comment 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select yes/no from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
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4. add new answer with  
o blue 

5. enable check box "add comment" and fill out the besided input 
field 

6. click ok 
Expected Outcome: 1. - 

2. - 
3. red is added as answer with two radio buttons (yes and no) 
4. blue is added as answer with two radio buttons (yes and no) 
5. the question is in preview mode with the following answers  

o red 
o blue 

6. multiple line input field is shown. a description is shown above 

17.1.3.101 Test Case WP3-1216: WP3-983 - adding answer - Satisfaction 

WP3-1216 WP3-983 - adding answer - Satisfaction 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added question and click on the edit mode 
2. select Satisfaction choice from selectable answers 
3. add new answer with  

o red 
4. add new answer with  

o blue 
5. click questionnaire OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. red is added as answer with five radio buttons (very satisfied, 

fairly satisfied, neither satisfied, fairly dissatisfied, strongly 
dissatisfied) 

4. blue is added as answer with five radio buttons (very satisfied, 
fairly satisfied, neither satisfied, fairly dissatisfied, strongly 
dissatisfied) 

5. the answers have been added to the questionnaire in the preview 
mode 
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17.1.3.102 Test Case WP3-1217: WP3-983 - Cancel delete answer - Agreement 

WP3-1217 WP3-983 - Cancel delete answer - Agreement 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Agreement question and click on remove 
2. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Agreement answer is not removed 

17.1.3.103 Test Case WP3-1218: WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - mulitple choice 

WP3-1218 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - mulitple choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added multiple choice question and click on remove 
2. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected multiple choice answer is still shown 

17.1.3.104 Test Case WP3-1219: WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Rating (3) 

WP3-1219 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Rating (3) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
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• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Rating (3)question and click on remove 
2. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Rating (3) answer is still shown 

17.1.3.105 Test Case WP3-1220: WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Rating (5) 

WP3-1220 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Rating (5) 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Rating(5) question and click on remove 
2. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Rating (5) answer is still shown 

17.1.3.106 Test Case WP3-1221: WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Satisfaction 

WP3-1221 WP3-983 - Cancellation Delete answer - Satisfaction 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added Satisfactionquestion and click on remove 
2. click Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected Satisfactionanswer is still shown 

17.1.3.107 Test Case WP3-1222: WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer - single choice 

WP3-1222 WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer - single choice 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 
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Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added single choice question and click on remove 
2. click Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected single choice answer is still shown 

17.1.3.108 Test Case WP3-1223: WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

WP3-1223 WP3-983 - Cancellation delete answer - YES/MAYBE/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added YES/MAYBE/NO question and click on remove 
2. click Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected YES/MAYBE/NO answer is still shown 

17.1.3.109 Test Case WP3-1225: WP3-983 - Cancelation delete answer - YES/NO 

WP3-1225 WP3-983 - Cancelation delete answer - YES/NO 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-983 

Sprint: Sprint 27 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: • PRE16 - Created Questionnaire 
• already signed in and questionnaire edit is shown 
• question is added 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the added YES/NO question and click on remove 
2. click Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. the selected question is removed 
2. the selected YES/NO answer is still shown 
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17.1.3.110 Test Case WP3-1244: WP3-818 - delete campaign including opinionmap 

WP3-1244 WP3-818 - delete campaign including opinionmap 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-818 

Sprint: Sprint 21 

Assignee:  

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 13 - Created opinionmap 
Steps to Complete: 1. goto campaigns 

2. select the campaign which should be deleted (check if the 
facilitator is the creator of a campaign) 

3. click on delete campaign 
4. check "I really want to delete the campaign." 
5. click on delete 
6. Click OK in the popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign window is shown 
2. - 
3. delete campaign window is shown  

o with its title 
o with its describtion 

4. "I really want to delete the campaign." is checked and the delete 
button is shown 

5. pop up appears "Do you really want to delete the campaign with 
all the RDF content?" 

6. the show campaign list appears without the deleted campaign  
o the associated social media is not assigned 
o the opinionmap is not longer available 

17.1.3.111 Test Case WP3-1245: WP3-818 - delete campaign including questionnaire 

WP3-1245 WP3-818 - delete campaign including questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1246 
WP3-818 

Sprint: Sprint 21 

Assignee:  

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 16 - Created Questionnaire 

Steps to Complete: 1. goto campaigns 
2. select the campaign which should be deleted (check if the 

facilitator is the creator of a campaign) 
3. click on delete campaign 
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4. check "I really want to delete the campaign." 
5. click on delete 
6. Click OK in the popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign window is shown 
2. - 
3. delete campaign window is shown  

o with its title 
o with its describtion 

4. "I really want to delete the campaign." is checked and the delete 
button is shown 

5. pop up appears "Do you really want to delete the campaign with 
all the RDF content?" 

6. the show campaign list appears without the deleted campaign  
o the associated social media is not assigned anymore 
o the questionnaire is not longer available 

17.1.3.112 Test Case WP3-1246: WP3-818 - delete campaign including questionnaire and 

opinionmap 

WP3-1246 WP3-818 - delete campaign including questionnaire and opinionmap 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1245 
WP3-1247 
WP3-818 

Sprint: Sprint 21 

Assignee:  

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 16 - Created Questionnaire 
2. PRE 13 - Created opinionmap 

Steps to Complete: 1. goto campaigns 
2. select the campaign which should be deleted (check if the 

facilitator is the creator of a campaign) 
3. click on delete campaign 
4. check "I really want to delete the campaign." 
5. click on delete 
6. Click OK in the popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign window is shown 
2. - 
3. delete campaign window is shown  

o with its title 
o with its describtion 

4. "I really want to delete the campaign." is checked and the delete 
button is shown 

5. pop up appears "Do you really want to delete the campaign with 
all the RDF content?" 
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6. the show campaign list appears without the deleted campaign  
o the associated social media is not assigned anymore 
o the questionnaire is not longer available 
o the opinionmap is not longer available 

17.1.3.113 Test Case WP3-1247: WP3-818 - delete one of two campaign including opinionmap 

WP3-1247 WP3-818 - delete one of two campaign including opinionmap 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-1246 
WP3-818 

Sprint: Sprint 21 

Assignee:  

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 13 - Created opinionmap (2x) 

Steps to Complete: 1. goto campaigns 
2. select the campaign which should be deleted (check if the 

facilitator is the creator of a campaign) 
3. click on delete campaign 
4. check "I really want to delete the campaign." 
5. click on delete 
6. Click OK in the popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign window is shown 
2. - 
3. delete campaign window is shown  

o with its title 
o with its describtion 

4. "I really want to delete the campaign." is checked and the delete 
button is shown 

5. pop up appears "Do you really want to delete the campaign with 
all the RDF content?" 

6. the show campaign list appears without the deleted campaign  
o the associated social media is not assigned anymore 
o the opinionmap of the deleted campaign is not longer 

available 
o the opinionmap of the second campaign is still available 

17.1.3.114 Test Case WP3-1249: WP3-321 - create a opinionmap as non team member facilitor 

WP3-1249 WP3-321 - create a opinionmap as non team member facilitor 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-705 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
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Status: Ready To Run 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator (of other campaign) 
2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. view campaign window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. open foreign campaign 
2. click add opinion map link 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign detail view is shown 
2. no links for creation are visible 

17.1.3.115 Test Case WP3-1250: WP3-321 - create a opinionmap - no input 

WP3-1250 WP3-321 - create a opinionmap - no input 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-321 
Sprint: Sprint 9 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. view campaign window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add opinion map 
2. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. error notification is shown 

17.1.3.116 Test Case WP3-1251: WP3-321 - create a opinionmap with box outside of the clients 

bounding box 

WP3-1251 WP3-321 - create a opinionmap with box outside of the clients 
bounding box 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-321 
Sprint: Sprint 9 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. view campaign window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click add opinion map 
2. enter title 
3. enter description 
4. enter coordinates which are not in the clients bounding box 
5. click save 
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Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
5. error notification that the opinion map has to be inner the clients 

bounding box is shown 

17.1.3.117 Test Case WP3-1252: WP3-321 - edit opinionmap 

WP3-1252 WP3-321 - edit opinionmap 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-321 
Sprint: Sprint 9 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 13 - Created opinionmap 
3. view opinionmap window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit 
2. change name 
3. change description 
4. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. changes have been saved 

17.1.4 Client Management 

17.1.4.1 Test Case WP3-591: WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields 

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 
Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: • click ADMINISTRATION 

• click "Add client" 
• enter a client name 
• select default language 
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• enter coordinates for  
• NW corner latitude 
• NW corner longitude 
• SE corner latitude 
• SE corner longitude 
• click save 

Expected Outcome: • navigation tree including the administration opportunities is shown 
• "Add client" page opens 
• - 
• language selected 
• - 
• add client page closes and client name is included in the clients 

option box 

17.1.4.2 Test Case WP3-592: WP3-94 - check error notifications on client creation page 

WP3-592 WP3-94 - check error notifications on client creation page 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-94 
Sprint: Sprint 2 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: • click ADMINISTRATION 

• click "Add client" 
• click save 

Expected Outcome: • navigation tree including the administration opportunities is 
shown 

• "Add client" page opens 
• following notifications are shown  
• Name required 
• Language required 
• northWestCornerLatitude required 
• northWestCornerLongitude required 
• southEastCornerLatitude required 
• southEastCornerLongitude required 

17.1.4.3 Test Case WP3-593: WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using draw mode 

WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using draw mode 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 
Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: • click ADMINISTRATION 

• click "Add client" 
• enter a client name 
• select default language 
• click "switch to drawmode"-button 
• click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities is shown 
2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. possibility to scratch a bounding box 
6. add client page closes and client name is included in the clients 

option box 

17.1.4.4 Test Case WP3-594: WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding box 

WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding box 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 
Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click ADMINISTRATION 

2. click "Add client" 
3. enter a client name 
4. select default language 
5. click "switch to drawmode"-button 
6. click reset 

Expected Outcome: 1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities is 
shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. possibility to scratch a bounding box 
6. check:  
7. whether shown bounding box has been removed 
8. whether the values shown in the coordinate input fields have 

been removed 
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17.1.4.5 Test Case WP3-595: WP3-94 - cancel client creation process 

WP3-595 WP3-94 - cancel client creation process 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-94 
Sprint: Sprint 2 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click ADMINISTRATION 

2. click "Add client" 
3. click cancel button 

Expected Outcome: 1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities 
is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. client creation page closes and the user is redirected to 

the fupol start page (including the administration 
navigation on the left side) 

17.1.4.6 Test Case WP3-649: WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields using 

preview 

WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields using 
preview 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 
Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: signed in as system operator 

Steps to Complete: 1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. enter a client name 

=20  

4. select default language 
5. enter coordinates for  

o NW corner latitude 
o NW corner longitude 
o SE corner latitude 
o SE corner longitude 

6. click preview button 
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7. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities is shown 
2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. - 
6. bounding box is shown 
7. add client page closes and client name is included in the clients 

option box 

17.1.4.7 Test Case WP3-653: WP3-92 - delete client 

WP3-653 WP3-92 - delete client 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-92 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. system operator already signed in 

2. ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click "Delete client" link 
4. confirm deletion dialog with OK 
5. verify whether client is deleted 

Expected Outcome: 1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 
3. dialog with notification "Do you really want to delete the client tc?" 
4. dialog closes and show user list page is shown 
5. following possiblities:  

1. client isn't in the combobox anymore 
2. verification using database -> deleted column has value 

in form of a timestamp 

17.1.4.8 Test Case WP3-654:  WP3-92 - cancel client deletion 

WP3-654 WP3-92 - cancel client deletion 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-92 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. system operator already signed in 
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2. ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click "Delete client" link 
4. confirm deletion dialog with Cancel 
5. verify whether client is deleted 

Expected Outcome: 1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 
3. dialog with notification "Do you really want to delete the client tc?" 
4. dialog closes and the client detail page is shown 
5. following possiblities:  

o client is part of the combobox 
o verification using database -> deleted column has null 

value 

17.1.4.9 Test Case WP3-655: WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and unlocked user 

WP3-655 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and unlocked user 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-207 
Sprint: Sprint 3 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 3 - Activated User 

2. User is unlocked 
3. Sign in page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter the known user name 
2. enter the known password 
3. sign in 

Expected Outcome: • - 
• - 
• log in successful  

o fupol start page is shown 

17.1.4.10 Test Case WP3-656: WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and locked user 

WP3-656 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and locked user 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-207 
Sprint: Sprint 3 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Template 
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Preconditions: 1. PRE 3 - Activated User 
2. PRE 5 - Locked User 
3. Sign in page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter the known user name 
2. enter the known password 
3. sign in 

Expected Outcome: • - 
• - 
•  
• User is locked! Contact your system administrator!  

o Sign in failed 

17.1.4.11 Test Case WP3-657: WP3-93 - edit client data 

WP3-657 WP3-93 - edit client data 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-93 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. system operator already signed in 

2. ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click edit button 
4. change values of  

o client name 
o default language 

5. click save button 

Expected Outcome: • all user from this client are shown 
• clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 

client name and default language labels are switching to input 
fields respectively a combo box  

• - 
• changed values are shown on the clients detail page 

17.1.4.12 Test Case WP3-658: WP3-207 - Sign-in using inactive and locked user 

WP3-658 WP3-207 - Sign-in using inactive and locked user 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-207 
Sprint: Sprint 3 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
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Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 3 - Activated User 

2. PRE 5 - Locked User 
3. Sign in page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter the known user name 
2. enter the known password 
3. sign in 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. log in not successful  

1. check for following error notifications  
1. User is locked! Contact your system 

administrator! 
2. Sign in failed 

2. fupol start page is shown 

17.1.4.13 Test Case WP3-659: WP3-93 - cancel edit client data 

WP3-659 WP3-93 - cancel edit client data 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-93 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. system operator already signed in 

2. ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click edit button 
4. change values of  

o client name 
o default language 

5. click cancel button 

Expected Outcome: 1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 
3. client name and default language labels are switching to input 

fields respectively a combo box 
4. - 
5. clients detail page is shown, nothing has been changed 

17.1.4.14 Test Case WP3-660: WP3-93 - edit client data leave name field blank 

WP3-660 WP3-93 - edit client data leave name field blank 
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Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-93 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • system operator already signed in 

• ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click edit button 
4. change values as followed  

o delete value in the client name input field 
o default language 

5. click save button 

Expected Outcome: 1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 

client name and default language labels are switching to input 
fields respectively a combo box  

3. - 
4. error notification "Name required" is shown, saving process 

interrupted 

17.1.5 Social Media Management  

17.1.5.1 Test Case WP3-547: WP3-491 - assign social media window to campaign 

WP3-547 WP3-491 - assign social media window to campaign 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-491 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social media 
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window combobox 

17.1.5.2 Test Case WP3-548: WP3-491 - assign social media window to closed campaign 

WP3-548 WP3-491 - assign social media window to closed campaign 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-491 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. assignment not possible because the campaign is not shown in 

the combo box 

17.1.5.3 Test Case WP3-549: WP3-491 - reassign assigned social media window to campaign 

WP3-549 WP3-491 - reassign assigned social media window to campaign 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-491 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 
6. go back to the social media window page and select your stored 

social media window 
7. edit social media window 
8. choose another campaign to assign to 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
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5. the saved social media window is item of the social media 
window combobox 

6. stored social media window opens 
7. edit view of social media window is shown 
8. - 

17.1.5.4 Test Case WP3-550: WP3-491 - campaign member uses social media window 

WP3-550 WP3-491 - campaign member uses social media window 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-491 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. open campaign by clicking on the campaigns name 

2. choose social media window using the combobox 
3. check whether the social media window data is editable 
4. click redirection link to campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign detail view opens and shows the detail of the campaign 
including:  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows" 

2. after choosing the screen switches to the social media window 
page 

3. nothing is editable 
4. shown campaign is the assigned one and is displayed 

17.1.5.5 Test Case WP3-551: WP3-491 - client user uses social media window 

WP3-551 WP3-491 - client user uses social media window 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-491 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
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Steps to Complete: 1. open campaign by clicking on the campaigns name 
2. choose social media window using the combobox 
3. check whether the social media window data is editable 
4. click redirection link to campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign detail view opens and shows the detail of the campaign 
including:  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows" 

2. after choosing the screen switches to the social media window 
page 

3. nothing is editable 
4. switch back to campaign detail view successful 

17.1.5.6 Test Case WP3-552: WP3-491 - assign already assigned smw 

WP3-552 WP3-491 - assign already assigned smw 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-491 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. create social media window 
6. click "save social media window" button 
7. fill out the mandatory fields 
8. check whether already chosen campaign is available in the 

combobox 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
6. save window is shown 
7. - 
8. campaign is not available 
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17.1.5.7 Test Case WP3-553: WP3-490 - storing search results 

WP3-553 WP3-490 - storing search results 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-490 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. add social media target with keywords that will deliver results. 
e.g.: fupol 

3. click "START SEARCH" button 
4. click "save social media window" button 
5. fill out the mandatory fields 
6. select the campaign you are member from 
7. switch to a database tool and check the in the public data base 

the tables triples and nodes 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. smt was added successfully 
3. results page is shown 
4. save window is shown 
5. - 
6. click save 
7. search results are stored 

17.1.5.8 Test Case WP3-554: WP3-490 - no search results 

WP3-554 WP3-490 - no search results 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-490 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. add social media target with keywords that will deliver NO 
results. e.g.: 12345678909876543wertzui 

3. click "START SEARCH" button 
4. click "save social media window" button 
5. fill out the mandatory fields 
6. select the campaign you are member from 
7. switch to a database tool and check the in the public data base 

the tables triples and nodes 
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Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. smt was added successfully 
3. results page is shown with no results 
4. save window is shown 
5. - 
6. click save 
7. search results are not stored 

17.1.5.9 Test Case WP3-558: WP3-493 - remove campaign assignment 

WP3-558 WP3-493 - remove campaign assignment 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-493 
Sprint: Sprint 15 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. create social media window 

2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 
6. return to the social media window you have stored before 
7. click the edit link on the right side, shown below the social media 

window description area 
8. remove campaign assignment and choose the default value 

("Choose one" or "not assigned") 
9. click save 
10. check campaign link on the right side 
11. switch to formerly assigned campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window exists with at least one social media target 
2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social media 

window combobox 
6. smw is shown 
7. social media window detail page is shown 
8. - 
9. smw detail page closes 
10. has been removed 
11. the removed social media window is not in the combobox of the 

assigned smw's 

17.1.5.10 Test Case WP3-563: WP3-475 - check FOAF 

WP3-563 WP3-475 - check FOAF 
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Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-475 
Sprint: Sprint 14 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete:  
Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.11 Test Case WP3-564: WP3-475 - check SIOC 

WP3-564 WP3-475 - check SIOC 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-475 
Sprint: Sprint 14 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete:  
Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.12 Test Case WP3-565: WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE 

WP3-565 WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-475 
Sprint: Sprint 14 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete:  
Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.13 Test Case WP3-566: WP3-302 - add one facebook target 

WP3-566 WP3-302 - add one facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check facebook social media target data 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen data 

is shown in the following order:  
o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.14 Test Case WP3-567: WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two facebook targets 

WP3-567 WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two facebook targets 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
6. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
7. click "add to target list" 
8. check social media target data 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. facebook panel expands 
6. - 
7. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 

below the first social media target 
8. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
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o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.15 Test Case WP3-568: WP3-302 - add one twitter and one facebook target 

WP3-568 WP3-302 - add one twitter and one facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
7. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
8. click "add to target list" 
9. check facebook social media target data 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. facebook panel expands 
7. - 
8. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 

below the first social media target 
9. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.16 Test Case WP3-569: WP3-302 - add one twitter target 

WP3-569 WP3-302 - add one twitter target 

Test Type: Automated 
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User Story: WP3-1141 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.17 Test Case WP3-570: WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two twitter targets 

WP3-570 WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two twitter targets 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
7. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
8. click "add to target list" 
9. check twitter social media target data 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
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o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 
shown 

o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. twitter panel expands 
7. - 
8. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 

below the first social media target 
9. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.18 Test Case WP3-571: WP3-302 - search with one facebook target 

WP3-571 WP3-302 - search with one facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check facebook social media target data 
6. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. only facebook results are shown 

17.1.5.19 Test Case WP3-572: WP3-302 - search with one twitter target 

WP3-572 WP3-302 - search with one twitter target 

Test Type: Automated 
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User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon" 

6. only twitter results are shown 

17.1.5.20 Test Case WP3-573: WP3-302 - search with twitter and facebook target 

WP3-573 WP3-302 - search with twitter and facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
7. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
8. click "add to target list" 
9. check facebook social media target data 
10. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
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4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. facebook panel expands 
7. - 
8. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 

below the first social media target 
9. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

10. twitter and facebook results are shown 

17.1.5.21 Test Case WP3-574: WP3-302 - right side layout with different targets 

WP3-574 WP3-302 - right side layout with different targets 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
6. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
7. click "add to target list" 
8. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
9. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
10. click "add to target list" 
11. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
12. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
13. click "add to target list" 
14. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
15. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
16. click "add to target list" 
17. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
18. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
19. click "add to target list" 
20. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
21. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
22. click "add to target list" 
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23. check layout 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. facebook panel expands 
6. - 
7. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
8. facebook panel expands 
9. - 
10. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
11. twitter panel expands 
12. - 
13. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
14. twitter panel expands 
15. - 
16. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
17. twitter panel expands 
18. - 
19. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
20. twitter panel expands 
21. - 
22. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
23. facebook and twitter panels must have the same size 

17.1.5.22 Test Case WP3-575: WP3-302 - no twitter keywords 

WP3-575 WP3-302 - no twitter keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the page 
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17.1.5.23 Test Case WP3-576: WP3-302 - no facebook keywords 

WP3-576 WP3-302 - no facebook keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the page 

17.1.5.24 Test Case WP3-577: WP3-302 - no facebook keywords - submit via return key 

WP3-577 WP3-302 - no facebook keywords - submit via return key 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. submit by pressing the return key 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the page -> ONLY 

ONE NOTIFICATION 

17.1.5.25 Test Case WP3-578: WP3-302 - no twitter keywords - submit via return key 

WP3-578 WP3-302 - no twitter keywords - submit via return key 

Test Type: Automated 
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User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. submit by pressing the return key 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the page -> ONLY 

ONE NOTIFICATION 

17.1.5.26 Test Case WP3-579: WP3-302 - save one facebook target - no campaign, no scheduler 

WP3-579 WP3-302 - save one facebook target - no campaign, no scheduler 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check facebook social media target data 
6. click "Save social media window" 
7. check "Social Media Window" save page 
8. enter title 
9. enter description 
10. click save 
11. reopen social media window by selecting it in the combobox 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 
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6. Save social media window page is shown 
7. check:  

o Social media target list is shown on the right side 
o no edit and/or delete icons are visible 

8. - 
9. - 
10. social media window is saved and has been added to the combo 

box in navigation tree 
11. check whether the targets are shown on the right side 

17.1.5.27 Test Case WP3-580: WP3-302 - save one twitter target - no campaign, no scheduler 

WP3-580 WP3-302 - save one twitter target - no campaign, no scheduler 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 13 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. click "Save social media window" 
7. check "Social Media Window" save page 
8. enter title 
9. enter description 
10. click save 
11. reopen social media window by selecting it in the combobox 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" are 

shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon" 

6. Save social media window page is shown 
7. check:  

o Social media target list is shown on the right side 
o no edit and/or delete icons are visible" 

8. - 
9. - 
10. social media window is saved and has been added to the combo 

box in navigation tree 
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11. check whether the targets are shown on the right side 

17.1.5.28 Test Case WP3-661: WP3-108 - Add facebook account 

WP3-661 WP3-108 - Add facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. In the section "Your social media accounts" a line with a facebook 

logo and the given title is shown 

17.1.5.29 Test Case WP3-662: WP3-108 - Add twitter account 

WP3-662 WP3-108 - Add twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
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4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. In the section "Your social media accounts" a line with a twitter 

logo and the given title is shown 

17.1.5.30 Test Case WP3-663: WP3-108 - Add facebook account, leave input fields blank 

WP3-663 WP3-108 - Add facebook account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. following error notifications are shown  

o Title required 
o Client Id required 
o Secret Id required 
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17.1.5.31 Test Case WP3-664: WP3-108 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

WP3-664 WP3-108 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-813 

WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 
o Consumer Key required 
o Consumer Secret required 
o Access Token Key required 
o Access Token Secret required 

17.1.5.32 Test Case WP3-665: WP3-108 - cancel adding facebook account 

WP3-665 WP3-108 - cancel adding facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: In Progress 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
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• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. input fields are invisible, nothing has been added 

17.1.5.33 Test Case WP3-666: WP3-108 - cancel adding twitter account 

WP3-666 WP3-108 - cancel adding twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: In Progress 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. input fields are invisible, nothing has been added 
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17.1.5.34 Test Case WP3-667: WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Facebook account 

WP3-667 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-244 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Facebook Account has been added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the valid facebook account 

Expected Outcome: 1. green check symbol appears 

17.1.5.35 Test Case WP3-668: WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Twitter account 

WP3-668 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-244 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Twitter Account has been added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the valid Twitter account 

Expected Outcome: 1. green check symbol appears 

17.1.5.36 Test Case WP3-669: WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-244 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
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Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Social Media Accounts (Facebook/Twitter) are added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" check all 

Expected Outcome: 1. green check symbol appears beneath all valid social media 
accounts 

17.1.5.37 Test Case WP3-670: WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials, blank input 

fields, notfications check 

WP3-670 WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials, blank input 
fields, notfications check 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. following error notifications are shown  

o Title required 
o Client Id required 
o Secret Id required 
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17.1.5.38 Test Case WP3-671: WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Facebook account 

WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-244 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Invalid Facebook Account has been added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the invalid facebook account 

Expected Outcome: 1. red cross symbol appears  
o error message 

"com.google.api.client.googleapis.json.GoogleJsonRespon
seException: 400 Bad Request  

Unknown macro: { "code" }  

" 

17.1.5.39 Test Case WP3-672: WP3-108 - pre-check of twitter account credentials, blank input fields, 

notfications check 

WP3-672 WP3-108 - pre-check of twitter account credentials, blank input 
fields, notfications check 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
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2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 
o Consumer Key required 
o Consumer Secret required 
o Access Token Key required 
o Access Token Secret required 

17.1.5.40 Test Case WP3-673: WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter account 

WP3-673 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-244 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Invalid Twitter Account has been added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the invalid Twitter account 

Expected Outcome: 1. red cross symbol appears  
o error message "This method requires authentication." 

17.1.5.41 Test Case WP3-674: WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials 

WP3-674 WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
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• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. the icon switches from a question mark to a green check sign 

17.1.5.42 Test Case WP3-675: WP3-108 - pre-check twitter account credentials 

WP3-675 WP3-108 - pre-check twitter account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. the icon switches from a question mark to a check sign 
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17.1.5.43 Test Case WP3-676: WP3-108 - pre-check invalid twitter account credentials 

WP3-676 WP3-108 - pre-check invalid twitter account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter invalid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following actions will be performed  

o the icon switches from a question mark to a red cross 
o error notification "Invalid OAuth access token signature." 

is shown 

17.1.5.44 Test Case WP3-677: WP3-108 - pre-check invalid facebook account credentials 

WP3-677 WP3-108 - pre-check invalid facebook account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-108 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
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3. click add 
4. enter invalid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. following actions will be performed  

o the icon switches from a question mark to a red cross 
o error notification "Invalid OAuth access token signature." 

is shown 

17.1.5.45 Test Case WP3-678: WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social Media accounts 

WP3-678 WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-279 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 8 - Invalid Facebook account 
3. PRE 10 - Invalid Twitter account 
4. System Administrator is logged in 
5. Social Media Account Management is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" check all 

Expected Outcome: 1. red cross symbol appears beneath list of all invalid social media 
accounts  

o under the invalid Twitter account the following error 
message appears:  

§ "This method requires authentication." 
o under the invalid Facebok account the following error 

message appears:  
§ "Invalid OAuth access token signature." 

17.1.5.46 Test Case WP3-680: WP3-245 - edit twitter account 

WP3-680 WP3-245 - edit twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-245 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath Twitter account 
2. change  

o title 
o consumer key 
o consumer secret 
o access token key 
o access token secret 

3. click save 
4. click edit beneath Twitter account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o consumer key 
o consumer secret 
o access token key 
o access token secret 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears  

o changes are made 

17.1.5.47 Test Case WP3-681: WP3-245 - edit facebook account 

WP3-681 WP3-245 - edit facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-245 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath facebook account 
2. change  

o title 
o client id 
o secret id 

3. click save 
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4. click edit beneath facebook account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o client id 
o secret id 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears  

o changes are made 

17.1.5.48 Test Case WP3-682: WP3-245 - cancel editing twitter account 

WP3-682 WP3-245 - cancel editing twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-245 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath Twitter account 
2. change  

o title 
o consumer key 
o consumer secret 
o access token key 
o access token secret 

3. click cancel 
4. click edit beneath Twitter account 

Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.49 Test Case WP3-684: WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook account 

WP3-684 WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-245 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
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4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath facebook account 
2. change  

o title 
o client id 
o secret id 

3. click cancel 
4. click edit beneath facebook account 

Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.50 Test Case WP3-685: WP3-246 - delete facebook account 

WP3-685 WP3-246 - delete facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-246 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath facebook account 
2. Press OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is deleted 

17.1.5.51 Test Case WP3-686: WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook account 

WP3-686 WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-246 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
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4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath facebook account 
2. Press Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is not deleted 

17.1.5.52 Test Case WP3-687: WP3-246 - delete twitter account 

WP3-687 WP3-246 - delete twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-246 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath twitter account 
2. Press OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is deleted 

17.1.5.53 Test Case WP3-688: WP3-246 - cancel deleting twitter account 

WP3-688 WP3-246 - cancel deleting twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-246 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 
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Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath twitter account 
2. Press Chancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is not deleted 

17.1.5.54 Test Case WP3-689: WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social Media accounts 

WP3-689 WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-279 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. System Administrator is logged in 
5. Social Media Account Management is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" check all 

Expected Outcome: 1. green check symbol appears beneath list of all valid social media 
accounts 

17.1.5.55 Test Case WP3-690: WP3-247 - show list of all Facebook/Twitter accounts and their 

current status 

WP3-690 WP3-247 - show list of all Facebook/Twitter accounts and their 
current status 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-247 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 8 - Invalid Facebook account 
5. PRE 10 - Invalid Twitter account 
6. System Administrator is logged in 
7. Social Media Management page with all listed social media 
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accounts 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check all in the section social media accounts 

Expected Outcome: 1. list of all social media accounts and their current status is shown  
o green check for valid account 
o red cross for invalid account 

17.1.5.56 Test Case WP3-699: WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword search 

WP3-699 WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword search 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-282 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select twitter as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for twitter search 
4. add to target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is listed in the social media target list 

17.1.5.57 Test Case WP3-701: WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter keyword search 

WP3-701 WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter keyword search 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-282 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 
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Steps to Complete: 1. select twitter as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for twitter search 
4. chancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is not listed in the social media target list 

17.1.5.58 Test Case WP3-702: WP3-286 - chancel defining new Facebook keyword search 

WP3-702 WP3-286 - chancel defining new Facebook keyword search 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-286 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select facebook as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for facebook search 
4. chancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is not listed in the social media target list 

17.1.5.59 Test Case WP3-703: WP3-298 - social media content is ordered by timestamp 

WP3-703 WP3-298 - social media content is ordered by timestamp 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-298 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
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5. social media window site is shown 
6. added social media window 
7. added facebook and twitter with any keywords in the social 

media target list 

Steps to Complete: 1. start search 

Expected Outcome: 1. a list of facebook or twitter content ordered by timestamp  
o current timestamps are sorted with the new entries at 

the front and the older ones at the back 

17.1.5.60 Test Case WP3-704: WP3-301 - search social media content by social media target list 

WP3-704 WP3-301 - search social media content by social media target list 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-301 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select twitter as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test1> for twitter search 
4. add to target list 
5. enter any keywords <test2> for facebook search 
6. start search 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test1> is listed in the social media target list 
5. <test2> is listed in the social media target list 
6. search results are listed with <test1> 
7. search results are listed with <test2> 

17.1.5.61 Test Case WP3-707: WP3-298 - social media content facebook as facilitator 

WP3-707 WP3-298 - social media content facebook as facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-298 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• facilitator already logged in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
• social media facebook target already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected Outcome: 1. look whether  
o facebook logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp of 

creation 
o only facebook content is displayed 

17.1.5.62 Test Case WP3-708: WP3-298 - social media content facebook as communicator 

WP3-708 WP3-298 - social media content facebook as communicator 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-298 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 11 - Activated communicator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• communicator already logged in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
• social media facebook target already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected Outcome: 1. look whether  
o facebook logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp of 

creation 
o only facebook content is displayed 

17.1.5.63 Test Case WP3-709: WP3-298 - social media content twitter as communicator 

WP3-709 WP3-298 - social media content twitter as communicator 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-298 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 11 - Actviated communicator 

• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• communicator already logged in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
• social media twitter target already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected Outcome: 1. look whether  
o twitter logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp of 

creation 
o only twitter content is displayed 

17.1.5.64 Test Case WP3-710: WP3-298 - social media content twitter as facilitator 

WP3-710 WP3-298 - social media content twitter as facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-298 
Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• communicator already logged in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
• social media twitter target already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected Outcome: 1. look whether  
o twitter logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp of 

creation 
o only twitter content is displayed 

17.1.5.65 Test Case WP3-711: WP3-298 - social media content facebook and twitter as facilitator 

WP3-711 WP3-298 - social media content facebook and twitter as facilitator 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-298 
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Sprint: Sprint 7 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 

• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
• facilitator already logged in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
• social media twitter target already added 

Steps to Complete: 1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected Outcome: 1. look whether  
o twitter logo is displayed 
o facebook logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp of 

creation 
o twitter and facebook content is displayed 

17.1.5.66 Test Case WP3-751: WP3-426 - store social media window with facebook keywords 

WP3-751 WP3-426 - store social media window with facebook keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-426 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for facebook 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click save 
6. check displayed social media window data 

Expected Outcome: 1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. - 
5. save page has been left and social media window is shown 
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6. title and description are displayed, furthermore  
o an edit link and 
o a delete link is shown 

17.1.5.67 Test Case WP3-752: WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with facebook 

keywords 

WP3-752 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with facebook 
keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-426 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for facebook 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. - 
5. save page has been left and social media window is shown, link 

"Add social media window" is still shown 

17.1.5.68 Test Case WP3-753: WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with twitter keywords 

WP3-753 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with twitter keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-426 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
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• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for twitter 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. - 
5. save page has been left and social media window is shown, link 

"Add social media window" is still shown 

17.1.5.69 Test Case WP3-754: WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter keywords 

WP3-754 WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-426 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for twitter 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click save 
6. check displayed social media window data 

Expected Outcome: 1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. save page has been left and social media window is shown 
5. title and description are displayed, furthermore  

o an edit link and 
o a delete link is shown 
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17.1.5.70 Test Case WP3-755: WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter and facebook 

keywords 

WP3-755 WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter and facebook 
keywords 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-426 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for twitter 
3. add social media target for facebook 
4. click "Save social media window" 
5. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

6. click save 
7. check displayed social media window data 

Expected Outcome: 1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target for twitter has been added 
3. social media target for facebook has been added 
4. save page opens 
5. - 
6. save page has been left and social media window is shown 
7. title and description are displayed, furthermore  

o an edit link and 
o a delete link is shown 

17.1.5.71 Test Case WP3-756: WP3-445 - edit stored social media window 

WP3-756 WP3-445 - edit stored social media window 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-445 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
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• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 
• social media window already stored 

Steps to Complete: 1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click edit link 
4. change some data of the social media window 
5. click save 
6. check modified data 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. edit page opens 
4. - 
5. edit page closes and the social media window detail page opens 
6. modified data has been saved successful 

17.1.5.72 Test Case WP3-757: WP3-445 - cancel editing social media window data 

WP3-757 WP3-445 - cancel editing social media window data 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-445 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 
• social media window already stored 

Steps to Complete: 1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click edit link 
4. change some data of the social media window 
5. click Cancel 
6. check modified data 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. edit page opens 
4. - 
5. edit page closes and the social media window detail page opens 
6. modified data has NOT been saved 
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17.1.5.73 Test Case WP3-758: WP3-446 - delete social media window 

WP3-758 WP3-446 - delete social media window 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-446 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 
• social media window already stored 

Steps to Complete: 1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click delete 
4. confirm dialog with OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. notification "Do you really want to delete the social media 

window!" is shown 
4. social media window has been deleted 

17.1.5.74 Test Case WP3-759: WP3-446 - cancel deletion of social media window 

WP3-759 WP3-446 - cancel deletion of social media window 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-446 
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 
• social media window already stored 

Steps to Complete: 1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click delete 
4. confirm dialog with Cancel 
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Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. notification "Do you really want to delete the social media 

window!" is shown 
4. social media window has not been deleted 

17.1.5.75 Test Case WP3-813: WP3-466 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

WP3-813 WP3-466 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1176 

WP3-664 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 
o Consumer Key required 
o Consumer Secret required 
o Access Token Key required 
o Access Token Secret required 

17.1.5.76 Test Case WP3-830: WP3-464 - Add blogspot account, leave input fields blank 

WP3-830 WP3-464 - Add blogspot account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose blogspot in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o google api key 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 
o Google API Key required 

17.1.5.77 Test Case WP3-835: WP3-464 - cancel editing blogspot account 

WP3-835 WP3-464 - cancel editing blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath blogspot account 
2. change  

o title 
o google api key 

3. click cancel 
4. click edit beneath blogspot account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o google api key 

2. edit window closes 
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3. edit window appears  
o changes are not saved 

17.1.5.78 Test Case WP3-836: WP3-464 - checking an valid blogspot account 

WP3-836 WP3-464 - checking an valid blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. PRE 14 - Valid blogspot account 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the invalid blogspot account 

Expected Outcome: 1. green sign symbol appears 

17.1.5.79 Test Case WP3-837: WP3-464 - delete blogspot account 

WP3-837 WP3-464 - delete blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1240 

WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath facebook account 
2. Press OK 
3. click on the show social media accounts to see if the deletion was 

successful 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is deleted 
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3. the deleted social media account is not in the list anymore 

17.1.5.80 Test Case WP3-839: WP3-834 - add targets to the social media target list 

WP3-839 WP3-834 - add targets to the social media target list 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story:  
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
5. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
6. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. save social media window 
2. # enter  

o title 
o description 
o save 

3. choose a social media site (facebook or twitter) 
4. select new target 
5. enter some keywords 
6. add to target list 
7. click save in the target list 

Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.81 Test Case WP3-840: WP3-834 - delete targets from the social media target list 

WP3-840 WP3-834 - delete targets from the social media target list 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-834 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
5. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
6. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. save social media window 
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2. # enter  
o title 
o description 
o save 

3. choose a social media site (facebook or twitter) 
4. select new target 
5. enter some keywords 
6. add to target list 
7. click save in the target list 
8. click on the remove target symbol in social media target list 
9. click save targets in the social media target list 
10. reselect this social media window from the left dropdownbox 

Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.82 Test Case WP3-841: WP3-834 - edit targets in the social media target list 

WP3-841 WP3-834 - edit targets in the social media target list 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story:  
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
5. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
6. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. save social media window 
2. # enter  

o title 
o description 
o save 

3. choose a social media site (facebook or twitter) 
4. select new target 
5. enter some keywords 
6. add to target list 
7. click save in the target list 
8. click on the edit target symbol in social media target list 
9. enter new keywords in the edit field 
10. click ok 
11. click save targets in the social media target list 
12. reselect this social media window from the left dropdownbox 

Expected Outcome:  
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17.1.5.83 Test Case WP3-842: WP3-766 - edit social media account identities in the personal data 

section 

WP3-842 WP3-766 - edit social media account identities in the personal data 
section 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-815 

WP3-766 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. user has some social media account identities 
3. home window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on my profile 
2. click on edit in the personal data section 
3. edit existing social media account identity 
4. save 

Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.84 Test Case WP3-861: WP3-859 - saving social media content 

WP3-861 WP3-859 - saving social media content 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story:  
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. click "Save social media window"  

o enter title for social media window 
o enter description for social media window 
o select campaign for social media window 

3. save 
4. add social media target for twitter 
5. add social media target for facebook 
6. click start search 
7. click on save targets 
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8. click on save results 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. add social media window page is shown 
3. social media window is saved 
4. twitter target is added to the social media target list 
5. facebook target is added to the social media target list 
6. social media content is shown 
7. the targets are saved 
8. the social media results are saved 

17.1.5.85 Test Case WP3-862: WP3-858 - deleting social media content 

WP3-862 WP3-858 - deleting social media content 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story:  
Sprint: Sprint 12 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Template 
Preconditions: • PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• facilitator already signed in 
• SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add social media window" 
2. click "Save social media window"  

o enter title for social media window 
o enter description for social media window 
o select campaign for social media window 

3. save 
4. add social media target for twitter 
5. add social media target for facebook 
6. click on save targets 
7. click start search 
8. click on save results 
9. delete social media window 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. add social media window page is shown 
3. social media window is saved 
4. twitter target is added to the social media target list 
5. facebook target is added to the social media target list 
6. the targets are saved 
7. social media content is shown 
8. the social media results are saved 
9. the social media window is deleted 
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17.1.5.86 Test Case WP3-886: WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target 

WP3-886 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-425 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook wall in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a link in the input field 

(https://www.facebook.com/cocacola) 
4. click "retrieve" 
5. add facebook wall to target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Facebook Wall 'coca-cola' found. 
5. coca-cola is added to the left target list with  

o facebook wall logo 
o its title 
o edit button 
o delete button 

17.1.5.87 Test Case WP3-887: WP3-302 - edit one facebook wall target 

WP3-887 WP3-302 - edit one facebook wall target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-425 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select Facebook Wall in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a link in the input field 

(https://www.facebook.com/cocacola) 
4. click "retrieve" 
5. add facebook wall to target list 
6. click on edit symbol in the target list 
7. enter another text (anton) and click retrieve 
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8. update facebook wall in target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Facebook Wall 'coca-cola' found. 
5. coca-cola is added to the left target list with  

o facebook wall logo 
o its title 
o edit button 
o delete button 

6. facebook Wall icon with text coca-cola is shown 
7. Facebook Wall 'anton' found.  

o green check icon appears 
o green plus icon to update facebook wall 

8. in the target list the updated facebook wall appears 

17.1.5.88 Test Case WP3-888: WP3-302 - delete one facebook wall target 

WP3-888 WP3-302 - delete one facebook wall target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-425 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook wall in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a link in the input field 

(https://www.facebook.com/cocacola) 
4. click "retrieve" 
5. add facebook wall to target list 
6. click on the delete button in the target list for coca-cola 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Wall 'coca-cola' found. 
5. coca-cola is added to the left target list with  

o facebook wall logo 
o its title 
o edit button 
o delete button 

6. the coca-cola target is deleted and not shown in the target list 
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17.1.5.89 Test Case WP3-894: WP3-404 - add RSS target 

WP3-894 WP3-404 - add RSS target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 

WP3-404 
Sprint: Sprint 22 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select RSS/Atom in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "http://derstandard.at/?page=rss" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 
5. click add RSS/Atom to target list 
6. check the added RSS/Atom in the target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. RSS/Atom panel expands 
3. - 
4. RSS/Atom 'http://derstandard.at/?page=rss' found. 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o RSS/Atom logo 
o the title of the RSS/Atom is shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.90 Test Case WP3-895: WP3-404 - edit RSS/Atom target 

WP3-895 WP3-404 - edit RSS/Atom target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 

WP3-404 
Sprint: Sprint 22 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click on social media 

2. save social media window 
3. select RSS/Atom from the combobox and click "select new target" 
4. enter "http://derstandard.at/?page=rss" in the input field 
5. click retrieve 
6. click add RSS/Atom to target list 
7. save target list 
8. click on the edit icon for the added RSS/Atom in the target list 
9. enter new RSS/Atom target "http://derstandard.at/?page=atom" 
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and click retrieve 
10. click on update RSS/Atom in target list 
11. press "Ok" in the popup 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. RSS/Atom panel expands 
3. - 
4. RSS/Atom 'http://derstandard.at/?page=rss' found. 
5. RSS/Atom "derStandard.at" is shown in the target list 
6. Edit RSS/Atom target is shown 
7. - 
8. RSS/Atom 'http://derstandard.at/?page=atom' found. 
9. check if the RSS/Atom is updated in the target list 
10. PopUp appears with "Modifying existing social media targets will 

affect your previous collected social media data. 
This implies renaming the targets (old target will get the name of 
the new one). 
Do you really want to modify the target?" 

17.1.5.91 Test Case WP3-896: WP3-404 - delete Atom target 

WP3-896 WP3-404 - delete Atom target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story:  
Sprint: Sprint 22 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. choose RSS/Atom from the social media site 
3. add an RSS/Atom with "http://derstandard.at/?page=rss" 
4. click on the delete icon from the social media target list for 

standard.at 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. RSS/Atom panel expands 
3. RSS/Atom targer for standard.at is shown in the target list 
4. RSS/Atom is removed from the target list 

17.1.5.92 Test Case WP3-897: WP3-299 - edit blogspot blog target 

WP3-897 WP3-299 - edit blogspot blog target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-299 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
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Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click social media 

2. select blogspot in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "http://buzz.blogger.com" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 
5. click add blogspot to target list 
6. check the added blogspot in the target list 
7. click on the edit icon 
8. enter a new url and click on retrieve 
9. click on update blog in target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. blogspot panel expands 
3. - 
4. - 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o blogspot logo 
o the title of the blogdspot is shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. - 
7. Edit blogspot target appears 
8. - 
9. blogpsot blog is updated in the target list 

17.1.5.93 Test Case WP3-899: WP3-299 - add blogspot post target 

WP3-899 WP3-299 - add blogspot post target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-299 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click social media 

2. select blogspot in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "http://buzz.blogger.com" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 
5. select one post from "Posts for Blogger Buzz" 
6. click add blogspot post to target list 
7. check the added blogspot in the target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. blogspot panel expands 
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3. - 
4. - 
5. - 
6. data is shown in the following order:  

o blogspot logo 
o the title of the blogdspot post is shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.94 Test Case WP3-900: WP3-299 - edit blogspot post target 

WP3-900 WP3-299 - edit blogspot post target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-299 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click social media 

2. select blogspot in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "http://buzz.blogger.com" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 
5. select one post from "Posts for Blogger Buzz" 
6. click add blogspot post to target list 
7. check the added blogspot in the target list 
8. click on the edit icon in the target list 
9. select a new post from the blogspot post list 
10. click on update post in target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. blogspot panel expands 
3. - 
4. - 
5. - 
6. data is shown in the following order:  

o blogspot logo 
o the title of the blogdspot post is shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

7. - 
8. Edit blogspot target appears 
9. update post in target list appears 
10. check if the post is updated in the target list 
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17.1.5.95 Test Case WP3-907: WP3-404 - delete RSS target 

WP3-907 WP3-404 - delete RSS target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story:  
Sprint: Sprint 22 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. choose RSS/Atom from the social media site 
3. add an RSS/Atom with "http://derstandard.at/?page=rss" 
4. click on the delete icon from the social media target list for 

standard.at 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. RSS/Atom panel expands 
3. RSS/Atom targer for standard.at is shown in the target list 
4. RSS/Atom is removed from the target list 

17.1.5.96 Test Case WP3-908: WP3-404 - add Atom target 

WP3-908 WP3-404 - add Atom target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-302 

WP3-404 
Sprint: Sprint 22 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select RSS/Atom in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "http://derstandard.at/?page=atom" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 
5. click add RSS/Atom to target list 
6. check the added RSS/Atom in the target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. RSS/Atom panel expands 
3. - 
4. RSS/Atom 'http://derstandard.at/?page=atom' found. 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o RSS/Atom logo 
o the title of the RSS/Atom is shown 
o edit icon 
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o delete icon 

17.1.5.97 Test Case WP3-960: WP3-942 - Try adding questionnare as none campaign team member 

facilitator 

WP3-960 WP3-942 - Try adding questionnare as none campaign team member 
facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-965 

WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator and not campaign member 
4. View Campagin Window is shown - logged in with campaign 

"foreigner" 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 

Expected Outcome: 1. no "Add Questionnaire" link is shown 

17.1.5.98 Test Case WP3-962: WP3-941 - Show Questionnare List 

WP3-962 WP3-941 - Show Questionnare List 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-941 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee:  
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. Campaign list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the created campagin 
2. goto the Questionnaires section 

Expected Outcome: 1. view campaign menu is shown 
2. under the Questionnaires section the Questionnaires links are 

shown with  
o its name 
o its creation date 
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o actions 

17.1.5.99 Test Case WP3-963: WP3-953- View Questionnaires 

WP3-963 WP3-953- View Questionnaires 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-953 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. Campaign list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select the created campagin 
2. goto the Questionnaires section 
3. select the created Questionnaire 

Expected Outcome: 1. view campaign menu is shown 
2. under the Questionnaires section the Questionnaires links are 

shown 
3. view Questionnaire menu is shown with  

o name 
o description 
o creation date 
o edit button 
o back button 

17.1.5.100 Test Case WP3-964: WP3-948 - Edit all fields of Questionnaire 

WP3-964 WP3-948 - Edit all fields of Questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-948 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select a created questionnaire from the list 
2. click edit  

o change the name 
o change the description 
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3. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows View Questionnaire menu with  
o name 
o description 
o creation date 

2. shows Edit Questionnaire menu 
3. shows View Questionnaire menu with the changes  

o the shown questionnaire name equals to to given name 
(update successful) 

17.1.5.101 Test Case WP3-966: WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave input fields empty 

WP3-966 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave input fields empty 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. do not fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name 
o description 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. check error notification  

o Name required 
o Description required 

17.1.5.102 Test Case WP3-967: WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave title empty 

WP3-967 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire leave title empty 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
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3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name -> leave blank 
o description 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. check error notification  

o Name required 

17.1.5.103 Test Case WP3-968: WP3-942 - Add Questionnare leave description empty 

WP3-968 WP3-942 - Add Questionnare leave description empty 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name 
o description -> leave blank 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. check error notification  

o description required 

17.1.5.104 Test Case WP3-969: WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter title and description with one 

character 

WP3-969 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter title and description with one 
character 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name with only one character 
o description with only one character 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. check error notifications  

o 'Name' is shorter than the minimum of 2 characters. 
o 'Description' is shorter than the minimum of 2 characters. 

17.1.5.105 Test Case WP3-970: WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter title with one character 

WP3-970 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter title with one character 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name with only one character 
o description 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. check error notifications  

o 'Name' is shorter than the minimum of 2 characters. 

17.1.5.106 Test Case WP3-971: WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter description with one character 

WP3-971 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire enter description with one character 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
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Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name 
o description with only one character 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. check error notifications  

o 'Description' is shorter than the minimum of 2 characters. 

17.1.5.107 Test Case WP3-972: WP3-942 - Cancel adding Questionnaire 

WP3-972 WP3-942 - Cancel adding Questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: In Progress 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name 
o description 

3. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. the View Campaign menu is shown  

o no questionnaire has been saved/created 

17.1.5.108 Test Case WP3-973: WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire 

WP3-973 WP3-942 - Add Questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 
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User Story: WP3-942 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Add Questionnaire" 
2. fill out the following mandatory fields  

o name -> leave blank 
o description 

3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows Create Questionnaire menu 
2. - 
3. campaign view is shown  

o questionnaire has been saved and is shown in the 
questionnaire list 

17.1.5.109 Test Case WP3-974: WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire 

WP3-974 WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-948 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select a created questionnaire from the list 
2. click edit  

o change the name 
3. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows View Questionnaire menu with  
o name 
o description 
o creation date 

2. shows Edit Questionnaire menu 
3. shows View Questionnaire menu with the changes  

o the shown questionnaire name equals to to given name 
(update successful) 
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17.1.5.110 Test Case WP3-975: WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire as a none-campaignmember 

with role facilitator 

WP3-975 WP3-948 - Edit title of Questionnaire as a none-campaignmember 
with role facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-948 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator with no membership of the 

generated campaign 
4. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select a created questionnaire from the list 
2. click edit 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows View Questionnaire menu with  
o name 
o description 
o creation date 

2. no edit link available 

17.1.5.111 Test Case WP3-976: WP3-948 - Edit description of questionnaire 

WP3-976 WP3-948 - Edit description of questionnaire 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-948 
Sprint: Sprint 25 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 12 - Created Campagin 
3. View Campagin Window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select a created questionnaire from the list 
2. click edit  

o change the description 
3. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. shows View Questionnaire menu with  
o name 
o description 
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o creation date 
2. shows Edit Questionnaire menu 
3. shows View Questionnaire menu with the changes  

o shown questionnaire is still the same 

17.1.5.112 Test Case WP3-1164: WP3-1142 - delete sina weibo account 

WP3-1164 WP3-1142 - delete sina weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath twitter account 
2. Press OK 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is deleted 

17.1.5.113 Test Case WP3-1168: WP3-1142 - Add Sina Weibo account 

WP3-1168 WP3-1142 - Add Sina Weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click save 
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Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o App Key 
o App Secret 

4. - 
5. In the section "Your social media accounts" a line with a sina 

weibo logo and the given title is shown 

17.1.5.114 Test Case WP3-1169: WP3 1143 - Show heat map 

WP3-1169 WP3 1143 - Show heat map 

Test Type: Manual 
User Story: WP3-1143 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: • PRE2 - Activated Facilitator 

• PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
• PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
• Social Media Window is shown 

Steps to Complete:  
Expected Outcome:  

17.1.5.115 Test Case WP3-1170: WP3-1142 - Edit Sina Weibo account 

WP3-1170 WP3-1142 - Edit Sina Weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 18 - Valid Sina Weibo account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath Sina Weibo account 
2. change  

o title 
o App key 
o App secret 

3. click save 
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4. click edit beneath Sina Weibo account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o App key 
o App secret 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears  

o changes are made 

17.1.5.116 Test Case WP3-1171: WP3-1142 - Cancel deleting Sina Weibo account 

WP3-1171 WP3-1142 - Cancel deleting Sina Weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 18 - Valid Sina Weibo account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath Sina Weibo account 
2. Press Cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is not deleted 

17.1.5.117 Test Case WP3-1172: WP3-1142 - Checking an invalid Sina Weibo account 

WP3-1172 WP3-1142 - Checking an invalid Sina Weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. PRE 19 - Invalid Sina Weibo Account 
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Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the invalid Sina Weibo account 

Expected Outcome: 1. red cross symbol appears  
o error message "This method requires authentication." 

17.1.5.118 Test Case WP3-1173: WP3-1142 - Validating only a valid Sina Weibo account 

WP3-1173 WP3-1142 - Validating only a valid Sina Weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 18 - Valid Sina Weibo Account 
3. System Administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" beneath 
the valid Sina Weibo account 

Expected Outcome: 1. green check symbol appears 

17.1.5.119 Test Case WP3-1174: WP3-1142- pre-check invalid Sina Weibo account credentials 

WP3-1174 WP3-1142- pre-check invalid Sina Weibo account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter invalid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
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3. following input fields are visible  
o Title 
o App Key 
o App Secret 

4. - 
5. following actions will be performed  

o the icon switches from a question mark to a red cross 
o error notification "Invalid OAuth access token signature." 

is shown 

17.1.5.120 Test Case WP3-1175: WP3-1142 - cancel adding Sina Weibo account 

WP3-1175 WP3-1142 - cancel adding Sina Weibo account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose Sina Weibo in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o App Key 
o App Secret 

4. - 
5. input fields are invisible, nothing has been added 

17.1.5.121 Test Case WP3-1176: WP3-1142 - Add Sina Weibo account, leave input fields blank 

WP3-1176 WP3-1142 - Add Sina Weibo account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-813 

WP3-1142 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: • PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

• system administrator already signed 
• ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose Sina Weibo in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o App Key 
o App Secret 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 
o App Key required 
o App Secret required 

17.1.5.122 Test Case WP3-1177: WP3-1141 - add one Sina Weibo target 

WP3-1177 WP3-1141 - add one Sina Weibo target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1141 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select sina weibo in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check sina webio social media target data 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. sina weibo panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o sina weibo logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""keywords"" are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 
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17.1.5.123 Test Case WP3-1178: WP3-1141 - save one sina weibo target - no campaign, no 

scheduler 

WP3-1178 WP3-1141 - save one sina weibo target - no campaign, no scheduler 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1141 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select sina weibo in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check sina weibo social media target data 
6. click "Save social media window" 
7. check "Social Media Window" save page 
8. enter title 
9. enter description 
10. click save 
11. reopen social media window by selecting it in the combobox 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. sina weibo panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o sina weibo logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""keywords"" are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon" 

6. Save social media window page is shown 
7. check:  

o Social media target list is shown on the right side 
o no edit and/or delete icons are visible" 

8. - 
9. - 
10. social media window is saved and has been added to the combo 

box in navigation tree 
11. check whether the targets are shown on the right side 

17.1.5.124 Test Case WP3-1179: WP3-1141 - search with one sina weibo target 

WP3-1179 WP3-1141 - search with one sina weibo target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1141 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select sina weibo in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check sina weibo social media target data 
6. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. sina weibo panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o sina weibo logo 
o first 20 characters of the field "keywords" are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon" 

6. only sina weibo results are shown 

17.1.5.125 Test Case WP3-1180: WP3-1141 - add targets to the social media target list 

WP3-1180 WP3-1141 - add targets to the social media target list 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1141 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
5. PRE 18 - Valid Sina Weibo account 
6. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
7. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. save social media window 
2. # enter  

o title 
o description 
o save 

3. choose a social media site (facebook or twitter) 
4. select new target 
5. enter some keywords 
6. add to target list 
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7. click save in the target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. social media site can be choosen 
3. - 
4. "Add social media target" is shown  

o facebook or twitter symbol with any keywords text is 
shown 

5. - 
6. the target is added to the target list 
7. the save button in the social media target gets inactive 

17.1.5.126 Test Case WP3-1181: WP3-1141 - edit targets in the social media target list 

WP3-1181 WP3-1141 - edit targets in the social media target list 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-1141 
Sprint: Sprint 32 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Awaiting Review 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
5. PRE 18 - Valid Sina Weibo account 
6. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
7. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. save social media window 
2. # enter  

o title 
o description 
o save 

3. choose a social media site (facebook or twitter) 
4. select new target 
5. enter some keywords 
6. add to target list 
7. click save in the target list 
8. click on the edit target symbol in social media target list 
9. enter new keywords in the edit field 
10. click ok 
11. click save targets in the social media target list 
12. reselect this social media window from the left dropdownbox 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. social media site can be choosen 
3. - 
4. "Add social media target" is shown  

o facebook or twitter symbol with any keywords text is 
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shown 
5. - 
6. the target is added to the target list 
7. the save targets button in the social media target gets inactive 
8. edit facebook/twitter target is shown 
9. - 
10. the target is removed from the social media target list 
11. - 
12. the edited target is listed in the social media target list 

17.1.5.127 Test Case WP3-1230: WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target 

WP3-1230 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-299 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click social media 

2. select blogspot in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "http://buzz.blogger.com" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 
5. check the added blogspot in the target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. blogspot panel expands 
3. - 
4. - 
5. - 
6. data is shown in the following order:  

o blogspot logo 
o the title of the blogdspot post is shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

17.1.5.128 Test Case WP3-1231: WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no URL 

WP3-1231 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no URL 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-299 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click social media 

2. select blogspot in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. blogspot panel expands 
3. - 
4. error notification is shown 

17.1.5.129 Test Case WP3-1232: WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no http prefix 

WP3-1232 WP3-299 - add blogspot blog target no http prefix 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-299 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click social media 

2. select blogspot in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter "fupol2012.blogspot.com" in the input field 
4. click retrieve 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. blogspot panel expands 
3. - 
4. error notification is shown 

17.1.5.130 Test Case WP3-1233: WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target with not existing wallname  

WP3-1233 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target with not existing wallname  

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-425 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook wall in combobox and click "select new target" 
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3. enter a link in the input field 
(http://www.facebook.com/fupoltestautomation) 

4. click "retrieve" 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. error notification "Facebook Wall example: coca-cola OR 

https://www.facebook.com/cocacola" is shown 

17.1.5.131 Test Case WP3-1234: WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target without http prefix 

WP3-1234 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target without http prefix 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-425 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook wall in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a link in the input field (www.facebook.com/cocacola) 
4. click "retrieve" 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. error notification "Facebook Wall www.facebook.com/cocacola 

not found" is shown 

17.1.5.132 Test Case WP3-1236: WP3-464 - Add blogspot account 

WP3-1236 WP3-464 - Add blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 
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Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose blogspot in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter blogspot credentials 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o google api key 

4. - 
5. blogspot account has been added 

17.1.5.133 Test Case WP3-1237: WP3-464 - edit blogspot account 

WP3-1237 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath blogspot account 
2. change  

o title 
o google api key 

3. click save 
4. click edit beneath blogspot account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o google api key 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears 
4. changes have been saved 

17.1.5.134 Test Case WP3-1238: WP3-464 - edit blogspot account - no input 

WP3-1238 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account - no input 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath blogspot account 
2. change  

o title to "" 
o google api key to "" 

3. click save 
4. click edit beneath blogspot account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o google api key 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears 
4. error notification is shown 

17.1.5.135 Test Case WP3-1239: WP3-464 - Cancel adding blogspot account 

WP3-1239 WP3-464 - Cancel adding blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 5 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose blogspot in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter blogspot credentials 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o google api key 

4. - 
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5. blogspot account has not been added 

17.1.5.136 Test Case WP3-1240: WP3-464 - cancel delete blogspot account 

WP3-1240 WP3-464 - cancel delete blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-837 

WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 19 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click delete beneath facebook account 
2. Press cancel 
3. click on the show social media accounts to see if the deletion was 

successful 

Expected Outcome: 1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media account 

'title of the account'? 
2. the account is deleted 
3. the deleted social media account is still shown in the list 

17.1.5.137 Test Case WP3-1248: WP3-464 - edit blogspot account 

WP3-1248 WP3-464 - edit blogspot account 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-464 
Sprint: Sprint 6 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 

2. PRE 14 - Valid Blogspot account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath facebook account 
2. change  

o title 
o google API key 

3. click save 
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4. click edit beneath facebook account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o #* google API key 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears  

o changes are made 

17.1.5.138 Test Case WP3-1253: WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target with groupname only 

WP3-1253 WP3-302 - add one facebook wall target with groupname only 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-425 

WP3-302 
Sprint: Sprint 20 
Assignee: Evmides Nicos 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions:  
Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 

2. select facebook wall in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a link in the input field (cocacola) 
4. click "retrieve" 
5. add facebook wall to target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Facebook Wall 'coca-cola' found. 
5. coca-cola is added to the left target list with  

o facebook wall logo 
o its title 
o edit button 
o delete button 

17.1.6  Data Management  

17.1.6.1 Test Case WP3-1241: WP3-995 - Answer Questionnaire including multiple choice question 

WP3-1241 WP3-995 - Answer Questionnaire including multiple choice question 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-995 
Sprint: Sprint 26 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
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Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE17 - Created complete questionnaire 

2. link for calling the quesitonnaire is known and open 

Steps to Complete: 1. answer questions of questionnaire 
2. log in as facilitator who is administrating the campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. the question administration is no longer possible  

o statistical data is shown instead 

17.1.6.2 Test Case WP3-1242: WP3-995 - Answer Questionnaire including single choice question 

WP3-1242 WP3-995 - Answer Questionnaire including single choice question 

Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-995 
Sprint: Sprint 26 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE17 - Created complete questionnaire 

2. link for calling the quesitonnaire is known and open 

Steps to Complete: 1. answer questions of questionnaire 
2. log in as facilitator who is administrating the campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. the question administration is no longer possible  

o statistical data is shown instead 

17.1.6.3 Test Case WP3-995 - Answer no question of the questionnaire 

WP3-1243 WP3-995 - Answer no question of the questionnaire  
Test Type: Automated 
User Story: WP3-995 
Sprint: Sprint 26 
Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 
Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 
Status: Ready To Run 
Preconditions: 1. PRE17 - Created complete questionnaire 

2. link for calling the quesitonnaire is known and open 

Steps to Complete: 1. click save without answering a question 
2. log in as facilitator who is administrating the campaign 

Expected Outcome: 1. error notifications for each question is shown (Question ... must 
be filled out as defined 
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2. the question administration is still possible 
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18 Appendix IV: RDF Store Performance Tests 

This appendix describes the performance and scalability tests that we performed with 

our Virtuoso RDF store. 

There are many benchmark results and studies available that have proven that 

Virtuoso is a high performing and scalable RDF store, both as a single instance, as 

well as in a clustered environment. 

 

We executed these tests to get a feeling for our test system’s performance and 

scalability in the environment that we use during our pilot operations and to assess if 

Virtuoso will likely become a bottleneck or not. We do not question its capabilities in 

general, but we wanted to make sure that we can handle the risk in our specific 

situation. 

 

What we wanted to know is... 

• Will our Virtuoso instance be able to handle the expected data volumes ? 

• Will our Virtuoso perform reliable (no crashes) and consistent (balanced 

performance) ? 
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18.1 Quantity Structure 

D3.6 defines the system’s scalability requirements as follows: 

WP3-79 Scalability 

Description: In order to enable piloting beyond the current pilot cities the social media 
management must be scalable to fit the requirements of larger cities. 

Originator: Peter Sonntagbauer 

Stakeholders: • Sysop 

Fit Criterion: Number of messages to be 
processed per day 

up to 10.000 

Number of e-citizens up to 5 Million 

Number of social media channels up to 500 

Number of concurrent users in city 
admin 

up to 500 

 

 

This is the expected maximum capacity of the final production system, but it’s based 

on „best guess“ and in reality no one knows how many messages we’ll finally collect.  

 

In fact this number is highly influenced by the context in which the system is used: 

• If the use of streaming media increases, then those numbers will likely be 

over optimistic (i.e. if the cities decide to make heavy use of use tv/radio 

transcription) 

• The numbers were set based on the assumption that the municipalitites focus 

on local issues with only local content. Should they decide to use the system 

nation-wide then the numbers must be adopted as well 

 

The current social media searches differ in their result sizes. We have some with less 

than one post per day (for example „autism in Zagreb“) to up to 1500 posts per day 

(generic media observation using limited tv/radio and newspapers). 
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So lets assume that we’ll have 100.000 posts per day, which is far more than we 

currently collect. This makes... 

KPI Posts 
Posts per day 100.000 
Posts per month 3.000.000 
Posts per year 35.000.000 
 

If we want to store a whole year’s content then Virtuoso must be able to handle 35M 

posts. 

 

In order to measure the performance of our setup (Virtuoso, FUPOL ontology) a 

performance Test was executed. Since the Virtuoso Server currently doesn’t contain 

enough data, a data-generator is used to provide enough data for the test itself.  
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18.2 Test Data and Data Generation 

The first step of the benchmark test is to generate enough data for the test. Based 

on observations of the test system (in September 2013), the hugest growth in data 

size takes place in the parts of the ontology that are encircled in red, so the data 

generator focuses on the generation of test data in those classes.  

 

The data generation process is performed iteratively (in batches). After 500k 

iterations the data is pushed into the test server (fupol-4) to prevent memory 

problems and bottlenecks.  
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The following table shows a set of example data (all classes are within the area 

marked in red): 

 

  

A complete set of test data on average contains a person’s social media footprint as 

we store it in FUPOL, including between 0 and 100 posts, the agent, the container, 

the topics and so on. We varied the number of posts in every data set (which is a 

realistic assumption, as not all users will post the same number of tweets etc.). 

 

As already mentioned, each data load batch pushed 500k of these sets into Virtuoso.  
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18.3 Test Environment 

The tests were performed on our existing Virtuoso test instance on fupol-4. 

The server instance was still performing other tests at the same time, but these 

produced only a neglectable number of requests and data. 

18.3.1 Client Configuration 

The test client was a command line Java program (Java 1.7.0_25) that uses 

Virtuoso’s JDBC driver to connect to the RDF store. It was executed on a notebook 

(Intel Core i7 M640, 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM) with Windows 7 SP1, 64 bit. 

The client is single threaded and connects to Virtuoso with just one user. 

18.3.2 Server configuration 

The used testserver is fupol-4, our test stage. It hosts a Virtuoso 6 instance (open 

source edition) under Linux. 

The server itself is virtualized (VMWare) and runs on our FUPOL hardware cluster. 

We did not alter the setup or turn off any other virtual machines on that server when 

we performed the tests. Although this might influence the test results it’s the 

environment where we’re performing our pilot operations, so it’s a realistic 

environment. 
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18.4 Benchmark and Measurements 

After every 10M iterations (20 batches of 500k data sets) a benchmark is executed  

that measures several KPIs. After that the next test iteration starts and so on. 

Each benchmark consists of 6 SparQL queries whose execution time is measured. 

 

In order to prevent the server from adapting to the queries the order in which 

they’re executed is permutated in each cycle. The permutation algorithm guarantees 

that two subsequent cycles never have the same query order. 

 

The mix of queries is executed 25 times until the data generator continues. 

 

All queries use the following namespace definition and prefixes: 

 
PREFIX rdf:      <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> 

PREFIX dc:       <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 

PREFIX dcterms:  <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 

PREFIX bench:    <http://localhost/vocabulary/bench/> 

PREFIX xsd:      <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>  

PREFIX skos:     <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> 

PREFIX foaf:  <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> 

PREFIX sioc:     <http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#> 

PREFIX sioct:  <http://rdfs.org/sioc/types#> 
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18.4.1 Query 1 

The first query is very generic. It just fetches all tuples from the server. Its purpose 

is to measure the response time of the server under heavy load (independent from 

our ontology).  

 
      SELECT * 

WHERE { 

  ?s ?p ?o 

} 

18.4.2 Query 2  

The scope of the second query is to test some FUPOL specific ontology definition. It 

returns all objects that have an attached topic. 

 
SELECT * 

WHERE{ 

    ?s <http://www.fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/fupol.owl#has_topic> ?o 

} 

18.4.3 Query 3 

The scope of the third query is to test the reverse direction of the second query: 

return everything that belongs to a specific post. 

 
SELECT * 

WHERE{ 

    <http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/jul/02/carphone-warehouse- 

managers-stock-windfall/hts/api/v1/topicengine/ 

51d2b2f4f8e31508d970c86f/topics/29> ?p ?o 

} 
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18.4.4 Query 4 

The scope of this query is to return all posts: 

 
SELECT * 

WHERE{ 

     ?s a sioc:Post 

} 

18.4.5 Query 5 

The scope of this query is to return all posts and their topics. 

 
SELECT ?s ?topic 

WHERE{ 

   ?s a sioc:Post; 

   <http://www.fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-client/fupol.owl#has_topic> ?topic. 

} 

18.4.6 Query 6 

The scope of this query is to return all sites and their posts. 

 
SELECT * FROM <benchmarktest> 

WHERE { 

?s  a sioc:Post; 

      sioc:has_container ?cont. 

      ?site sioc:host_of ?cont. 

} 
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18.5 Results 

The test started with 8.7M tuples and stopped at 407M tuples, which generated up to 

77M posts for the largest test set. 

 

Please be aware that our benchmark’s goal was to test if our Virtuoso demo setup – 

the same that we use for the pilot cities in the next two years – will be able to 

handle the data load that we expect. It’s not intended to produce comparable and 

reproducible results, which would’ve required that we isolate the test system from 

the outside and reduce external influence to a minimum. So actually it’s more a 

stress test that uses a benchmark to stress the system than a benchmark. 

 

We executed the benchmark on the running system which had to handle the base 

load from pilot operations, so the results show the upper border of the possible 

execution times. However due to the effects of… 

• Virtualization and load balancing between virtualized servers 

• Shared resources (storage, …) 

• Background tasks already running (pilot operations) 

…the results are not accurate, but sufficient for our purpose. The response times that 

we measured were generated with loads that are far higher than what we expect 

from pilot operations. 

The average execution times are calculated using the arithmetic average. 

 

Execution times [s] of six different SparQL Queries 

#tuples	   8.7	  M	   22M	   30.8M	  	   39.6M	   50.1M	  	   60.6M	  	   73.5M	  	   99.2M	  	   124.9M	  	   150.5M	  	   201.8M	  	   304.5M	   407.2M	  

#posts	   	   	   	   	   8.3M	  	   10.4M	  	   12.8M	  	   17.8M	  	   22.8M	  	   27.7M	  	   37.6M	  	   57.4M	  	   77.2M	  	  

Q1	   0.304	   0.290	   0.288	   0.287	   0.305	   0.288	   1.023	   0.752	   0.721	   1.365	   0.781	   0.720	   0.795	  

Q2	   0.210	   0.215	   0.211	   0.211	   0.212	   0.222	   0.810	   0.568	   0.598	   1.086	   0.592	   0.625	   0.628	  

Q3	   0.005	   0.005	   0.005	   0.005	   0.005	   0.005	   0.007	   0.007	   0.008	   0.010	   0.006	   0.006	   0.009	  

Q4	   0.139	   0.140	   0.138	   0.143	   0.142	   0.144	   0.494	   0.352	   0.385	   0.840	   0.404	   0.379	   0.360	  

Q5	   4.260	   10.675	   17.423	   23.300	   30.227	   38.123	   61.607	   1.484	   1.055	   2.728	   1.076	   0.847	   0.949	  

Q6	   7.824	   7.887	   8.056	   8.413	   8.431	   8.538	   7.123	   0.951	   1.038	   1.893	   1.038	   1.110	   1.373	  

Sum	   12.777	   19.228	   26.121	   32.387	   39.357	   47.294	   71.247	   4.544	   4.232	   9.589	   4.295	   4.245	   4.675	  
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Note the peak in execution times at about 73M tuples and steep decline (for the 

more complex queries 5 and 6) afterwards (at higher data volumes). The reason for 

this is unknown (server switch in VMWare, additional CPUs getting attached, internal 

caches in Virtuoso, ...), but it actually reflects our pilot’s system behaviour. 

The tests were performed „left to right“ in the table and not „top to bottom“, so the 

server’s performance pattern is somehow consistent, though. 

  

Obviously the more complex queries 5 and 6 take much longer to execute than the 

simpler ones (1-4). This is consistent with experiments that we made in July 2013: 

• The more complex a SparQL query is (i.e. number of terms involved) the 

longer it takes to execute the query 

• The execution time increases in steps, based on the number of terms in the 

query, but the steps’ sizes or when this will happen are not obvious. In some 

cases the execution times increased by about 1000% just from adding a 

single term to a query that already contained 8 terms. 

 

The correlation between the data volume that the server has to handle when we 

performed the queries and the execution times was not consistent. With the simpler 

queries the execution time had a positive correlation with the volume, but the more 

complex queries sometimes performed better at higher volumes. 

18.6 Conclusion 

The conclusion of the benchmark test is that… 

• our Virtuoso instance is likely able to handle the pilot operation’s data (35M 

posts/year) without problems (no crashes and no significant degradation of 

the server’s response times caused by the high volume of data) 

• the query’s complexity was the most relevant factor for the execution time 

• the test system’s stress characteristics are inconsistent, but the overall 

performance is sufficient 

 


